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1Abstract
Programming and Testing Support for Drone Based Applications
by
Manos Koutsoubelias
The evolution and the widespread adoption of low cost and versatile manufacturing technolo-
gies such as 3D printing along with the recent software and hardware advances in embedded
computing, wireless communications and control systems have sparked a development boom
in the field of unmanned vehicles (UVs) for civilian use. Nowadays, UVs which are commonly
known as drones are widely available, come at low cost, and are capable of operating largely
autonomously in aerial, ground and aquatic environments with limited human intervention.
Besides their considerable and continuously improving mobility and navigation properties,
drones can carry a diverse set of application-specific payloads, including various types of
sensors/actuators as well as powerful computing and communication equipment.
Thanks to these capabilities, drones will become key components of cyber-physical sys-
tems. They will revolutionize existing applications, and may very well give birth to en-
tirely new ones. Recently, drone platforms have been adopted in several civilian application
domains, spanning from smart agriculture and structural health monitoring to the enter-
tainment industry. However, their full potential has not been unleashed yet. Despite the
significant work that has been done by the scientific community over the last decades in
various aspects of wireless sensor networks, robotics and distributed systems, application
development for drones remains a hard task, especially when multiple drones are involved
and need to perform a joint mission in a coordinated manner.
In this thesis we focus on supporting mission program development for unmanned vehi-
cles by reducing the amount and complexity of the programming that is required in order
to deal with the problems of communication, coordination, heterogeneity and dynamics in
multi-drone missions. We introduce a programming model that provides suitable coordina-
tion abstractions and mechanisms regarding resource heterogeneity and dynamics, allowing
mission programs to utilize multiple drones in a flexible way. We adopt a centralized service-
oriented approach whereby a distinguished entity which is called mission controller runs the
mission program logic, which retrieves information from the drones and issues high-level con-
trol commands to them. In addition, our programming model provides unified abstractions
for controlling individual drones as well as teams of drones with minimal development effort.
The model along with its supportive runtime environment comes with an integrated fault
tolerant mechanism, which combines checkpointing and logging in order to allow seamless
recovery from mission controller failures.
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2We support our programming model with an efficient coordinated transport protocol that
performs reliably 1-N request/reply interactions within a group of processes. The protocol
utilizes the broadcast nature of the wireless medium to avoid collisions, while allowing a high
rate of interactions between the coordinator process (mission controller) and the ordinary
processes (UVs) with low and predictable latency. It also comes with integrated fault han-
dling and group management. The protocol is used as a transport for the commands sent by
the coordinator process to the ordinary processes. The same protocol can be used to let the
coordinator retrieve state/sensor updates from the ordinary processes via polling. We have
also done work to support a dynamic adjustment of the polling rate, based on a method that
automatically infers the actual data rate of the ordinary processes.
Last but not least, we have developed a modular simulation infrastructure to perform
tests with multiple virtual UVs (vUVs) in a flexible, controlled and safe way. Each vUV is a
separate virtual machine, which runs the entire software stack including autopilot coupled to
a physics model that simulates the mobility-related behavior of the UV. The system currently
supports multi-copters with a virtual camera sensor, which can communicate with each other
over a simulated WiFi network. We have successfully used the simulation environment to
test various functional aspects of our system software stack, which would be practically
impossible or prohibitively expensive to do using real drones.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The recent advances in embedded computing, wireless communications and control systems
have lead to truly radical developments in the area of unmanned vehicles (UVs). Technology
that was –just a few years ago– used exclusively for military purposes, has now become acces-
sible to a larger audience, with the potential not only to revolutionize existing applications,
but also to pave the way towards completely new ones.
Different UV platforms are emerging at a fast pace, which can operate on the ground
(UGVs), on the water surface (USVs), underwater (UUVs), and in the air (UAVs). In partic-
ular, UAVs are gradually being adopted in several application domains, such as agriculture,
surveillance and coverage of big events in the sport and entertainment industry [99,103,107].
Furthermore, cheap quadcopters are now fully commoditized and can be found next to game
consoles and remote controlled models on the shelves of electronics and toy stores all over
the world. As was recently pointed out, drones could very well be the next smartphones [1].
Clearly, UVs will play a key role in next-generation applications. A major challenge in
this respect is how to minimize the amount of human involvement. Our vision is for UVs to
be controlled by a computer program instead of a human operator, at least in non-critical
applications. Indeed, there is great progress in auto-pilot programs that drive the motors and
steering elements of a UV so that it can stay at a given position or move between positions in
a stable way [40]. Many algorithms also have been developed for simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) and obstacle avoidance [46, 56]. Moreover, a lot of work has been
done in the area of path-planning to cover a terrain, task-partitioning among multiple UVs,
and the formation of suitable ad-hoc networks that support the communication between
them [30, 32, 57]. However, the development of computer programs that employ UVs in
order to perform not only sensing but also actuation tasks –especially when this involves the
simultaneous usage of multiple UVs– remains a hard task, compared to how easy it is to
write conventional distributed programs for which a broad selection of mature middleware
and transport protocols is available to the developer.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
1.2 Focus and Contributions
Driven by the above issue, this thesis addresses the following question: How to support appli-
cation development for unmanned vehicles in a structured way, while reducing the complexity
that is required to deal with the communication, coordination, heterogeneity, dynamics and
failures in such applications? To achieve this goal, we have done work in three main dimen-
sions: (i) a programming model for writing computer applications that use multiple UVs;
(ii) a transport-level protocol that can efficiently support the underlying communication of
the programming model; (iii) a simulation environment for testing the entire software stack.
These are combined together into an integrated platform for developing and testing appli-
cations that employ multiple unmanned vehicles (UVs). Below we give an brief overview,
connecting the dots together.
Programming Model
The programming model allows the developer to write applications that engage multiple and
possibly heterogeneous UVs in a straightforward and flexible way. We consider UVs that can
navigate/operate autonomously, but still need to be coordinated at a higher level in order to
perform a joint mission in an orchestrated way. We adopt a centralized approach, whereby a
distinguished entity runs the mission program, collects information from all UVs and issues
high-level control commands to them, through structured remote service interfaces. The
UVs process incoming requests and send back corresponding replies. The mission program
can form teams and control them (almost) as if they were a single UV. Appropriate hooks are
provided for handling the dynamic addition/removal of UVs during the course of a mission.
Moreover, failures during the execution of the mission program are tolerated through a
hybrid checkpointing and logging scheme, allowing the mission to be resumed in a largely
transparent way.
Transport Protocol
In order to support the above programming model, we have developed a suitable transport
protocol for performing 1-N request/reply interactions between a coordinator process (the
mission control program) and several ordinary processes (the UVs). The protocol is designed
to avoid contention among the communicating processes, practically eliminating collisions
and back-off effects during wireless transmission. This leads to a high degree of reliability
with practically zero retransmisisons. In turn, this reduces the end-to-end delay of the re-
quest/reply interactions, and makes it possible to sustain a very high rate of communication,
close to channel capacity. The protocol comes with integrated support for the addition and
removal of processes in order to manage a process group. It also deals with process failures,
and automatically elects a new coordinator if needed. The same protocol can be used to let
the coordinator retrieve state/sensor updates from the ordinary processes via polling. We
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
have also done work to support a dynamic adjustment of the polling rate, based on a method
that automatically infers the actual data rate of the ordinary processes.
Simulation Environment
Performing tests with real UVs requires substantial equipment and human resources, needs a
lot of preparation, is time-consuming, raises several safety issues, and can be quite costly in
case of system malfunctions and failures that occur due to hidden bugs. These problems are
amplified for applications that involve several UVs. To address this issue, we have developed
a simulation environment for testing both system-software and mission-software in a flexible,
controlled and safe way, so that this can reach a high level of maturity before attempting
trials in the field. The user may employ multiple virtual UVs (vUVs) depending on the
mission. Each vUV is a separate virtual machine, which hosts the entire software stack
as this would run in a real UV, coupled to a physics model that simulates the mobility-
related behavior of the UV as a function of platform characteristics, terrain conditions and
the control commands received from the local autopilot. The system currently supports
quadcopters with a virtual camera sensor, which can communicate with each other over a
simulated ad-hoc WiFi network. Importantly, the system is extensible. It is possible to
introduce different types of UVs, each with its own physics/mobility model and autopilot, as
well as non-UV entities such as a control/ground station that communicates with the UVs
over separate network links that can be configured to be more reliable but also with a larger
latency and less bandwidth compared to WiFi. One may also include additional virtual
sensors, either on-board the UVs or ground-based, to support a wider range of applications.
1.3 Outline
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses indicative mission scenarios
and gives an overview of the system architecture we adopt in our work. Chapter 3 introduces
our programming model for writing missions, and the corresponding runtime support we have
developed for it. Chapter 4 discusses the fault-tolerance support we introduced in order to
be able to resume and continue a mission after a failure of the mission program. Chapter 5
discusses the underlying transport protocol that is used by our runtime support in order to
support the remote interactions of the programming model that take place over the network,
in an efficient and reliable way. Chapter 6 discusses a method for dynamic adaptation of the
polling rate for the general case where the transport protocol is used to support N-1 data
flows, from multiple sensor processes to a single collector process. Chapter 7 discusses the
simulation environment we have developed to enable tests with several virtual UVs, which
was also used to test our own programming model and runtime support for different non-
trivial mission scenarios, without having to use real UVs. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the
thesis and points to some directions for future work.
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4Chapter 2
Overview
This chapter provides an overview of our approach. To illustrate our vision, we start by
presenting indicative examples of missions that employ multiple heterogeneous UVs, and
highlight their most important characteristics without entering into the application-specific
details. Then, we present the system architecture that is adopted as a baseline for our
work, and discuss how we structure our programming and testing support for UV-based
applications in light of this architecture.
2.1 Mission Scenarios
Existing applications typically use one UVs or several identical UVs in predefined config-
urations. Going a step further, we envision more advanced missions that involve several
UVs with different computing, sensor and actuator resources, different mobility capabilities,
which can be added to and removed from the mission in a dynamic way.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a scenario where a number of unmanned aerial vehicles (drones)
is sent out to scan a crop field. Some drones are equipped with infrared and visible light
cameras, while others feature sensors that are suitable for air quality monitoring. The
data collected from these airborne sensors is processed to detect crop deficiencies and take
corrective action; for instance, to add extra fertilizer or spray some pesticide in the areas that
are problematic. Since the corresponding machinery can be quite heavy or even dangerous
to operate from the air, the addition of extra fertilizer or the spraying of the pesticide is
performed using a ground vehicle (rover) with the necessary equipment. The rover is parked
on site, and by default remains inactive (bottom-left corner of Figure 2.1a). If the drones
detect a problem (Figure 2.1b), the rover is activated, and is instructed to move to the area
of interest in order to perform the necessary action (Figure 2.1c).
As an example with even richer dynamics and collaboration options, Figure 2.2 shows a
scenario where the objective is to detect and extinguish fires in a forest area. During periods
of low humidity and high air temperature where the probability of a fire outbreak is large,
the forest is monitored by a group of drones. These are equipped with infrared and visible
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Figure 2.1: Smart agriculture scenario.
Figure 2.2: Forest surveillance and fire-fighting scenario.
light cameras, and scan the forest while maintaining a suitable formation that maximizes
coverage. At a designated area in the forest there is a station where more drones and rovers
equipped with firefighting equipment are parked; these remain inactive as long as no fire
incident is reported. When the drones detect a fire (Figure 2.2a), the rovers are activated
and instructed to move to different positions in order to fight the fire in a coordinated way
(Figure 2.2b). If the situation remains critical and the fire could get out of control, additional
drones and rovers can join the operation in order to boost the system firefighting capacity
(Figure 2.2c). In a similar vein, some of the employed drones and rovers could be withdrawn
once the fire is contained.
In a nutshell, the key properties of the missions we target in our work, are as follows:
• Multiple and potentially heterogeneous UVs. The mission employs several UVs.
The UVs need not all be identical to each other. In fact, UVs can have very different
sensing, actuation and mobility capabilities.
• High-level coordination. The employed UVs are to a large degree autonomous. As a
consequence, the UVs can perform basic (low-level) operations, like physical movement
or obstacle avoidance, without any external control by the mission program. The task
of the mission program is to coordinate/orchestrate the individual UVs at a higher level,
exploiting their specific properties/capabilities in order achieve the mission goals.
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Figure 2.3: Coordination of multiple UVs using a master-slave approach.
• Loose synchronization. The desired coordination of the individual UVs and the
sensing and actuation tasks to be performed as part of the mission, does not have any
tight real-time constraints and can be achieved with infrequent communication.
Our goal is to support the development of UV-based missions with these characteristics.
2.2 Baseline Architecture
As a baseline for our work, we opt for a centralized coordination model, illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.3. This follows a master-slave approach, in the spirit of a team leader who monitors
all other team members and decides which actions to take next.
More specifically, we model UVs as mobile nodes that can provide various types of in-
formation via corresponding sensors, and can also perform certain actions via corresponding
actuators. Nodes are controlled by a distinguished entity that runs the mission logic. We
refer to this entity as the mission controller ; in a typical deployment, this would be a com-
mand/control station. The mission controller acts as a master, which gathers the information
that is acquired by the nodes, takes control decisions, and instructs the nodes to perform
operations, according to the mission objectives. The nodes merely act as slaves, following
the commands of the master.
The centralized approach gives the developer the convenient illusion of programming a
single platform, and simplifies the task of writing code that coordinates the individual nodes
as one does not have to think in a distributed way. Moreover, the software that runs on the
nodes is simplified and can be structured in the form of distinct services, which also makes
it possible to re-use and combine nodes in a flexible way to support different application
scenarios.
A fundamental drawback of centralized designs is that they have a single point of failure.
In our case, the single point of failure is the mission controller. If it crashes during the
mission, the nodes will be left without a master. We address this problem by introducing
suitable fault-tolerance support, which is discussed in detail in this thesis. Centralization
may also lead to a communication/performance bottleneck. In our case, this is not a problem
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Figure 2.4: The TeCoLa software stack.
given that we target loosely-synchronised coordination scenarios where the communication
between the mission controller and the nodes is not expected to be frequent or heavyweight.
2.3 Programming Support
The centralized coordination model is reflected in the software (middleware) stack we have
developed to support application programming, called TeCoLa. The TeCoLa stack, illus-
trated in Figure 2.4, consists of three layers: the mission layer, the runtime system layer,
and the transport layer.
Following the role separation between the mission controller (master) and the nodes
(slaves), the mission layer for the former consists of the program that coordinates the mission,
whereas for the latter it includes the services provided by the nodes. In the same vein, the
mission controller features the runtime environment that is responsible for the execution
of the mission program, while nodes feature a different runtime environment that interacts
with the mission controller runtime to enable remote access of the node’s services. At the
transport layer, we employ the GCBRR protocol, which we have developed to support 1-N
request/reply interactions in broadcast-based networks, in an efficient, coordinated way. The
coordinator (active) part of the protocol, which initiates and orchestrates these interactions,
runs on the mission controller, and the ordinary (passive) part of the protocol runs on the
nodes.
In a typical deployment, the TeCoLa mission controller stack will be installed in a ground
control station, while each of the UVs will feature the TeCoLa node stack. Note, however,
that our design is completely modular, and allows the mission controller stack and node
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Figure 2.5: Approach for testing UV-based applications via simulation.
stack to reside on the same physical entity, thereby enabling hybrid deployments. For in-
stance, the role of the mission controller could be assigned to a powerful UV, which has
sufficient computing resources and is more robust/protected and thus unlikely to fail during
the mission. As another option, the ground station could also act as a node, if it features
certain sensors or actuators that are useful for the mission.
2.4 Testing Support
Testing is a key part of software development, even more so for software that controls/co-
ordinates UVs, which has to be extremely mature before attempting any trials in the field.
To enable a flexible and controlled testing of such software, we have designed and imple-
mented a simulation environment where one may deploy and run the both system-level and
application-level software in the same way as in a real-world deployment.
Figure 2.5 gives a high-level view of the simulation approach. Each UV is implemented
using a separate virtual machine (VM), which hosts the very same software as the real
platform, including the autopilot and navigation software as well as any additional software
that is needed to support the mission —in our case, this is the TeCoLa node stack. The
same holds for the control station, except that typically the respective VM will not feature
any UV functionality and thus will only host the mission software —the TeCoLa mission
controller stack.
The key difference between the real and the simulated platforms lies in the lower-level
emulation of the sensors and actuators of the UVs. The respective VMs feature a physics
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engine that reproduces the dynamics of the vehicle using a suitable model which captures
the physical behavior of the vehicle when various forces are being applied to it. The physics
engine, in turn, feeds this data to the autopilot, which processes the data and takes control
decisions exactly as this is done in a real UV.
Besides the virtual sensors that are required by the autopilot, the VMs of UVs can be
equipped with mission-specific virtual on-board sensors, such as cameras, which provide
data to the mission software. Furthermore, the communication between the UV and control
station VMs is supported over a simulated wireless network that is accessed by the mission
software in a transparent way via the usual wireless interface. It is thus possible to test the
same (unmodified) mission software (in our case, the full TeCoLa stack, including the mission
program that coordinates the mission and the services that are provided by the nodes) using
the same deployment configuration that is planned for the real-world deployment.
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Chapter 3
Programming model
This chapter introduces the TeCoLa programming model. We start by presenting the main
concepts that underpin the design of TeCoLa. Then, we describe a prototype implementa-
tion, including the concrete runtime objects and programming primitives/constructs intro-
duced to support the programming of missions, and show how these can be used to write an
indicative mission program. Finally, we discuss the overhead of the most critical program-
ming primitives and the related work.
3.1 Basic Concepts
As discussed in the previous chapter, TeCoLa is designed having in mind a centralized co-
ordination model where a distinguished entity, the mission controller, runs a program that
monitors the state of the unmanned vehicles (UVs), analyses the situation, takes decisions
about the actions that need to be performed to achieve the mission goals, and sends out
corresponding commands to one or more UVs. The goal of TeCoLa is to simplify the devel-
opment of such programs, also referred to as mission programs or applications.
Next, we discuss the main concepts behind TeCoLa. To separate the various concerns,
for now, we do not get into the details of networking and transport protocols. We assume
that the mission controller is able to discover and communicate with all UVs, using suitable
communication support. In the same vein, we assume that if the mission controller fails
then the mission stops and all UVs enter a fail-safe state. The provision of reliable group
communication support over a wireless medium and the problem of tolerating failures of the
mission controller are discussed in separate chapters.
Nodes and services
Each UV is abstracted as a node with a set of hardware and software resources. Hardware
resources are the UV’s CPU and other processing elements like DSPs, GPUs or FPGAs, as
well as memories like RAM and Flash. In terms of software, apart from the operating system
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Figure 3.1: Mapping of resources to services.
Figure 3.2: Information flow between a proxy and the node.
and drivers that are needed to talk to the hardware, the UV may include additional software
modules/libraries that can be used to perform computations and data processing tasks.
Based on the available hardware and software resources, a node may provide one or more
services to the outside world. In the spirit of service-oriented design, each service is accessed
through a structured interface [51]. Without loss of generality, we let service interfaces
consist of one or more service calls. Service calls can be used to issue commands to the
nodes, or to retrieve state information from the nodes.
As an example, Figure 3.1 shows a node equipped with a camera and a brightness sen-
sor, which map to two distinct services with indicative interfaces. The photo service inter-
face includes the getResolution() call for retrieving the resolution of the camera, and the
shootP icture() call for taking a snapshot. In the same spirit, the brightness service interface
consists of the setSampling() call for setting the rate at which the sensor is sampled, and
the getBrightnessLevel() call for retrieving the last value measured. Note that it is possible
to have a service that relies on more than one resources. As an example, a camera could
be combined with an image processing library to implement an object detection service that
runs directly on the node.
Service access and failure semantics
The services of a node can be accessed remotely yet in a transparent way, through a proxy
that features identical service interfaces (service stubs), as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The
service calls made via a proxy work in the spirit of remote procedure calls (RPCs) and block
until the node handles the request and returns the reply [33].
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The nature of the operation that are requested via a service call can be either synchronous
or asynchronous. Synchronous operations are performed immediately, and the result is
returned in the reply of the respective service call. Asynchronous operations typically take
a longer time to be performed. In this case, the reply of the call merely acknowledges
the receipt of the request, and effectively serves as an indication that the node will try to
perform the requested operation (which may be completed with some delay). The progress
of asynchronous operations can be monitored by issuing service calls that return the desired
state information. It is important to note that, unlike asynchronous procedure calls also
referred to as promises [77], the remote service calls themselves are always synchronous and
block the caller until the reply is returned, irrespectively of whether the operation they
trigger in the node is synchronous or asynchronous.
Service calls have at-most-once semantics [76]. If a node fails before sending a reply,
the mission controller (client) will receive an error, but it does not know whether the node
actually executed the call. However, it is certain that the node did not execute the call more
than once. This is particularly important for calls that lead to critical actuation operations,
which may be non-idempotent [45].
Note that the mission controller may fail in the midst of a mission. From an RPC perspec-
tive, this corresponds to a client failure, which is typically handled by garbage collecting or-
phan calls at the server, using a suitable mechanism like extermination or reincarnation [96].
Contrary to this approach, in TeCoLa, service calls are not terminated abruptly. If a node
detects a failure of the mission controller, it executes any pending calls to completion, and
then enters a fail-safe state. This is done by notifying each local service so that it can
take the necessary actions, including the handling of any ongoing asynchronous operations.
Depending on the nature of the service, some asynchronous operations may be completed
despite the failure of the mission controller, whereas others may be aborted when entering
the fail-safe state.
Service heterogeneity and dynamics
Nodes may have diverse hardware resources. For instance, some nodes may be equipped
with additional or more powerful processing elements and larger memories. Other nodes
may feature certain sensors/actuators that are too expensive or too specialized for a certain
function, and thus are not available in all nodes. Also, nodes can be heterogeneous in terms
of software resources. As an example, some nodes may feature software for performing
special data processing tasks, which, in turn, may rely on special hardware resources, such
as FPGAs.
The aspect of hardware/software heterogeneity naturally extends to services. For in-
stance, some nodes may provide the photo service (based on the camera resource), while
other nodes may provide a spotlight service (based on a lamp resource). There can also be
heterogeneity among services of the same class. As an example, some nodes may feature
higher-resolution cameras or faster and more accurate image processing code than others.
The different service classes and interfaces that are relevant for the application domain in
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question can be defined in a formal/structured way using a suitable taxonomy/ontology [31].
Developers have to consult this ontology in order to write their missions so that they can
exploit this service variety. The design of human- and machine-readable service ontologies is
beyond the scope of this thesis. This problem has already been researched quite extensively
in the context of web services, ubiquitous computing and the Internet of Things [22,44,55].
Note that the services provided by a node might vary in time. This can be due to dynamic
resource availability or local resource management decisions. For instance, if the camera is
damaged, the node will lose the ability to support the photo service. A node may also
decide to power-down certain resources to save energy (e.g., the lamp), in which case it can
no longer provide the services that depend on these resources (e.g., the spotlight service).
Node mobility as a service
Nodes represent UVs that can move in the field. We assume that nodes may rely on a
common positioning system, such as GPS. We also assume that nodes come with basic
autopilot capability, and can deal with low-level motor/control and obstacle avoidance issues
in an autonomous way, in the spirit of [60]. Thus the mission program does not have to micro-
manage nodes, and can control their movement in a high-level fashion, by specifying target
locations or supplying intermediate waypoints, as usual in many robotic systems [2].
For reasons of uniformity, node mobility is also captured in a service-oriented way. The
respective service interface may include service calls for setting a destination, several way-
points or instructing the node to move towards a given direction. It can also include service
calls for setting orientation and speed. In turn, the current position, speed and orientation
of the node can be retrieved through corresponding service calls.
Of course, the actual movement capability of a node depends on whether the node was
designed to move on the ground, on the water surface, underwater or fly in the air. This
is yet another dimension of heterogeneity, which can be captured by introducing different
classes of mobility services and suitable interfaces. As is the case for every other form of
service heterogeneity, here too, the application must be designed to handle/exploit it in a
meaningful way.
Mission group and teams
The nodes that participate in a mission form the so-called mission group. This group can
grow dynamically to include additional nodes in the course of the mission. It can also shrink
in case some nodes leave or crash/fail. The formation of the mission group is controlled by
the mission program, which decides which types of nodes/services are needed at any point in
time to perform the various tasks of the mission, and accordingly invites new nodes to join
or allows participating nodes to leave. The mission program can browse the mission group
in order to inspect the available proxies and the services that are supported by each one of
them.
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Figure 3.3: Team dynamics as a function of the current composition of the mission group.
A mission can be implemented by invoking the services of each node individually. How-
ever, this can become quite awkward when there are numerous nodes, especially if it is
desired for several nodes to perform the same operation. For instance, one may wish to
employ multiple UVs to scan a large area in order to detect specific situations or objects of
interest.
To simplify programming, TeCoLa allows the formation and control of entire teams. A
team can be created by adding specific, hand-picked nodes (manually-formed team), or by
applying to the mission group a membership expression that refers to specific services (rule-
based team) in which case all nodes that match the membership expression become members
of the team (to avoid potential conflicts, a node cannot belong to different teams at the same
time). It is possible to browse a team in order to inspect and invoke its members in the same
way this is done for the mission group.
Manually-formed teams have to be maintained in an explicit way by the programmer.
In contrast, rule-based teams are automatically maintained behind the scenes based on
the nodes that are currently part of the mission group, without any intervention from the
programmer. For instance, if a node joins the mission and its services satisfy the membership
expression of a rule-based team, its proxy is automatically added to that team. Conversely,
if a node no longer matches the membership expression of a rule-based team because it
stopped providing a service, the proxy is removed from the team. Both manually-formed
and rule-based teams are updated automatically if a member node fails, in whih case the
node is removed from the team. Note that a team can be empty, if it ends up with no
members, but the team still exists as an entity.
As an example, Figure 3.3 illustrates the evolution of three teams, for nodes with a photo
service, a brightness service and a spotlight service, respectively. Initially, the mission group
contains the nodes A and C which provide the photo and brightness service, and node B
which only provides the brightness service. Hence the photo team has two members (A
and C) and the brightness team has one member (B), whereas the spotlight team is empty.
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Figure 3.4: Team-level promotion of service calls.
Then, node C leaves the mission group and is removed from the photo team while node D
with brightness and spotlight services joins the mission group, and as a result becomes a
member of the spotlight team.
Services common to all members of a team are promoted to the team level. Service
promotion has some analogy to inheritance via sub-classing in object-oriented models [58],
but works in a bottom-up rather than top-down way. This is indicated in Figure 3.3 by
depicting interface icons next to the team membership lists. Promotion leads to identical
service calls at the team level, with the same name, arguments and return values as the
service calls of the common service interface. The invocation of a team-level service call
fans-out to the invocation of the respective service call in all proxies. This way, the mission
controller can drive the entire team as if it were a single node. Notably, promoted service
calls return a vector of replies, one for each team member. By iterating over this vector, one
can retrieve the replies of individual team members. Figure 3.4 illustrates this principle for
the brightness service team in Figure 3.3, assuming three proxies (team members).
3.2 Software organization
This section presents a prototype implementation of TeCoLa along the lines of the con-
cepts described in the previous section. To accelerate development, instead of introducing a
full-fledged language with its own runtime environment, we implement the functionality of
TeCoLa on top of a standard Python environment (for a Linux platform) via specific classes
that can be used by the application, without touching lower system-software layers or mak-
ing changes to the Python runtime. We also keep the prototype as simple as possible in
terms of special syntactic constructs in addition to what is already supported by the Python
language.
Figure 3.5 shows the software organization of our prototype. Reflecting the master-slave
approach, TeCoLa is internally structured in two runtime environments, the node runtime
and the mission controller runtime, respectively. Note that the mission controller runtime can
co-exist with the node runtime on the same physical entity/machine. The mission controller
runtime is responsible for the execution of the mission program, performing under the hood
all the necessary interactions with the nodes. The node runtime supports the interaction
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Figure 3.5: Software organization of the prototype implementation of TeCoLa.
with the mission controller, invoking the local services as requested. Figure 3.6 provides
an overview of the node runtime operation, and the main functions that are activated as a
result of its interaction with the mission controller runtime: (i) joining the mission group,
(ii) service advertisement, (iii) service invocation, (iv) leaving the mission group, (v) handling
and recovering from a failure of the mission controller. The latter is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4.
The communication between the mission controller runtime and the node runtime is
performed using the GCBRR transport protocol, which provides support for coordinated
group management and efficient 1-N request/reply interaction on top of a wireless medium.
In particular, the mission controller runtime maps every remote operation including node- or
team-level method invocation to a corresponding 1-N request/reply interaction, addressing
the nodes that need to be involved in each case. In addition, special periodic request/reply
interactions are performed by the mission controller runtime in the background, without any
explicit request from the mission program, to confirm the aliveness of the nodes that are
part of the mission group and to update the mission group in case of node failures. As part
of this interaction, the mission controller retrieves updates about the services provided by
each node. Last but not least, the mission controller uses the built-in support of GCBRR
to let new nodes to join the mission group dynamically, as well as to remove nodes from the
mission group in a controlled way. The details of GCBRR are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.6: Operation of the node runtime.
Node runtime
The node runtime, shown in the right part of Figure 3.5, supports the operation of the node
along the lines of Figure 3.6. It consists of a single process that employs a Node object
which is an instance of the singleton Node class. This object contains most of the runtime
functionality, and is responsible for advertising the services of the node, receiving the service
call requests from the mission controller, executing them, and returning the replies. In
particular, it implements three main mechanisms, the service registry, the remote service
call, and the system notification mechanism.
The service registry maintains a description for each available service, that includes the
service name, the signatures of the provided service calls and a reference to the service
instance. The set of services that are initially loaded is specified in a configuration file. It is
possible to add and remove services at any point in time. The contents of the registry are
returned to the mission controller runtime as part of the response to a join and aliveness
request.
The remote service call mechanism intercepts the calls of the mission controller that
arrive via the transport layer, de-serializes each call request, and performs a lookup on the
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service registry in order to find and invoke the respective service. At the end of each service
call execution, it serializes the results and returns them to the transport for transmission
to the mission controller. The node runtime executes one service call at a time while it is
assumed that service calls execute fast, and do not block the node process. A service may
still implement long-running operations in an asynchronous manner, using threads. In the
current implementation, services run within the node process. As a consequence, if a service
crashes, the entire node process will crash too. This is an implementation detail, and the
issue can be addressed in a straightforward way by running each service within a separate
process or using container-technologies.
The Node object is also responsible for handling system notifications that are produced
internally by the node runtime. More specifically, the system notification mechanism of
the Node object intercepts and handles the notifications produced by the mechanism that
loads and respectively unloads individual services, and invokes the corresponding service
activation and deactivation routines. It also intercepts the notification that is produced by
the transport layer when a failure of the mission controller is detected, and invokes the fail-
safe operations of the services that are currently loaded/active. Finally, the administrator
of the node runtime can inspect the loaded services through the same mechanism.
Finally, the node runtime performs the necessary operations for the node to join the
mission group, in a transparent way. More specifically, after the instantiation of the Node
object, it waits for an invitation of the mission controller in order to join the mission group
so that it can starting receiving/executing service calls. In a similar vein, when the mission
controller asks the node to leave the mission group, the node is brought to a fail-safe state
in a similar way this is done when detecting a failure of the mission controller.
Mission Controller runtime
The mission controller runtime is responsible for running the mission program. As shown
in the left part of the Figure 3.5, the functionality of the mission controller runtime is split
in two processes, the mission program process (program process) and the mission controller
manager process (manager process). This is done to have a clean separation between the
mechanisms that are used for the execution of the mission program and the mechanisms that
are used to initialize and manage this execution as well as to recover from a failure of the
mission controller.
The main responsibilities of the manager process include the loading, execution and ter-
mination of the program process. The manager process also acts as a mediator between the
program process and the transport layer. During the loading of the mission program, a func-
tionality which is performed by the mission program (un)-loader mechanism, the manager
process spawns the program process and informs the dispatcher to start forwarding messages
between the mission program and the transport. At the termination of the mission program,
the manager process suspends the dispatcher and terminates the program process. The dis-
patcher forwards the remote service requests of the mission program to the transport layer,
and returns the node replies that arrive from the transport back to the mission program. The
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dispatcher also intercepts and forwards to the mission program system notifications regard-
ing the aliveness of the nodes as well as the termination of the mission program. Similarly
to the node runtime, the administrator of the mission controller can inspect the status of
the mission program through the dispatcher mechanism.
The mission program invokes the functions of TeCoLa via the MissionController object,
which is an instance of the singleton MissionController class. This object is instantiated
from the mission program and lives in its address space. The MissionController object
interacts with the transport through the dispatcher via a standard unix socket. It implements
the remote service call mechanism which maps every node- or team-level service call to a
corresponding request/reply interaction, addressing the nodes that need to be involved in
each case and serializes the requests and de-serializes the respective replies. In addition, it
creates proxy objects for the nodes that join the mission, and populates the mission group
as well as the team objects accordingly. It also implements the logic behind all the waiting
operations. This is done via polling, using a mechanism that issues periodically the service
calls of the waiting conditions in the background without any explicit request from the
mission program.
3.3 Programming primitives
This section shows how the different concepts map to programming primitives, and illustrate
their usage via short code excerpts. We adopt an object oriented flavor, and we take ad-
vantage of various features of Python such as the dynamic types in order to create suitable
syntactic definitions and constructs. Python was chosen because of its popularity among
developers, however the TeCoLa primitives could be supported on top of any other program-
ming language with similar features.
Services
Services are implemented as independent software components (singleton classes), derived
from the Service meta-class. Each service exposes its functionality through a number of
service calls, which can be invoked remotely via the respective proxy. As already discussed,
the service class names, calls, arguments, return values and semantics, would have to be
formally defined via a suitable taxonomy/ontology.
Listing 3.1: Skeleton of a service implementation.
1 class BrightnessSvc ( object ) :
2 m e t a c l a s s = S e r v i c e
3
4 def ge tBr i g thne s sLeve l ( ) :
5 return b r i g t h n e s s L e v e l
6
7 def setSampl ing ( ra t e ) :
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8 s e t s a m p l i n g r a t e ( ra t e )
9
10 def a c t i v a t e ( ) :
11 t u r n o n b r i g h t n e s s s e n s o r ( )
12 s e t s a m p l i n g r a t e ( d e f a u l t r a t e )
13
14 def p a s s i v a t e ( ) :
15 t u r n o f f b r i g h t n e s s s e n s o r ( )
16
17 def f a i l s a f e ( ) :
18 t u r n o f f b r i g h t n e s s s e n s o r ( )
To give an example, Listing 3.1 provides a skeleton for a brightness service that offers
a simple interface in the spirit of Figure 3.1 (the object class parameter is Python spe-
cific). Note that every service has to provide three mandatory methods: the activate() and
passivate() methods for activating and respectively passivating the service, as well as the
failsafe() method that is invoked to bring the service in a fail-safe state.
Note that a service may internally use threads to implement background activities and
asynchronous operations. For instance, the brightness service could use a thread to period-
ically read the brightness sensor according to the specified sampling rate, and update the
brightness property accordingly. The details depend on the hardware components, drivers
and user-level libraries used to implement the respective functionality. In any case, we view
services as distinct components that can be developed from scratch, downloaded/re-used
from open-source repositories, or come pre-installed as part of the stock software/firmware
that ships with a given node (UV platform).
Mission Controller object
This object supports different methods that can be used by the mission program to populate
and to inspect the mission group, form teams and control individual nodes but also entire
teams, as needed. These aspects are discussed in more detail below.
Mission group
The mission group is maintained as part of the MissionController object, and is accessed
through the group collection. It contains the proxies for all nodes that currently participate
in the mission group.
The mission group is populated when the mission programmer decides to allow new
nodes to join the mission group. This is done through the checkJoin() method of the
MissionController object, which is basically a wrapper for the corresponding operation of
the GCBRR transport, which broadcasts a join request and waits to receive replies from the
nodes that wish to join the mission group. The mission programmer supplies the waiting
time of the join operation as an argument. The checkJoin() method could be easily extended
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to support more targeted node discovery based on services, node names or types, however
this is left as a future work.
In the same vein, the mission programmer may enforce the removal of operational nodes
from the mission group, through the forceLeave() method of the MissionController object.
This method is also a wrapper for the corresponding operation of the GCBRR transport.
It takes as an argument an array that contains the names of the nodes to be removed, and
leads to their removal.
If a node crashes/fails, it is removed from mission group automatically, without this being
requested in an explicit way by the mission program. More specifically, the mission controller
confirms the alivness of the nodes of the mission group through periodic null requests that
serve as heartbeats in the absence of requests from mission program. The period as well as
the number of the required missing heartbeats in order for a node to be declared as failed
are passed as parameters to the MissionController object. Note that such configuration is
transfered to each node when it joins the mission group in order to allow nodes to detect
failures of the mission controller.
Listing 3.2 shows an example where the mission controller runtime is configured through
the MissionController object, to check for the aliveness of the nodes of the mission group
every 2 seconds and to declare a node failure after 3 missing heartbeats. Note that the
aliveness check configuration can also be changed at runtime, via the setAlivnessChk()
method, which takes the same parameters as the constructor of the MissionController
object. Next, the mission program performs the checkJoin() operation and waits for 2
seconds for new nodes to join the mission group. Later on, the mission program invokes the
forceLeave() method to force nodes A and B to leave the mission group.
Listing 3.2: Invite nodes to join the mission group and to leave .
1
2 mc = Mis s i onCont ro l l e r (2 , 3)
3
4 mc. checkJoin (2 )
5
6 . . .
7 try :
8 mc. fo rceLeave ( [ ”A” , ”B” ] )
9 except NodeNExist :
10 mc. e x i t ( )
If the nodes that are instructed to leave the group are not part of the mission group, the
forceLeave() method raises a runtime exception. In the given example, the mission program
catches this exception and terminates.
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Handling group updates
The mission program may wish to be notified about group changes that take place during
the mission, when nodes join, leave or fail. To this end, it can install a handler which is
invoked automatically each time the mission group changes. Group update handlers take
as parameters four collections/lists, containing respectively the current mission group, the
nodes that joined the group, the nodes that left the group, and the nodes that have failed.
For the left and failed nodes, the collections contains reduced proxy objects, with only the
name and type of the node but without any service inerfaces (it is not possible to remotely
invoke nodes that no longer belong to the mission group). These reduced proxies are garbage
collected right after the completion of the handler.
Listing 3.3: Writing and installing group update notifiers.
1 def GroupUpdate ( grp , jo ined , l e f t , f a i l e d ) :
2 print ”Count : ” + str ( grp . s i z e ( ) )
3 for node in j o i n ed :
4 print ” j o in ed ” + node . name
5 + ” : ” + node . type
6
7 for node in l e f t :
8 print ” l e f t ” + node . name
9 + ” : ” + node . type
10
11 for node in f a i l e d :
12 print ” f a i l e d ” + node . name
13 + ” : ” + node . type
14
15 mc = Mis s i onCont ro l l e r ( . . . )
16 mc. group . setUpdateHandler ( GroupUpdate )
Listing 3.3 gives an example where the mission program uses a group update handler to
print the type and name of nodes that joined/left the group or have failed.
Inspection of the mission group and node invocation
The mission program can traverse the group collection using standard Python iteration
structures, in order to see which nodes are part of the mission group as well as to inspect the
services provided by each node of them. Individual nodes can then be controlled by invoking
their services through the corresponding proxy objects.
Listing 3.4: Browsing the mission group and invoking node services.
1 mc = Mis s i onCont ro l l e r ( . . . )
2
3 for n in mc. group :
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4 for svc in n . s e r v i c e s :
5 i f isinstance ( svc , PhotoSvc ) :
6 p i c t u r e = svc . shootP ic ture ( )
7
8 for n in mc. group :
9 try :
10 n . PhotoSvc . shootP ic ture ( )
11 except SvcError :
12 mc. e x i t ( )
An example is given in Listing 3.4, where the mission program takes pictures via the
nodes that provide the photo service. The last piece of code shows how to do the same
by invoking the service without checking that it is actually supported. If the node does
not support the service, a runtime exception will be raised, which is caught by the mission
program (in this case, the program decides to terminate).
Waiting on asynchronous operations
As mentioned, a service may implement asynchronous operations, which may take a long
time to complete. Besides offering a call for starting such an operation, to be able to check
its progress, the service also has to provide a separate call that returns its status information.
It is often desirable for the mission program to block until a certain state is reached.
This can be done via the wait() method of the MissionController object, which takes as
a first parameter an array of conditions. Each condition is a given as a tuple that consists
of a service call, a comparison operator, and a value. The wait() operation blocks until all
conditions becomes true1. Behind the scenes, the nodes are polled via periodic invocations of
the respective service calls, and the return values are compared with the respective value of
the condition. The programmer supplies the desired polling period in the second argument
of the wait() operation. The third argument is a timeout, after which the wait() operation
returns with an exception.
Listing 3.5 shows code that uses the mobility service in order to instruct a node to move to
a certain position, waits until the node reaches that position, and then takes a picture via the
photo service. In this case, the condition expression refers to the getDistanceFromTarget()
call of the mobility service, which returns the geometrical distance from the target position
that was specified via the last goto() call. Also, it suffices for the node to reach the target
position with a tolerance of 1.0 meters. The invocation of the getDistanceFromTarget()
service call and the evaluation of the condition expression is performed at the specified
period of 10 seconds, while the mission program is prepared to wait for at most 100 seconds.
If the condition is not satisfied within that interval, the Timeout exception will be raised
1The wait statement could be more elaborate in order to support more complex conditional expressions.
Since this is not very interesting for our research, we keep the prototype implementation as simple as possible
in this respect.
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and the node will be instructed to land. If the node fails during the invocation of the
getDistanceFromTarget() service call, the NodeFailure exception will be raised and the
mission program will terminate.
Listing 3.5: Waiting on conditions.
1 # n i s a node proxy
2
3 n . Mobi l i tySvc . goto ( pos )
4
5 cond = [ [ n . Mobi l i tySvc . getDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
6 try :
7 mc. wait ( cond ,10 , 100 )
8 except Timeout :
9 n . land ( )
10 except NodeFai lure :
11 mc. e x i t ( )
12
13 print n . Mobi l i tySvc . getCurPos ( )
14 p i c = n . PhotoSvc . shootP ic ture ( )
As a special case, the programmer may specify a polling period that is equal to zero.
Then, polling will be performed based on a default polling period, which the mission program
can set/change at any point in time through a corresponding method of the mission controller
object. The mission program may also supply a negative timeout value, in which case the
wait() operation will block arbitrarily long until the condition is satisfied; if the condition is
never satisfied, the mission program will deadlock at this point.
To have more flexibility, the mission program can block on several wait conditions un-
til at least one of them becomes true. This is achieved via the select() method of the
MissionController object, which provides similar functionality to that of the select state-
ment found in other languages and programming environments, such as CSP [62] and
Plan9 [85]. More specifically, the select() method takes as a first parameter a list con-
taining the different cases to be considered (if this list is empty, an exception is raised).
Each case is a tuple that consists of a label and an ordinary wait condition. When the
select() operation is invoked, the runtime evaluates automatically the wait conditions one
by one. As soon as a condition becomes true, the select() operation unblocks, the label of
the respective case is returned to the mission program, and the case is removed from the
list. Similar to the wait() method, the programmer supplies the desired polling period and
the timeout, in the second and third argument, respectively.
Listing 3.6: Waiting on multiple conditions.
1 # n1 and n2 are node p r o x i e s
2
3 n1 . Mobi l i tySvc . goto ( posA )
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4 n2 . Mobi l i tySvc . goto ( posB )
5
6 condA = [ [ n1 . Mobi l i tySvc . getDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
7 condB = [ [ n2 . Mobi l i tySvc . getDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
8
9 s e l e c t c o n d =[ [ ”N1 WP” , condA ] , [ ”N2 WP” , condB ] ]
10
11 While True :
12 try :
13 l a b e l = mc . s e l e c t ( s e l e c t cond , 10 , 100 )
14
15 i f l a b e l == ”N1 WP” :
16 print n1 . Mobi l i tySvc . getCurPos ( )
17 picA = n1 . PhotoSvc . shootP ic ture ( )
18 e l i f l a b e l == ”N2 WP” :
19 print n2 . Mobi l i tySvc . getCurPos ( )
20 picB = n2 . PhotoSvc . shootP ic ture ( )
21
22 except Timeout :
23 l = mc . getCurSe l ec tLabe l ( )
24 i f l == ”N1 WP” :
25 n1 . land ( )
26 e l i f l == ”N2 WP” :
27 n2 . land ( )
28 except NodeFai lure :
29 l = mc . getCurSe l ec tLabe l ( )
30 print ” S e l e c t Condit ion %s ” % ( l )
31 mc. e x i t ( )
32 except EmptyCndList :
33 n1 . land ( )
34 n2 . land ( )
35 mc. e x i t ( )
Listing 3.6 extends the example of Listing 3.5, and shows code that instructs two nodes to
move to two different positions and to take a picture when the desired positions are reached.
In this case, it is not desirable to wait for the first node to reach the desired position in order
to take a picture, and then to do the same for the second node, in a sequential fashion. It
also not desirable to wait for both nodes to reach their positions, before any of them takes
a picture. Instead, it is desirable to take pictures as soon as possible. For this purpose,
the mission program uses the select() method to invoke the photo shooting operation of
whichever node happens to reach its position first. When this is done for both nodes, the
case list becomes empty and the corresponding exception is caught in order to instruct the
nodes to land before terminating the mission program.
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Team formation and team invocation
Different teams can be introduced via the createTeam() method of the MissionController
object, which returns a Team object. The method takes as input a so-called membership
expression, which consists of three parameters, with each one serving as a selection filter
that is progessively applied in a pipelined-fashion, starting with the mission group. The
first parameter selects from the mission group the nodes with certain names, the second
parameter refines the selection in order to pick nodes of a certain type, and finally the
third parameter selects the nodes that feature certain services. Each parameter represents
a logical expression, with the individual terms being stored in a list. For the first and the
second parameter, the terms are interpreted as parts of a logical OR expression of the form
term1 ∨ term2 ∨ ... ∨ termn. The terms of the third parameter are interpreted as parts of a
logical AND expression of the form term1 ∧ term2 ∧ ... ∧ termn, in order to guarantee that
all team members will feature the services that are used as a selection criterion, and thus
these will also be promoted to the team level.
When a node updates the services it provides or when it joins or leaves the mission
group, all membership expressions are automatically re-evaluated and the corresponding
teams are updated accordingly to contain the right proxies. It is possible for a node to match
several team membership expressions, however it will be added only to the first team that
matches (the membership expressions are evaluated internally one by one). Furthermore,
the programmer can add nodes (proxies) to a team in a manual way, via the addNode()
method of the team object (if the node is already a member of a team, an exception will
be raised). It is important to note that a node which is added manually does not have to
match the team membership expression; no compatibility check is performed in this case,
and it is the programmer’s responsibility for such additions to makes sense. Also, manually
added nodes are persistent, in the sense that they are not removed from the team unless the
programmer does this explicitly, by invoking the removeNode() of the team object, or the
node fails, in which case the proxy is removed from the team automatically.
To have more flexibility, the programmer may use the special keyword any as a selec-
tion criterion to match/select all available nodes. For instance, if all parameters of the
createTeam() method contain the keyword any, then the returned team object will contain
all the proxies of the mission group. On the contrary, using an empty selection expression in
any of the selection parameters forces an empty selection, in which case the createTeam()
method will return an empty team. Note that this makes it possible to create teams that
are managed purely in a manual way; initially, an empty team is created by using at least
one empty selection criterion, and then it is populated by manually adding and/or removing
specific nodes, as discussed above.
Teams can be destroyed with the destrTeam() method of the MissionController object.
This does not involve any communication with the nodes, and always succeeds even if the
team is currently empty. Note that the invocation of the destrTeam() method does not
affect the long-running operations that have been issued in the context of a team (see next).
Provided that there is a suitable service call for this, such operations can be explicitly
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stopped by the mission program, if desired, either by invoking that call at the team level
before destroying the team, or by invoking it for the individual nodes that were part of the
team when the operation was started.
Listing 3.7 shows how a team with one member can be formed manually based on the
node’s name. In this example if the node has a membership conflict the team is destroyed.
Listing 3.7: Manual team creation.
1 team = mc . createTeam ( [ ”none” ] , [ ”none” ] , [ ”none” ] )
2
3 try :
4 team . addNode ( ”NodeA” )
5 except NodeNExist :
6 print ”Node i s not member o f the miss ion group”
7 except MembershipConfl ict :
8 print ”Node be longs to another team”
9 mc. destrTeam ( team )
The mission program can browse the team and install an update handler for the corre-
sponding membership updates, as this is done for the mission group. However, the team
update handler is not invoked for node additions/removals that are performed explicitly
by the programmer via addNode() and removeNode(). Listing 3.8 shows how to create a
rule-based team for nodes that provide the photo service. Also, a team update handler is
installed, which prints the type and name of the team members.
Listing 3.8: Creation of a rule-based team with an update notifier.
1 def PrintTeam ( team , added , removed ) :
2 print ”Count : ” + str ( team . s i z e ( ) )
3 for n in team
4 print n . name + ” : ” + n . type
5
6 team = mc . createTeam ( [ ”any” ] , [ ”any” ] , [ ”PhotSvc” ] )
7 team . setUpdateHandler ( PrintTeam )
Services that are common among the members of the team are promoted to the team
level, and the respective interfaces become directly accessible via the respective Team object.
Note that it can be safely assumed that a team will definitely feature the services used as a
selection criterion in the respective membership expression. Therefore a team-level service
call will always succeed (except for the special case where the team happens to be empty, in
which case an exception is raised. Service promotion also applies to other services that might
be provided by all team members but are not in the membership expression. However, such
opportunistically promoted services cannot be assumed as given, and have to be discovered
explicitly in order to be invoked.
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Team-level services can be inspected in the same way this is done for individual nodes
(proxies). The invocation of a team-level service call transparently leads to the invocation
of the respective service calls at all members of the team. The results are returned as a
dictionary of key-value pairs, where the key is the node proxy and the value is the result of
the respective service call. Notably, service promotion allows the programmer to control an
entire team in a straightforward way, almost as if it were a single node. Note that during the
execution of a team update notifier all team-level methods of this particular team outside
the notifier will block at the invocation until the completion of the notifier.
Listing 3.9: Team-level control.
1 # team has a l r eady been crea ted
2
3 team . Mobi l i tySvc . r e l a t i v e g o t o ( pos ) ;
4 cond = [ [ team . Mobi l i tySvc . getRelDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
5 mc. wait ( cond ,10 , 100 )
6
7 print team . Mobi l i tySvc . getCurPos ( )
8 p i c t u r e s = team . PhotoSvc . shootP ic ture ( )
9
10 for node , p i c in p i c t u r e s . i t e r i t e m s ( ) :
11 detec t someth ing ( p i c )
Listing 3.9 shows how to move the photo team (created in Listing 3.8) at a certain
location, print the positions of individual members, and let all team members take a picture.
Note the similarity with Listing 3.5 which does the same for a single node. In this case
however, instead of having all team members go to the same position via the goto() call, the
movement of the team is done via the team-level relativegoto() call. The difference is that
each team member interprets the specified position relatively to an offset, which can be set
by the mission program to a different value for each team member (see next). In the same
vein, instead of using getDistanceFromTarget(), the distance of each team member from
the target team position is retrieved via the getRelDistanceFromTrarget() call.
The mission program can set the position offset via the setPosOffset() call of the
mobility service at any point in time. This is used internally by the mobility service to
determine the target position of the node when instructed to move via the relativegoto()
call, as well as to calculate the distance from the target position that is returned via the
getRelDistanceFromTrarget() call. The position offset can be set to a fixed value, or it can
be adjusted in a dynamic way in order to maintain a certain formation based on the number
of nodes that are part of the team, by programming the team update notifier accordingly.
Listing 3.10: Formation maintenance pattern in a dynamically changing team.
1 def UpdateFormation ( team , r e f p o s ) :
2 p o s l i s t = ca l cFormat ionPos i t i ons ( re fpos , format ion pars , team . s i z e ( ) )
3
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4 p o s i t e r = i t e r t o o l s . c y c l e ( p o s l i s t )
5 for n in team
6 pos = next ( p o s i t e r )
7 o f f s e t= c a l c O f f s e t ( r e fpos , pos ) ;
8 n . Mobi l i tySvc . s e tPosOf f s e t ( o f f s e t )
9
10 team . Mobi l i tySvc . r e l a t i v e g o t o ( r e f p o s ) ;
11 cnd = [ [ team . Mobi l i tySvc . getRelDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
12 mc. wait ( wp cnd ,10 , 100 )
Listing 3.10 shows a generic pattern that can be used to maintain/adapt a team formation
with reference to a single team-level position that is supplied as a parameter. Such code can
be included as part of the team update handler. As a first step, the individual positions
for the team members are calculated as a function of the reference position, the formation
parameters, and the number of team members, via the calcFormationPositions helper
routine. Then, the position offset relative to the reference position is calculated and re-
set for each team member. Finally, the entire team is instructed to move to the reference
position, and as a result each member will move to its own position in the context of the
formation. The update of the formation completes when all team members reach their
positions.
3.4 Application Example
In the following, we show how TeCoLa is used to implement a forest fire detection and
response scenario, in the spirit of the application example that is discussed in Section 2.1.
The application uses two different types of drones: the scanner and the fire extinguisher.
Each type comes with different flight capabilities and equipment, and provides different
special services. The scanner can fly long distances at high altitude, carries high-resolution
infrared and visible light cameras, and features a service that processes the images of these
cameras in order to detect the presence of a fire. This service reports the locations of the
spots along with their intensity. The fire extinguisher is a drone equipped with a water tank,
and provides a fire extinguisher service with a call for spraying/emptying the contents of the
water tank, as well as a call for reloading the tank (e.g., by pumping water from a lake/pool
or the sea).
The target forest area is continuously monitored by scanners. At a certain location
in the forest, there is a pavilion of the fire department where a number of extinguishers
are stationed. When a fire outbreak is detected by the scanners, the fire extinguishers are
sent out to drop water at the spots where the fire is most intense. After the drop, the fire
extinguishers go to a specified location in order to reload their water tanks, and return to the
fire spots. The scanners keep scanning the entire forest area as before, in order to update the
spots that need to be handled with priority as well as to detect new fire spots (consecutive
fire outbreaks at widely different locations are common in case of arson attempts). When
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there are no more fire spots left, the fire extinguishers are instructed to go back to their
station and land.
The mission program employs two teams, for the fire detection and fire extinguisher
service, respectively. Each team maintains a different formation suitable for its purpose.
More specifically, the scanner team performs a high-altitude flight, scanning the area of
interest in consecutive passes, from one border to the other, until the entire area is covered.
The number of passes that needs to be performed to cover the area depend on the size of
the area, the number of drones in the scanner team and their flight altitude. The team of
the fire extinguishers maintains a parallel line formation, and moves back and forth between
the locations where the fire is most intense and the re-load area. To better illustrate how
TeCoLa is used to implement this application, we selectively discuss the most important
parts of the mission logic.
The main body of the mission program is shown in Listing 3.11. The program starts
by instantiating the MissionControler object. The period for checking the aliveness of
the nodes in the mission group is set to 2 seconds, and the number of consecutively missing
heatbeats for declaring a node as failed is set to 3. Then, a team of scanners is created, using
as selection criterion the provision of the FireDetector service , and the update notifier for
that team is installed. Finally, the program enters the main loop, where it iteratively invokes
the select operation and each time takes an action according to the returned label.
Listing 3.11: Forest fire detection and response mission program.
1 # a s s o c i a t i o n between l a b e l s and a c t i o n s
2 ops={ ”SCN IN POS” : s canner s InPos i t i on ,
3 ”SCN CHK FIRE” : scannersCheckForFire ,
4 ”FEXT SPRAY POS” : f i r eExt InSprayPos i t i on ,
5 ”FEXT LOAD POS” : f i r eExt InLoadPos i t i on
6 }
7
8 # g l o b a l s
9 s e l e c t c n d s = [ ]
10 s cn p lan = None
11 scanners = None
12 ex t p lan = None
13 e x t i n g u i s h e r s = None
14
15 mc = Mis s i onCont ro l l e r ( 2 , 3 )
16
17 # scanner team
18 scannners = mc . createTeam ( [ any ] , [ any ] , [ F i reDector ] )
19 scannners . setUpdateHandler ( scannerTeamUpdate )
20
21 # main loop
22 while True :
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23 try :
24 l a b e l=mc . s e l e c t ( s e l e c t c n d s , 5 , 2 0 0 )
25 ops [ l a b e l ] ( )
26 except EmptyCndList :
27 mc. checkJoin (5 )
The association between labels and actions is defined via the ops dictionary. As will be
discussed below, the cases of the select operation are updated in a dynamic way, by the
actions that are executed each time and the update notifiers of the different teams. If the
select is left without any cases, the mission program waits 5 seconds for new nodes to join
the mission group. Note that this is what actually happens in the first iterations, until some
scanners nodes join (the case list of the select operation is initially empty).
Listing 3.12 shows the update handler for the scanner team. Its purpose is to configure
(or re-configure) the available scanners so that the target area is scanned by all of them in
parallel to have a faster coverage of the target area. When the team changes, the scan plan
is updated as a function of the target area, the flying altitude and the size of the scanner
team, via the helper rountine updateScanP lan(). This routine (not shown here for brevity)
recalculates the “slices” of the target area that can be scanned by the team in a single pass
and the seqeuence in which these slices should be scanned, and returns the updated plan.
Then, the position offset for each team member is calculated, using as a reference the next
waypoint of the scan plan, via the helper routine calcScanPositions. Finally, the team is
instructed to move to that waypoint, and a corresponding wait condition is appended to the
cases of the select operation that is invoked from the main loop.
Listing 3.12: Update handler for the scanner team.
1 def scannersTeamUpdate ( team , added , removed ) :
2 # update plan and get next waypoint
3 s cn p lan = updateScanPlan ( scn plan , c o n f i g . area , c o n f i g . a l t i t u d e , team .
s i z e ( ) )
4 scanpos = next ( s cn p lan . wps )
5
6 # c a l c u l a t e and s e t o f f s e t f o r each member
7 p o s l i s t = c a l c S c a n P o s i t i o n s ( scanpos , c o n f i g . a l t i t u d e , team . s i z e ( ) )
8 p o s i t e r = i t e r t o o l s . c y c l e ( p o s l i s t )
9 for n in team
10 pos = next ( p o s i t e r )
11 o f f s e t= c a l c O f f s e t ( scanpos , pos ) ;
12 n . Mobi l i tySvc . s e tPosOf f s e t ( o f f s e t )
13
14 # move to next scan waypoint
15 team . Mobi l i tySvc . r e l a t i v e g o t o ( scanpos ) ;
16 cond = [ [ team . Mobi l i tySvc . getRelDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
17 s e l e c t c n d s . append ( [ ”SCN IN POS” , cond ] )
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When the scanner team reaches the specified position, the select operation returns the
SCN IN POS label, which leads to the execution of the scannersInPosition() routine (see
label/action association in ops). The scannersInPosition() routine, shown in Listing 3.13,
instructs the scanner team to move to the next waypoint of the scan path. It also adds a new
case to the select of the main loop, in order to return the SCN CHK FIRE label when
the team covers a certain distance (which is calculated/updated as part of the scan plan).
Listing 3.13: Scanners in position operation.
1 def scannersInPos ( ) :
2 # move to next scan waypoint
3 scanners . Mobi l i tyScv . r e l a t i v e g o t o (next ( s cn p lan . wps ) )
4 cond = [ [ scanners . Mobi l i ty . getRelDistanceFromTarget , ”<” , 1 . 0 ] ]
5 s e l e c t c n d s . append ( [ ”SCN IN POS” , cond ] )
6
7 # return a check− f i r e l a b e l when a c e r t a i n d i s t anc e i s covered
8 scanners . Mobi l i tyScv . re se tDi s tanceMeter ( )
9 cond = [ [ scanners . Mobi l i ty . getDistanceMeter , ”>” , s cn p lan . d i s t ] ]
10 s e l e c t c n d s . append ( [ ”SCN CHK FIRE” , cond ] )
When the SCN CHK FIRE label is returned from the select operation, the mission
program will execute the scannersCheckForF ire() routine, shown in Listing 3.14. This
invokes the detect() service call of the FireDetector team-level service, and adds a case for
the select operation in order to trigger the next fire check. If the current check detects
a fire outbreak, the mission program updates the plan that should be followed by the fire
extinguisher team. If the team does not exist yet, it is created and assigned the respective
team update handler.
Listing 3.14: Fire detection operation.
1 def checkForFire ( ) :
2 # get d e t e c t i o n r e s u l t s
3 d e t e c t e d s p o t s = scanners . F i r eDetec to r . de t e c t ( )
4
5 # return a check− f i r e l a b e l when a c e r t a i n d i s t anc e i s covered
6 scanners . Mobi l i tyScv . re se tDi s tanceMeter ( )
7 cond = [ [ scanners . Mobi l i ty . getDistanceMeter , ”>” , s cn p lan . d i s t ] ]
8 s e l e c t c n d s . append ( [ ”SCN CHK FIRE” , cond ] )
9
10 i f d e t e c t e d s p o t s i s not None
11 # update the plan f o r the f i r e e x t i n g u i s h e r team
12 ex t p lan = updateFireExt inguishPlan ( ext p lan , d e t e c t e d s p o t s )
13 i f e x t i n g u i s h e r s i s None
14 # c r e a t e f i r e e x t i n g u i s h e r team and al low extra nodes to j o i n
15 e x t i n g u i s h e r s = mc . createTeam ( [ any ] , [ any ] , [ SpraySvc ] )
16 e x t i n g u i s h e s . setUpdateHandler ( fireExtTeamUpdate )
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17 mc. checkJo ins (5 )
The rest of the mission logic is implemented in the update handler of the fire extinguisher
team and in the routines that are invoked when the extinguishers reach the positions to empty
and re-load their water tanks. Listing 3.15 shows the update handler of the fire extinguisher
team, which is very similar to that of the scanner team.
Listing 3.15: Update handler for the fire extinguisher team.
1 def fireExtTeamUpdate ( team , added , removed ) :
2 # get next spray waypoint
3 spraypos = next ( exp plan . wps )
4
5 # c a l c u l a t e and s e t o f f s e t f o r each member
6 p o s l i s t = c a l c L i n e P o s i t i o n s ( spraypos , c o n f i g . dens i ty , team . s i z e ( ) )
7 p o s i t e r = i t e r t o o l s . c y c l e ( p o s l i s t )
8 for n in team
9 pos = next ( p o s i t e r )
10 o f f s e t= c a l c O f f s e t ( spraypso , pos ) ;
11 n . Mobi l i tySvc . s e tPosOf f s e t ( o f f s e t )
12
13 # move to next spray waypoint
14 team . Mobi l i tySvc . r e l a t i v e g o t o ( spraypos ) ;
15 cond = [ [ team . Mobi l i tySvc . getRelDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
16 s e l e c t c n d s . append ( [ ”FEXT SPRAY POS” , cond ] )
When the fire extinguisher team reaches the specified position the fireExtInSprayPosition()
routine which is shown in Listing 3.16 is invoked. The entire team performs the spray oper-
ation and then it is instructed to move to the load position to perform a reload.
Listing 3.16: Fire extinguishers in spray position operation.
1 def f i r eExt InSprayPos i t i on ( ) :
2 # spray f i r e spot
3 e x t i n g u i s h e r s . Spray . spray ( )
4
5 e x t i n g u i s h e r s . Mobi l i tySvc . r e l a t i v e g o t o ( ex t p lan . loadpos ) ;
6 cond = [ [ team . Mobi l i tySvc . getRelDistanceFromTarget , < , 1 . 0 ] ]
7 s e l e c t c n d s . append ( [ ”FEXT LOAD POS” , ext wp cnd ] )
In the same spirit, when the fire extinguisher team reaches the load position, select
will return the FEXT LOAD POS label and it turn the mission program will execute the
fireExtInLoadPosition() routine, shown in Listing 3.17. This routine performs the team-
level load operation, and instruct the team to move to the next spot. If the fire extinguisher
plan contains no other fire spots, the team is instructed to return to base/land and is then
destroyed.
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Listing 3.17: Fire extinguishers in load position operation.
1 def f i r eExt InLoadPos i t i on ( ) :
2 # load
3 e x t i n g u i s h e r s . Spray . load ( )
4
5 i f ex t p lan . spray wps :
6 # move to next spray waypoint
7 e x t i n g u i s h e r s . Mobi l i tyScv . r e l a t i v e g o t o (next ( ex t p lan . wps ) )
8 cond = [ [ e x t i n g u i s h e r s . Mobi l i ty . getRelDistanceFromTarget , ”<” , 1 . 0 ] ]
9 s e l e c t c n d s . append ( [ ”FEXT LOAD POS” , cond ] )
10 else :
11 # teams re tu rn s to base and lands
12 e x t i n g u i s h e r s . Mobi l i tySrv . r t l ( )
13 # dest roy team
14 mc. de s t r ( e x t i n g u i s h e r s )
This non-trivial functionality can be implemented in a clean and straightforward way
using the TeCoLa primitives: teams, team update notifiers, team-level services, and the wait
and select operations. The application logic is about 100 lines of code without the code for
error handling. Note that the same code will work, without any modification, irrespectively
of the number of drones in each team. Also, it is straightforward to extend the code so
that the mission program invokes the checkJoin() operation in a more intelligent way, e.g.,
when any of the two teams become empty (this is currently done only when both teams are
empty), as well as to invoke the forceLeave() operation for nodes that are running out of
fuel (in the current version, nodes will unilaterally sign-off and stop responding, thus they
will be declared as failed).
We have performed extensive tests to verify the functionality of TeCoLa and its ability
to support non-trivial mission programs, like the one above. For pactical reasons, these tests
are conducted using a simulated setup, which includes virtual drones that run the TeCoLa
node stack including the services that are provided by each node, and a virtual control
station that runs the TeCoLa mission controller stack and the mission program. The details
of the simulator environment are described in Chapter 7. It is important to note that the full
TeCoLa stack can be transferred to a real platform (that runs an embedded version of Linux
with the required devices drivers and Python runtime/libraries) with very few modifications.
In these simulated mission executions, nodes run dummy service implementations (except
for the mobility service. More specifically, the fire detection service (provided by the the
scanners) does not actually take/process images in order to report the location and the
intensity of a potential fire outbreak. Instead, it is initialized with predefined locations for
the fire outbreaks, so when a scanner flies above these locations and the respective detection
service call is invoked, a fire spot along with its intensity is returned to the mission program
(in all other cases, these invocations return an empty result). Along the same lines, the fire
extinguisher service (provided by the fire extinguisher drones) implements dummy service
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calls for the spray and load operations. For simplicity, a spray operation is assumed to
completely eliminate the fire in the area where the water drop is performed, but the service
implementation can be extended easily so that this happens after a series of attempts. It is
important to note that all nodes run a real implementation of the mobility service, which
can be used in real UAVs without modifications.
3.5 Performance evaluation of remote operations
The main performance overhead of TeCoLa comes from the remote operations between the
mission controller and the nodes. Due to the communication that has to be performed over
the wireless network, remote operations are significantly slower than any operations that are
performed locally within the mission controller runtime environment.
There are three remote operations: (i) the join operation used to add nodes to the mission
group; (ii) the leave operation used to remove operational nodes from the mission group
(nodes that fail are automatically removed from the mission group); (iii) the remote calls
used to invoke the services of the nodes that are part of the mission group. The join/leave
operations are implemented using the corresponding primitives of GCBRR without any
significant additional processing at the level of the TeCoLa runtime, and their performance is
discussed in Chapter 5. The remote call operation is implemented using a transport primitive
of GCBRR for conducting a request/reply interaction between 1 caller (in our case, the
mission controller runtime) and N callees (in our case, the node runtimes). We refer to this
interaction as a 1-N request/reply. The performance of 1-N request/reply interactions at the
level of GCBRR is discussed in Chapter 5. In the following, we analyze and experimentally
evaluate the delay of service calls at the level of TeCoLa, for different prototypical cases
which differ in terms of the size of the application-level payloads.
The delay of a basic 1-N request/reply interaction for a null service that does not perform
any processing and merely sends back a reply, can be estimated analytically as
RRa/b/N = 1×MsgTa +N ×MsgTb (3.1)
where MsgTx is the time it takes to transmit a packet with payload size x. In words, the
delay of a 1-N request/reply interaction it is equal to the time needed to transmit the request
plus the time needed to transmit each of the replies. Note that the above assumes perfect
communication without any packet loss, as it does not include any provision for timeouts
and retransmissions. Also, for simplicity, the replies of all nodes are assumed to have the
same size.
We have experimentally measured RR for indicative corner cases where the request
and/or the replies are either empty or fully loaded. As a typical wireless network tech-
nology, we use WiFi. Full packets carry the maximum allowed payload (1500 bytes), while
empty packets only have the protocol headers (35 bytes). The measurements are performed
using the WiFi simulation support of NS3, as well as using the NITOS testbed [3]. We run
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Figure 3.7: Delay for 1-N request/reply interactions with full (f) or empty (e) payloads.
WiFi at the basic rate of 1 Mbps, which yields a transmission time MsgTe of roughly 1
millisecond for empty packets, and a transmission time of MsgTf about 10 milliseconds for
full packets. In both cases, the transmission time includes a constant overhead of about 0.7
milliseconds, which is introduced by the TeCoLa stack. The simulations produce virtually
the same numbers as the real experiments, so here we only show the former.
Figure 3.7 reports the results for various 1-N interactions (where N is the number of nodes
being invoked by the mission controller). We use the shorthand notation a/b to denote the
size of the request (a) and the size of the replies (b), respectively. As an example, e/f stands
for a request/reply interaction where the request is empty and all replies have a full payload,
in which case the delay is analytically estimated as RRe/f/N . We report the average delay
over 1000 interactions (in all experiments, the standard deviation is small, on average less
than 3%).
As can be seen, the delays grow linearly to the number of nodes. Also note that the
analytically estimated values, which are derived using Equation 3.1, are very close to the
experimental results. This is because all interactions are performed without any packet loss
at the transport level (GCBRR avoids contention/collisions by design, see Chapter 5), so
there is no additional delay due to timeouts and retransmissions (just as this is assumed in
the equation).
The f/e interactions are representative for service invocations with parameters that fill
the entire request packet but the replies are empty and serve merely as an acknowledgment
of the call (typical for asynchronous service operations). In this case, the delay is relatively
small, even for a larger number of nodes. This is particularly important for the scalability
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of larger data transfer operations from the mission controller to the nodes, where the data
does not fit into a single packet, which are internally implemented by TeCoLa as a sequence
of basic 1-N request/reply interactions. The same holds if the parameters of a service call
do not fit into a single packet, in which case the request is transferred to the nodes in
several chuncks via consecutive 1-N request/reply interactions. The respective delay can be
estimated as RoundUp(Data/MaxPayload)× RRf/e/N , where Data is the amount of data
to be transferred from the mission controller to the nodes, and MaxPayload is the maximum
payload size (1500 for WiFi).
The e/f interactions are representative for service calls that retrieve state information
from all nodes, e.g., when polling conditions, where the request is virtually empty but the
replies may carry a lot of data that fill-up an entire packet. In this case, the delay strongly
depends on the number of nodes. In fact, the performance of e/f interactions approaches
that of f/f when the number of nodes increases. This is because the delay for sending the
full request is amortized from the large number of full replies. If nodes wish to send a reply
that does not fit into a single packet, the mission controller runtime will repeat the 1-N
requst/reply intreraction as often as needed. In a similar vein as above, the respective delay
can be estimated as RoundUp(Data/MaxPayload)×RRe/f/N , but in this case Data is the
amount of data to be transferred from the nodes to the mission controller.
Note that in the general case a 1-N request/reply interaction at the level of TeCoLa
may take several f/e interactions for the transfer of the call parameters to the nodes, as
well as several e/f interactions for the transfer of the replies back to the mission con-
troller. The delay would then be equal to RoundUp(Request/MaxPayload) × RRf/e/N +
RoundUp(Reply/MaxPayload)×RRe/f/N , where Request is the size of the request includ-
ing the call parameters, Reply is the size of the replies/results, and MaxPayload is the
maximum packet payload.
3.6 Related work
Recently, several programming abstractions and languages have been proposed to simplify
the development of applications that employ mobile robots. In the following, we review
indicative works, and compare them with TeCoLa approach.
The Robotic Operating System (ROS) [87] adopts a modular and loosely-coupled archi-
tecture for organizing the different functions of a robotic system into distinct components,
which can implement a variety of operations, from the handling of hardware resources to
path-planning and navigation algorithms. ROS components interact with each other by ex-
changing messages using a publish/subscribe mechanism. A component may also provide
services that can be invoked in an explicit way, as in TeCoLa. The Mission Oriented Op-
erating Suite (MOSS) [81] follows a similar approach to ROS. In this case, the individual
functional components are implemented as separate processes, which communicate with each
other indirectly, through a server that routes the messages being published to the respective
subscribers. ROS and MOOS are mainly designed for single robots, and focus on decoupling
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the different components of a robotic platform. Still, given their pub/sub architecture, they
could be adapted to support distributed multi-robot systems where communication among
nodes/processes takes place over a network. TeCoLa operates at a higher level, and could
be implemented on top of such distributed pub/sub frameworks.
In URBI [28], a robot comprises a set of abstract device objects. Each device is associated
with a sensor or actuator, and implements a set of services for accessing the particular
resource. URBI follows a client/server architecture whereby the robot act as a server, and
the client connects to it via telnet. The client then uploads and runs the application program,
which is written as a script that accesses one or more devices of the robot, as needed. While
the resource abstraction is similar to that of TeCoLa, resource access is a strictly local
operation and does not occur over the network. Another major difference is that URBI only
targets single robots, without providing any support for coordinated group/team operations.
Other frameworks such as [41] and [42] also follow a service-oriented approach. In this
case, robotic resources and capabilities are captured in the form of web services [22], which
can be invoked in a structured and transparent way from a remote machine. However, unlike
TeCoLa, these frameworks are designed to operate with a fixed and well-defined group of
robots and resources, and do not offer any advanced programming support for service/team
dynamics.
The Miro [50] middleware employs an object-oriented architecture, structured in three
layers. The first layer provides platform-specific service abstractions for the sensors and the
actuators of the robot, the second layer exports these services via the CORBA interface
definition language, and the top layer provides higher-level services such as navigation and
path planning. The programmer accesses these services via the standard CORBA object
protocols. Miro has similarities with TeCoLa in terms of the resource abstraction model,
but uses a more complex and language-neutral middleware for service invocation. Also, Miro
targets static robotic groups without allowing the dynamic addition of resources at runtime,
and the burden of coordinating a robotic team is left entirely to the programmer.
Karma [47] is an application programming model targeting resource-limited micro-aerial
vehicles that do not have any communication capability when operating in field. A pool
of drones is stationed in the so-called hive, which has a central data store for keeping the
information generated by the drones. The application logic consists of drone behaviors along
with activation predicates and progress functions. The activation predicates are evaluated
based on the information that is currently available in the data store, and in turn can lead to
the activation of a behavior. The hive allocates one or more drones to execute the activated
behavior, which then fly out to perform the assigned mission. When the drones return,
they offload the data collected/produced to the data store, and the respective progress
function is evaluated to assess application progress. Like TeCoLa, Karma adopts a high-
level coordinated approach, but the coordination is rather coarse and cannot be adjusted in
a flexible way—once a drone leaves the hive, it operates independently from other drones,
and does not communicate with the data store during the course of a mission.
In Meld [25], an entire swarm of robots is programmed as a single entity, using a declar-
ative language. The resources provided by each robot as well as the desired high-level
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achievements of the swarm are represented through facts and a set of rules. The rules are
evaluated progressively by the swarm to produce new facts, until the top-level achievement
is satisfied. Rules are propagated to the entire swarm, whereas facts are distributed among
the robots based on their capabilities. If a computation requires facts that are not locally
available, it retrieves them from other robots in the neighborhood. Thanks to the declar-
ative nature of Meld, the programmer can formulate relatively simple missions in an easy
way. However, unlike in TeCoLa, one cannot control/steer robots in an explicit way, in order
to customize the swarm behavior according to mission-specific needs or to support more
dynamic missions.
The Proto language [27] has its roots in the parallel computing domain. The space
where the robots operate is abstracted as a so-called amorphous medium. Each point of
the medium is a computational device that is associated with a tuple of values, which are
internally mapped to one or more mobile robots. Mission-level operations are performed on
the medium, while a functional oriented compositional approach is used to transform space
operations into instructions for the individual devices, and ultimately into commands for
each mobile robot. Proto comes with support for multi-robot operation and coordination,
but this is implicit and at the granularity of spatial neighborhoods. In contrast, TeCoLa
supports more versatile team formation, based on services and can more purposefully exploit
heterogeneity.
Voltron [79] targets active sensing missoins where system behavior is adapted according
to the sensor data. Its key abstraction is that of a single virtual drone, which features the
entire set of programming primitives. The mission program is written for this virtual drone,
specifying a number of sensing operations that need to be performed at certain locations. The
underlying system coordinates the individual drones that are available in order to perform
these sensing operations, based on a virtual synchrony mechanism [53]. Voltron takes care of
dynamic group management, and the programmer does not need to be aware of the number
of available robots. However, the details of swarm scheduling and formation cannot be
customized by the mission program. There is also no support for resource heterogeneity.
Buzz [86] is a language for programming heterogeneous swarms of robots. Similar to
TeCoLa, the resources of each robot are accessed via method calls. In addition, it is possible
to create swarms based on the resources found in the neighborhood of a robot, and the
application can invoke both swarm-level and robot-level operations. One major difference is
that Buzz follows a decentralized approach where swarm formation and control is performed
in a peer-to-peer manner, whereas in TeCoLa this process is driven by the coordinator.
Also, while Buzz allows for a robot to share selected state information with the swarm, this
must be done in an explicit way using special broadcast-like operations (virtual stigmetry).
Moreover, the entire mission program must be pre-installed on every robot, which makes it
harder to employ robots on-demand, or to use the same robot for different or very dynamic
application missions without reporgramming it.
TeCoLa combines some features of Voltron and Buzz, along with architectural elements
of Miro and URBI in order to achieve an easy and versatile coordination of robotic groups
where the resources may change dynamically based on the needs of dynamic missions.
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Chapter 4
Tolerating mission controller failures
This chapter focuses on how TeCoLa tolerates fail-stop failures of the mission controller,
allowing the mission program to resume its execution in a largely transparent way. We
start by introducing the problems that arise when such failures occur, and state the desired
fault-tolerance objectives based on a suitable notion of consistency that takes into account
the particularities of cyber-physical systems. Then, we present the approach we employ in
order to achieve these objectives and the extensions that have been made to TeCoLa for this
purpose. We also provide an evaluation of our fault-tolerance mechanism. Finally we discuss
the related work.
4.1 The problem
Consider a simplified version of the smart argiculture scenario presented in Section 2.1,
where a single team of aerial drones equipped with sprayers fly over a crop field and visits
problematic areas in which plants have contracted a disease, in order to spray some pesticide.
This process is not as straightforward as it seems due to dynamics that must be taken into
account by the mission program. For instance, local winds may lead to postponing the
spraying action or to the re-positioning of the drones in order to increase spraying accuracy
and effectiveness. A similar situation may arise due to the presence of animals or humans in
the area.
It is also important to note that some of the operations that are carried out by the
mission program impact the physical world in an irreversible way. This means that it is
not possible to “undo” them, and in some cases it is not even acceptable to “redo” them.
More concretely, once an area in the field has been sprayed it cannot be un-sprayed, and it
is certainly not desirable to spray the same area more times than necessary.
These dynamics do not only complicate mission programming. They also make it hard
to tolerate failures of the mission controller. The problem of tolerating failures in a way that
allows the application to transparently resume its execution, has been addressed from the
early days of distributed computing, and many notable solutions have been proposed [54,90,
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95]. The existing techniques and protocols strive to bring the system state as close as possible
to the point of failure, or to a previous consistent state, while assuming that the application
runs in a self-contained manner or without having a direct interaction with a non-digital
external environment. However, in our case the execution of the mission program depends on
the environment dynamics, and traditional recovery methods may leave the mission program
with an information gap, provide the mission program with obsolete information, or re-
execute the mission program in an inconsistent way, which, in turn, may lead to wrong
decisions and undesirable actions.
4.2 Transparency requirements
In order to tolerate a failure of the mission controller in way that is transparent for the
application programmer, two basic problems need to be addressed. Firstly, one must recover
from the failure and restart the mission controller runtime. Secondly, the mission controller
runtime must resume the execution of the mission program while maintaining –as far as
possible– the logical consistency of the coordination. We capture the desired functionality
in the form of three concrete requirements:
R1 Mission program restart. If the mission program fails, it will be eventually restarted,
on the same or another mission controller, so that it can continue its execution.
R2 Consistency for critical operations. If the mission program has already performed
critical actuation operations before the failure occurred, the mission program should
resume its execution following-up on such operations, without re-executing them.
R3 Information freshness. When the mission program resumes, it should take actuation
decisions based on up-to-date information, provided this does not violate the above
requirement R2.
Our approach for achieving these requirements is described in the sequel. We assume
that the mission program is deterministic, in the sense that all crucial actuation decisions
are taken based on information that is retrieved from the nodes via service calls.
4.3 Approach
The usual way to satisfy requirement R1 is to take checkpoints, i.e., to save the execution
state of the mission program so that this can be recovered after a failure. The saved state
can be kept locally on the host of the mission controller runtime referred to as the primary
mission controller, but also copied on one or more so-called backup mission controllers, so
that the application can be restarted on another mission controller if needed. In our system
model, shown in Figure 4.1, depending on the system configuration, the role of the backup
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Figure 4.1: System model for tolerating failures of the mission controller.
mission controller can be assigned to a stand-by base station or a node (UV) with sufficient
computing/communication resources.
However, a simple roll-back to the last checkpoint can violate requirement R2. On the
one hand, since the decisions of the mission program are based on dynamic information that
is provided by the nodes, the re-execution might follow a different path that is misaligned
or even in conflict to critical operations that were performed in the context of the previous
execution (before the failure occurred). On the other hand, if the re-execution follows the
same path as the previous execution, this will lead to the re-invocation of operations that
were already executed in the context of the previous execution. This is problematic if these
operations have a cumulative, non-idempotent effect on the internal state of the node or
on the state of the physical environment. To be consistent, as per requirement R2, the re-
execution of the mission program should follow the same path as the previous execution, yet
without the nodes repeating critical operations that were already performed in the previous
execution.
To achieve the desired consistency, we introduce a form of logging on the side of the
nodes. More concretely, nodes keep a log where they record the requests they receive from
the mission program/controller along with the corresponding replies that were returned to
it. When a node receives a request, it checks the log to see if it has already executed that
service call. If the call is found in the log, the node responds with the logged reply without
re-executing it. This ensures that during re-execution the mission program will receive
the same information from the nodes as in the previous execution, and thus (assuming it
is deterministic) it will follow the same execution path. It also ensures that previously
executed calls, including the ones that correspond to non-idempotent operations, will not
be re-executed by the nodes. When nodes reach the end of their logs, they start executing
service calls as usual.
While the above combination of checkpointing and logging guarantees requirement R2,
it does not achieve requirement R3. This is because the mission program will receive logged
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information from the nodes, even when no critical operations have been executed in the
previous execution. From a consistency perspective, in this case, it is better to let the nodes
ignore their log and simply re-execute all incoming calls in order to return fresh information
to the application.
To achieve the desired functionality, during the re-execution of the mission program, we
use the node’s logs selectively, only as long as this is needed to satisfy R2, and stop as soon
as R3 can be satisfied. We refer to this approach as selective replay. In order to support the
proposed approach, we extend TeCoLa in two ways.
Firstly, the mission controller runtime environment is extended so that it can record its
state. This includes the execution state of the mission program as well as the mission group
and the teams that have been created to this point. Also, this state information is replicated
to all backups of the mission controller environment.
Secondly, to guide the replay of the mission program, we introduce the notion of failure-
persistent (or persistent) service calls. When recovering from a failure, the mission program
is re-executed in replay mode, with nodes responding to the calls received with the logged
replies. Replay ends when the mission program reaches the point where the last persistent
call was performed in the context of the previous execution (or the log’s end is reached).
Whether a method is considered to be failure-persistent depends on the effects it has
on the internal state of the node and the physical environment; it may also depend on the
way each service implements the fail-safe state. For instance, calls that merely return state
information are naturally non-persistent; in fact, as per requirement R3, it is desirable to
re-execute them after a recovery, provided these were not succeeded by a persistent call in
the previous execution. The node runtime knows which service calls are failure-persistent
based on a special attribute of the respective interfaces, and informs the mission controller
runtime accordingly.
As before, if a node detects a failure of the mission controller, it enters in a fail-safe
state. More specifically, each local service is notified so that it can take the necessary fail-
safe operations. Recall that remote service calls in TeCoLa always run to completion, thus
some asynchronous/long-running operations may be kept active despite the failure, whereas
others may be aborted when entering the fail-safe state.
4.4 Mission program replay
In the following, we describe in more detail how mission program replay works. Figure 4.2
(a) illustrates the high-level flow of this process from the perspective of the mission controller
runtime while Figure 4.2 (b) from the perspective of the node runtime.
As mentioned above, if the mission program/controller fails, nodes enter a fail-safe state.
When the mission controller runtime recovers (on one of the replicas), it retrieves the mission
program state from the last saved checkpoint and enters the replay mode. It then asks all
nodes to set the replay pointer to the beginning of their log and to indicate whether the log
contains any persistent service call. If no node has a persistent call in its log, the mission
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Flow diagram of the replay phase (a) for the mission controller runtime, and (b)
for the node runtime.
controller runtime switches to normal execution mode (and informs the nodes accordingly),
else it resumes the execution of the mission program in replay mode.
For every call issued in replay mode, the node inspects its log at the position of the
replay pointer. If it finds the request in the log, it replies with the logged reply without
re-executing the call, and moves the replay position forward in the log. If the node does not
find the request in the log, it sends a void reply indicating that the call is not found. In any
case, the node’s reply carries additional information indicating whether the end of the log
has been reached or whether a persistent call exists in the remaining part of the log.
If the mission controller runtime receives a logged reply from the node, this is returned
to the mission program. Also, if this call was the last logged persistent call (there is no node
with a persistent call remaining in the rest of its log), the execution of the mission program
is switched to normal mode so that all nodes will execute subsequent calls as usual. Else,
the execution of the mission program continues in replay mode.
If the node sends back a void reply, this means that the re-execution did not follow
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the same path as the previous execution, and that the mission program behaved in a non-
deterministic way1. In this case, it is not possible to achieve the desired transparency, so
the mission controller runtime rolls-back to the last saved checkpoint, switches to normal
operation, and notifies the mission program via an exception to handle the situation.
4.5 Resetting the log
During replay, a node merely advances the replay position each time it responds with a
logged reply, but it does not delete any entries from the log. This way the log can be reused
for a new replay, in case the mission program experiences yet another failure during replay
or before taking the next checkpoint.
The logs of the nodes are reset/cleared when the next (logging) epoch starts as shown
in the high-level flow process of Figure 4.3. The current logging epoch is identified using a
sequence number, which is included to the service call requests sent to the nodes. When the
next checkpoint is taken, the mission controller runtime increases the epoch number, and
continues with mission program execution as usual. When a node receives a call request,
it checks the epoch number with its own. If these are equal, it processes the request as
usual, else the node increases its own epoch number, deletes all log entries that belong to
the previous epoch, and processes the request as usual.
Note that a failure of the mission controller may occur after taking the next checkpoint
but before or while making the next service call. This is not a problem. Upon restart, the
mission controller runtime will enter the replay mode in the context of the most recent check-
point, and it will ask the nodes to check their logs for persistent calls for the current epoch.
If a node has already made the transition to the next epoch (then it has received/executed a
service call after the mission program took the last checkpoint), it will reply as usual. Else,
the node will increase its epoch number, clear the log, and reply that its log is empty. In any
case, the mission controller runtime will proceed based on the replies received as discussed
above.
Note that the size of the log could be reduced by letting the mission controller runtime
automatically take a checkpoint right after each persistent call. However, as will be shown
in the evaluation, checkpoints can be quite expensive and should not be taken too often
without good reason.
1A node will send a void reply either because the call is not the next in the log, or because the end of the
log has already been reached. It is clear that the first case directly identifies a non-deterministic re-execution
of the mission program. The second case is less obvious. Recall that the mission controller runtime will
send a call request to a node ni in replay mode only if there is at least one node with a persistent call in its
remaining log. Since ni replies that its log is empty, the persistent call has to be in the log of another node,
let nj . The fact that nj has a non-empty log (which also contains a persistent call) while the invoked node
ni has an empty log, means that in the re-execution the mission program invokes nodes in a different order
than in the previous execution.
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram of log reset phase.
4.6 Extensions to the TeCoLa implementation
To implement the proposed fault-tolerance support, we extended the prototype TeCoLa
implementation in several ways. In the sequel, we briefly discuss the most important ones.
Checkpoint operation
The checkpoint operation of the mission controller runtime is exposed to the programmer
in the form of a new method of the MissionController object. The mission program can
invoke this method to take checkpoints in an explicit way, whenever this is desired. Each
checkpoint denotes a point of no return in the mission program flow: once taken, the mission
program will never roll-back to an earlier state.
Internally, the state of the execution is recorded using the the DMTCP framework [24].
We use this out-of-the-box, without attempting an elaborate integration with the mission
controller runtime environment. To reduce the size of checkpoints, we perform incremental
checkponting using the HBICT module [4], which works seamlessly with DMTCP.
The checkpoint images are replicated to the mission controller backups over the net-
work, in the spirit of a primary-backup scheme [36]. The image transfer is performed using
the standard 1-N request/reply transport function of GCBRR. The backups of the mission
controller runtime environment are specified through corresponding configuration options.
The backups keep the mission controler runtime in an inactive state. When a failure of
the primary mission controler is detected, an election takes place to decide which backup
will take over in order to resume the execution of the mission program. The time needed
to elect the new primary is negligible (GCBRR employs a special election mechanism that
makes it possible to take a decision based on information that is already available locally,
without any additional communication, see Chapter 5 for more details). The elected replica
then activates the mission controler runtime, which starts the mission program replay.
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Polling conditions
When the mission progam waits on one or more conditions during normal execution via
the wait method or the select method of the mission controller object, it is not known in
advance how many times the mission controller runtime will actually invoke the service calls
in the respective conditional expression before the condition becomes true. It could be that
the condition is satisfied already after the first polling iteration, or not at all in which case
the wait operation will return after the specified timeout and an exception will be raised.
This is a problem during replay, given that the objective is for the re-execution to follow the
same execution path/flow and to issue the same calls in the same order as in the previous
execution.
To this end, when the mission controller runtime polls conditions in replay mode, it
handles the replies received from the nodes in a slightly different way. In this particular
case, it is acceptable for all nodes that are invoked when polling the conditional expression
to reply that they cannot find the call in their log. This indicates that at this point the
program stopped waiting (polling) in the previous execution, consequently the same is also
done during replay.
It is important to note that the (potentially large) user-supplied timeout of the wait/select
operations is not taken into account during replay, and thus does not introduce any extra
delay. If a condition is satisfied during replay, the mission controller runtime knows that it
was also satisfied in the previous execution, and the wait/select operation returns normally.
Else, if all nodes reply that the call is not in their log, it is inferred that in the previous
execution the wait/select operation returned due to a timeout, and such an exception is
raised during replay too. We note that the mission controller runtime polls conditions in a
deterministic order which can be faithfully re-produced during replay.
Node failures
The assumption of deterministic mission program execution can be invalidated if a node fails
during normal execution. This is because the mission program does not control when a node
will fail and when the corresponding exception will be raised. To enable a consistent replay,
during normal execution the mission controler runtime automatically takes a checkpoint
when a node failure occurs, before raising an exception. This way, in case of a failure, the
mission program will resume from that point and will re-execute without being affected by
non-deterministic external factors.
However, this only addresses half of the problem: namely, a node that was available in the
previous execution may fail during replay. In this case, it is generally impossible to achieve
the desired transparency, so only a best effort is made to continue with the replay. More
specifically, if the mission controller runtime detects a node failure during replay, it records
this internally but does not notify the mission program as long as it does not attempt to
invoke a service call of the failed node. Depending on the mission program flow and how far
the previous execution progressed since the last checkpoint, the replay may be completed
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transparently, in which case the mission controller runtime will notify the mission program
as soon as it switches to normal mode (after taking a checkpoint).
If the mission program invokes the failed node during replay, the mission controller run-
time can no longer hide the failure and will raise an exception. But no checkpoint is taken
in this case, and the execution of the mission program continues in replay mode. This is
an optimistic approach, in hope that despite this disruption the mission program might still
behave in the same way as in the previous execution. Of course, this may not happen and a
deviation with respect to the previous execution might be detected during the continuation
of the replay. Then, as already discussed, the mission controler runtime will roll-back to the
last checkpoint and will notify the mission program so that it may handle this problem in
an explicit way.
4.7 Analytical cost estimation
This section presents an analysis of the overheads introduced by our fault-tolerance mech-
anism, as this is currently implemented in TeCoLa. More concretely, the main overhead
components of the fault-tolerance support are: (i) the checkpointing operation, including
the state transfer to the backup replicas of the mission controller runtime; (ii) the recovery
of the mission controller runtime, incuding the retrieval of the saved execution state in order
to resume the mission in a smooth way; (iii) the mission program replay, including all service
calls that are performed before the mission controller runtime switches to normal execution.
We assume that the hardware platforms running the mission controller runtime and the node
runtimes have sufficient memory resources, thus we focus on the delay aspect of the above
overhead components.
Checkpointing
The delay of the checkpoint operation can be expressed as CheckpointT = RecT + CopyT ,
where RecT is the time it takes for the mission controller runtime environment to record
the state of the mission program and mission group, and CopyT is the time required to
copy/transfer over the network the image to all the (passive) replicas of the mission controller
runtime that act as backups.
Recall that in our current implementation the execution state is recorded using the
DMTCP framework [24] in conjunction with the HBICT module [4]. Given that check-
points are taken incrementally, RecT basically depends on the number and size of data
objects that were created/modified by the application since the last checkpoint. A concrete
example is given in the next section.
The delay CopyT for the image transfer over the network to the backup replicas of the
mission controller, can be estimated as RoundUp(Image/MaxPayload) × RRf/e/N , where
Image is the size of the checkpoint image, MaxPayload is the maximum packet payload, and
RRf/e/N is the delay for a 1-N request/reply interaction with a full request and empty replies,
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Figure 4.4: Image replication delay (left y-axis) and number of transmissions (left y-axis).
according to Equation 3.1 given in Section 3.5. We have measured CopyT for the same
network configuration that was used in the performance experiments in Section 3.5 (WiFi at
1Mpbs, where the empty/full packets are 35/1500 bytes long and have a transmission time
of about 1 and 10 millseconds, respectively). Here too, the measurements are performed
using both the WiFi simulation support of NS3 and the NITOS testbed [3].
Figure 4.4 reports the values for typical checkpoint images of 1M, 5M and 10M as a
function of the number of backup replicas of the mission controller runtime. The real mea-
surements as well as the analytically calculated values are again very close to the measure-
ments obained via NS3, and are not shown to avoid clutter. The results show a stronger
dependence on the the size of the checkpoint image rather than on the number of backups.
For example, as the red line indicates, the time it takes to transfer a 5M image to 1 backup
is almost the same as for 3 backups, despite the fact that the number of transmissions grows
linearly to the number of replicas as shown by the red dotted line. This is thanks to the
scalability of f/e 1-N request/reply interactions (see Section 3.5). Similar observations can
be made for the other image sizes.
Recovery
The mission program recovery delay can be expressed as RecovT = DetectT+StartT , where
DetectT is the time required to detect the failure of the old primary mission controller, while
StartT is the time needed by the new primary in order to extract the execution state from
the most recent image and to restart the mission program execution.
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DetectT basically depends on the programmable aliveness timeout (see Section 3.3),
which is typically set generously so that the mission controller runtime does not have to
issue heartbeats too frequently Once the failure of the mission controller is detected, the
time required to elect a new primary is negligible. This is because GCBRR employs a
special election approach, which allows all replicas to determine the next primary without
any communication between them (for more details, see Chapter 5).
StartT depends on the size of the checkpoint image and the degree to which the mis-
sion program employs complex system-level mechanisms, such as mutli-threading and inter-
process communication. A concrete example is given in the next section.
Replay
A rough estimate for the delay of the replay phase of the mission program can be calculated
as ReplayT = L × RRf/f/N , where L is the log position of the last persistent call over all
nodes. RRf/f/N is the delay of an f/f 1-N request/reply interaction as per Equation 3.1,
which corresponds to a replayed serice call towards all N nodes of the mission group, and
where both the request packet and the reply packes are fully loaded. The assumption is
that every replayed call takes a single 1-N request/reply interaction between the mission
controller and the nodes, which is quite realistic for most applications.
For the sake of completeness, we note that the above estimation does not capture the
worst case. As mentioned in Section 3.5, a service call may take several f/e interactions to
transfer the call parameters to the nodes, as well as several e/f interactions for the transfer
of the replies back to the mission controller. This also applies to a replayed call, in which
case the delay may increase depending on the size of the call parameters and replies. But
this is unlikely to happen very often in practice.
4.8 Application case study
To put the above costs into perspective and to see how the overheads reported above affect
the execution and recovery of a concrete mission, we use an indicative program for an appli-
cation inspired from [52], where a team of 3 quadcopters is used to spray pesticides on crops.
We assume a large crop field that is divided into sections, each containing a number of prob-
lematic areas that need to be sprayed. The spray operation is performed by all 3 quadcopters
of the team when the wind conditions are suitable in terms of speed and direction.
Listing 4.1 shows a code excerpt of this mission program, in TeCoLa (without the team
formation part, which works along the lines of the examples that are given in other parts of
the thesis). Once the spraying team reaches the start of a section (line 6), a checkpoint is
taken (line 8) to ensure that the mission will not roll-back in a previous section in case of
a failure. Then, the team is instructed to visit the problematic areas of this section, one by
one. When the team reaches the next target area (line 17), the current wind conditions are
retrieved by invoking the (team-level) weather service of the drones (line 19). If these are
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favorable, the team is instructed to perform the spray operation, and the area is removed
from the list. Else, the mission program decides not to spray the target area, and moves the
team to the next one. The section completes when all problematic areas have been sprayed.
In this example, the spray operation is persistent: on the one hand, it is not desirable to
spray the same area several times due to an mission prorgam restart; on the other hand, if
the mission program restarts but the area has not been sprayed yet, it is desirable to re-check
the wind conditions before taking the decision to spray.
Listing 4.1: Crop spraying application.
1 # team al ready created , as usua l
2
3 for s e c t i n i t w p in crop [ s e c t i d ] :
4 team . Mobi l i tySvc . r e l a t i v e g o t o ( s e c t i n i t w p )
5 cond = [ [ team . Mobi l i ty . getRelDistanceFromTarget , ”<” , 1 . 0 ] ]
6 mc. wait ( cond ,10 , 200 )
7
8 mc. checkpo int ( )
9
10 spot s = getProblemat icSpots ( s e c t i d )
11 s p o t s i t e r = i t e r t o o l s . c y c l e ( spot s )
12
13 while len ( spot s ) > 0 :
14 wp = next ( s p o t s i t e r )
15 team . Mobi l i tySvc . r e l a t i v e g o t o (wp)
16 cond = [ [ team . Mobi l i ty . getRelDistanceFromTarget , ”<” , 1 . 0 ] ]
17 mc. wait ( cond ,10 , 200 )
18
19 wind = teams . Weather . getWindCnd ( )
20
21 i f checkWind ( wind . speed , wind . d i r e c t i o n ) :
22 team . Spray . spray (PESTICIDE AMOUNT/team . s i z e ( ) )
23 spot s . remove (wp)
24 s p o t s i t e r = i t e r t o o l s . c y c l e ( spot s )
We run the mission program on top of a simulated setup consisting of three virtual drones
and two virtual control stations (one being the primary and the other serving as a backup).
The mission control TeCoLa stack is installed in both control stations, with the primary one
serving as the active mission controller. The node TeCoLa stack is installed in each of the
virtual drones that participate in the mission. The communication between all entities takes
place over a simulated WiFi network that is implemented using the NS3 network simulator.
The details of the simulator environment are described in Chapter 7.
Figure 4.5 shows a screenshot of the mission program execution, where the initial position
of the team of three UAVs is at point A and the problematic spots that needs to be sprayed
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Figure 4.5: Visual snapshot of the spray application in the simulation environment.
are the points B,C,D,E. The start of the section is at point B. The waypoints are 60 meters
away from each other, and the UAVs are flying at a speed of 1m/s.
Checkpointing overhead
In a first experiment, we let the application perform a full circle, visiting and spraying the
spots B,C,D,E without any failure. We compare the execution of the application for two
different cases, with the fault-tolerance mechanism being disabled and enabled, respectively.
Figure 4.6 plots the recorded execution delays and the number of packet transmissions that
are performed over the WiFi interface, for the parts of the mission code that are relevant
for the fault-tolerance aspect. As can be seen, apart from the checkpointing operation, our
mechanism does not pose any overhead to the execution of the mission program.
Each checkpoint operation takes 150 seconds. The time RecT it takes to save the execu-
tion state is about 5 seconds. The rest of the delay, about 145 seconds, is due to CopyT , the
time that is required to transfer the image from the primary to the backup control station.
The image size is about 14Mb and the data transfer requires about 10.000 request/reply
interactions between the primary and the backup control station (each requiring a transmi-
sion of 1 full request/data packet and 1 empty reply/acknowledgment packet, resulting in
a total of 20.000 packet transmissions). Even though the checkpointing delay is significant
in absolute terms, the order of magnitude is comparable to the time the mission prorgam
passively waits (without doing any actuation or decision making) for the team to reach a
certain position; in our scenario this waiting time is about 60 seconds, and it could easily
grow if the team would have to visit more distant waypoints or would travel at slower speeds.
We note that the latency of the checkpoint operation could be reduced by compressing
the checkpoint image, or it could be hidden by overlapping the image transfer with the
execution of the mission program. Also, instead of using WiFi at the basic transmission
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Figure 4.6: Execution time (left y-axis) and packet transmissions (right y-axis) per operation
performed by the application for a failure-free execution. Both y-axes are in log scale.
rate of 1Mbps for broadcasting as we do in our experiments, one could employ the pseudo-
broadcast transmission approach of [65] to exploit the highest possible rate of the wireless
interface of 54 Mbps (which would reduce the image transmission time by more than 95%).
Moreover, depending on the system configuration, the primary and the backup mission
controller could communicate with each other over a faster and perhaps dedicated channel.
Such optimizations are beyond the scope of this work. In any case, is clear that checkpoints
are not for free, and should not be taken casually.
Recovery overhead
We perform a second set of experiments to show the overhead of the basic recovery steps in
terms of latency and packet transmissions, for two different failure scenarios of the mission
controller. In both cases, the team visits spots B,C but we manipulate the wind conditions
so that the mission program decides not to spray these spots, and then let the team proceed
to spot D where the mission program takes the decision to spray. In the first scenario, we
introduce a failure right before the mission program invokes the spray operation, whereas in
the second scenario we introduce the failure right after this invocation.
Figure 4.7 shows the main components of the recovery delay: (i) the time it takes to
detect the failure of the primary mission controller (DetectT ), (ii) the time it takes to resume
execution of the mission program in the backup mission controller (StartT ), (iii) and the
duration of the replay phase (ReplayT ). The cost of the first two components is the same
for both failure scenarios. As already mentioned, the failure of the primary mission controler
runtime environment is detected based on a configurable aliveness timeout. In our scenarios,
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Figure 4.7: Delay (left y-axis) and number of transmissions (right y-axis) for the recovery
operations that are performed when the application fails before and after the spray operation.
this is set to about 7 seconds, which corresponds to 3 consecutive missing heartbeats for
a heartbeat period of 2 seconds, plus some tolerance (other missions might use more/less
frequent heartbeats and smaller/larger timeouts). Thus DetectT is roughly 7 seconds. The
time StartT to restart the mission program from the last checkpoint depends on the size of
the checkpoint image and the system-level mechanisms used by the mission controller. For
this particular application, this is roughly 3 seconds.
The replay delay ReplayT is practically zero in the first scenario. Since the mission
program fails before the invocation of the persistent spray operation, normal execution of
the mission program resumes immediately after the last checkpoint without executing any
calls in replay mode. The only overhead is due to the initial inquiry of the mission controller
runtime about the existence of persistent calls in the nodes’ logs. In the second failure
scenario, the replay follows-up the previous mission program execution up to the point
where the spray operation is reached. This includes 24 team-level service calls in replay
mode, which are performed very fast, within 1 second. The actual recorded replay delay is
816 miliseconds. This is close but less than the analytical estimate of L × RRf/f/N , which
amounts to 960 milliseconds for L = 24, MsgTf = 10 milliseconds and N = 3. The reason
for this difference is that the request/replies of the replayed serice calls do not occupy full
packets. In any case, it is pretty clear that the replay is quite cheap, and nicely complements
checkpointing which is much more costly and thus should be applied with care to avoid
blocking the mission program during normal execution.
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4.9 Related work
The problem of surviving failures is well-studied for traditional distributed computing sys-
tems. Seminal work includes distributed checkpointing and/or logging to record the internal
system state and the information resulting from the communication with external systems,
in order to recover the application in a consistent state after a failure [23, 39, 93]. In these
approaches, recovery always follows the execution path of the application until the point
of failure, based on the state information that was recorded during execution. Note that
messages that have been sent towards an external system before the failure occurred, may
be re-sent as a side-effect of recovery, so the external system must able to properly identify
and handle such duplicates. In our work, the state of the mission programm is not dis-
tributed but resides centrally at the mission controller, so checkpoints can be taken locally
without needing to involve other entities using a distributed protocol. Nodes correspond to
external systems, where logging is employed to identify any duplicate requests that could be
generated due to roll-backs. Going beyond conventional roll-back schemes, we implement
a selective replay of the mission program in order to achieve the desired consistency at the
application level.
A well-known approach for tolerating failures in mission-critical and hard real-time sys-
tems, is active replication [61]. In this case, different replicas are created for the system
component of interest, where each replica is fed with the same input, actively processes it,
and produces its own output. These outputs are then multiplexed by special arbitration logic
that produces the final output, and possibly forwards it to the next component in the system
pipeline. Besides being resource-intensive, such techniques typically require extensive com-
munication and synchronization among the replicas to ensure that all replicas will execute
in the same way –the usual assumption is that replicas receive their input via a total-order
multicast [48]. In our case, such a synchronization among the replicas of the mission control
runtime environment and the active execution of the mission program by all replicas would
increase not only the traffic but also the on contention over the wireless medium, leading to
collisions and retransmissions. Nodes would also have to include suitable arbitration logic
in order to properly intercept and handle service calls coming from the different replicas.
Since our work does not focus on tolerating byzantine failures, we adopt a passive replica-
tion approach [36]. The active mission control runtime acting as the primary replica, while
the passive mission control runtimes acting as the backup replicas. Although the replication
of the state information from the primary to the backup replicas is quite costly, the appli-
catios we target in our work can typically live with such delays. Also, with the exception
of changes occuring to the mission group, checkpoints are only taken at the request of the
mission program, knowing that this operation may take some time to complete.
Fault-tolerance approaches have also been studied for robotic systems. For instance,
ALLIANCE [83] provides a fully distributed framework that allows groups of robots to
collaborate in order to achieve a high-level goal. It employs a distributed artificial intelligent
approach whereby each robot encodes the high-level mission goals along with the low-level
controls into a hierarchy of mathematically modeled behaviors. The robots collaborate with
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each other when needed according to their behaviors, and are able to detect whether the
collective action is effective through a number of suitable sensors. If a robot that performs a
collaborative task fails, other robots handle the failure by performing some corrective actions,
based on locally defined behaviors that may depend on the robot’s type and resources.
Unlike in our work, the handling of faults is the responsibility of the application developer.
Furthermore, for each application, the behavioral model must be designed to work in a
distributed manner, and the respective parts must be pre-installed in the respective robots.
An architecture similar to ALLIANCE which allows robots to be used from a number
of box-pushing applications (where the robots push boxes) without any re-programming is
presented in [59]. In this case, the application is composed as a bundle of tasks that is loaded
in a central task allocation system responsible for assigning tasks to available robots. Task
assignment is performed through an auction-based scheme, taking into account the resource
availability of the robots. Tasks can communicate with each other either locally or remotely
according to the mission goals. When a failure is detected, the task allocator re-assigns the
tasks of the failed robot to other robots. However, tasks are restarted and the programmer
is responsible for handling any inconsistencies in the application state due to the restart. In
addition, it is assumed that the central task allocation system (which basically corresponds
to the mission control runtime in our system model) never fails.
A notably different programming framework for collaborative robotics with support for
fault-tolerance is presented in [29]. The application logic is written in a functional way
using the ML5 programming language [80]. The application is distributed among a group of
robots, and its execution is performed through consecutive RPCs. The framework provides
a primitive for the programmer to annotate critical blocks of code that might be problematic
in case of a failure. Within these blocks, the application programmer defines a number of
compensating actions that need to be performed if a failure occurs during execution. This
ensures that the application can progress despite failures, e.g., the compensating actions can
be used to avoid deadlocks, but the critical part of failure handling (the compensating actions
themselves) remains the responsibility of the programmer. In our case, the application is
centralized so no such issues arise, and robot failures are handled in a conventional way
through exceptions in the context of service calls.
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Chapter 5
Transport protocol
This chapter presents the GCBRR transport protocol, which is used to support the TeCoLa
programming model. The main feature of GCBRR is its support for efficient coordinated
1-N request/reply interactions within a process group, and the management of the group in
order to tolerate process failures as well as to allow processes to join and/or to leave the
group. We start by discussing the motivation behind GCBRR. Then we present the protocol
in detail, discuss its key properties, and informally argue about its correctness. Finally we
compare the performance of GCBRR with different point-to-point approaches and we discuss
the related work.
5.1 Motivation
As mentioned in previous chapters, the design of TeCoLa naturally fits the 1-N request/reply
interaction pattern, since the mission controller may issue the same request towards several
nodes, and each node node, in turn, sends a reply in response to such a request. Focus-
ing on the salient characteristics of this interaction from the perspective of the transport
layer, we abstract the mission controller and the nodes as a single process group, where
the mission controller acts as the coordinator process that initiates such 1-N request/reply
interactions and manages the process group, and nodes are ordinary processes that handle
the coordinator’s requests.
One way to support the 1-N request/reply communication pattern is to rely on unicast
messaging, and implement the desired interaction via multiple point-to-point flows. The key
disadvantage of this approach is that it leads to a large number of message transmissions,
which increase rapidly to the number of processes. While this may not be a problem in very
fast and reliable wired networks, it is highly undesirable in wireless systems where bandwidth
is typically limited and messages can be lost due to collisions or delayed due to low-level flow
control mechanisms used to avoid contention.
More specifically, when using unicasts one basically has two options. The first approach,
illustrated in Figure 5.1 is for the coordinator to send the request via multiple consecutive
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Figure 5.1: Message diagram for U-PAR.
Figure 5.2: Message diagram for U-SEQ.
transmissions, each one targeting a different ordinary process, and then let each ordinary
process send its reply as soon as this is ready. We refer to this as the parallel unicast pro-
tocol (U-PAR), because ordinary processes can handle the coordinator’s request in parallel.
However, this introduces the risk of contention since orindary processes might attempt to
send back their reply at the same time. Also note that if requests are handled very fast,
contention may even occur between the coordinator that sends the request and an ordinary
process that sends back a reply. The second approach is for the coordinator to serialize the
request/reply interaction with each ordinary process, as shown in Figure 5.2. We refer to
this protocol as U-SEQ. While this avoids the contention problem, it comes at the cost of
increased latency.
As an alternative approach, we propose a different protocol that does not use unicasts
but instead exploits the physical broadcasting capability of the shared medium in order to
(i) enable a fully parallel processing of the coordinator’s request, (ii) reduce the number of
message transmissions over the network, and (iii) avoid contention on the wireless channel.
We refer to this protocol as Group Coordinated Broadcast-based Request-Reply (GCBRR).
The basic idea of GCBRR is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The coordinator sends the request
to all ordinary processes via a single broadcast. Each ordinary process sends back its reply
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Figure 5.3: Message diagram for GCBRR.
Table 5.1: GCBRR protocol vs. unicast-based protocols.
Protocol Transmissions Latency Contention
U-PAR 2× (N − 1) ProcT + 2× (N − 1)×MsgTx Yes
U-SEQ 2× (N − 1) (N − 1)× (ProcT + 2×MsgTx) No
GCBRR N ProcT +N ×MsgTx No
to the coordinator, again via a broadcast. The reply of an ordinary process is overheard
by other ordinary processes, triggering the transmission of the next reply. The transmission
order is specified by the coordinator as part of the request.
Table 5.1 provides a high-level comparison between GCBRR and the above unicast-based
approaches, where N is the total number of processes in the group (coordinator and ordinary
processes), ProcT is the time it takes for a process to handle a request, and MsgTx is the
time it takes to transmit a packet with payload size x (assuming equal latency for broadcast
and unicast transmissions and equal size for the request and the reply payload). GCBRR
reduces the number of message transmissions by 2x over U-PAR and U-SEQ. It even has
2x smaller aggregated messaging latency over U-PAR; note that the end-to-end latency also
depends on the time ProcT it takes for ordinary processes to handle a request (if ProcT
is large compared to MsgTx then this will dominate the latency of the interaction). Last
but not least, like U-SEQ, GCBRR is by design contention-free, without relying on any
MAC-level mechanism to avoid/detect collisions, or to throttle transmissions.
Notably, the above comparison does not take into account additional overhead that might
be introduced by the lower layers of the network stack for unicast transmissions. For instance,
the underlying MAC can use special signaling to deal with the hidden terminal problem, or
it may employ its own acknowledgment and retransmission scheme in order to repair packet
loss/corruption without involving higher layers. While such mechanisms are very useful to
support independent point-to-point flows over wireless, they can translate to mere overhead
for coordinated point-to-multipoint communication, which is the focus of GCBRR.
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Table 5.2: Primitives of the GCBRR protocol.
Init(pid, pids): Initializes the protocol with identifier pid for the local process. If pids is empty,
the local process must explicitly join the group via the Join primitive. Else, pids contains the
members of the group, including pid. By convention, the role of the coordinator is assigned to
processes in increaasing order of their intentifiers.
RequestReply(pids, data, procT ): Sends to the set of destination processes pids a request with
payload data and an estimated processing delay procT , and returns the set of replies produced.
ProcessRequest(data): Process the next request with payload data, and return the reply.
Join(): Join the group.
CheckJoin(joinT ): Wait jointT for processes to join.
ForceLeave(pids): Force a set of processes pids to leave the group.
BecameCoord(pids): The local process has coordinator status, for the group view pids which
includes all the processes of the group.
GroupChanged(joined pids, left pids, failed pids): The group view has changed due to pro-
cesses that joined the group (the corresponding process ids are in the joined pids set), and/or
processes that left the group (left pids), and/or processes that failed (failed pids).
5.2 Protocol primitives and their usage in TeCoLa
Table 5.2 shows the programming interface through which the functionality of GCBRR is
exposed to the upper software layers. The Init() primitive is used for the initialization of
the protocol at each process. The RequestReply() primitive is used by the coordinator to
perform a request-reply interaction with the ordinary processes, while the ProcessRequest()
handler is used by an ordinary process to process the next request of the coordinator and
return the reply for it. The Join() primitive is used by a process that wishes to join the group.
In order for this to happen, the coordinator has to invite nodes to join via CheckJoin().
The coordinator can evict ordinary processes from the group via ForceLeave(). Note that
an ordinary process has to follow the coordinator’s command to leave the group. Finally, the
BecameCoord() event handler informs a process that it took over as the group coordinator,
whileGroupChanged() is invoked at the coordinator process in order to handle group changes
including process failures.
This API is used by the lower layers of the TeCoLa stack, the mission control runtime
and the node runtime environments, to support the functionality that was discussed in the
previous chapters. More specifically, Init() is called with a non-empty process list only by
the replicas of the mission control runtime. The primary is the one with the smaller process
identifier, and backup replicas will take over as the new primary (if needed) in increasing
order of their process ids. The node runtime invokes Init() with an empty process list,
and subsequently invokes Join() in order to join the mission group. The CheckJoin() and
ForceLeave() primitives are used by the mission control runtime to let nodes join and to force
nodes leave the mission group, whenever this is requested by the mission program through
the corresponding primitives of the MissionControl object (see Chapter 3). Through the
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GroupChanged() primitive, the mission control runtime updates the mission group and the
teams that have been created by the mission program. The BecameCoord event leads to
the activation of a backup replica of the mission control runtime in order to take over as
the new primary. Finally, the RequestReply() and ProcessRequest() primitives are used
to implement the node-level and team-level remote service calls, to confirm the aliveness of
the mission controller to the nodes and to receive any service provision updates, to transfer
checkpoint images from the primary mission control runtime to the backups, as well as to
perform the application replay when recovering from a failure of the mission controller.
5.3 Protocol description
The GCBRR protocol supports the above primitives in a structured and modular way. It
consists of the: (i) the basic request-reply protocol; (ii) the join protocol; (iii) the leave
protocol; (iv) the view-push protocol; (v) the fault handling and election procedure. This
approach makes it easier not only to describe but also to implement/test the protocol. Of
course, these components are not entirely orthogonal to each other, but the interplay between
them is limited. Also, it is straightforward to drop some of these components in case the
upper layers do not require the full functionality. In the sequel, we discuss the system model
and key assumptions, and present the individual protocol components.
System model and assumptions
Let there be N processes, with monotonically increasing identifiers, pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N where
pi < pj ⇐⇒ i < j. The processes share the same broadcast domain and communicate via
broadcast or unicast transmissions. Both types of transmissions are unreliable. Broadcasts
are non-atomic and might arrive at only a subset of the processes. We assume that the
messaging delay is bounded: a message will arrive at its destination(s) within MsgT after
it was sent, or not at all.
Processes may fail at any point in time. We assume synchronous failure detection: if
process pi fails then all correct processes will be notified about this failure within DetectT ,
and the failure notification for pi cannot overtake the last message that was sent by pi. In
case of multiple failures, the respective notifications may reach the correct processes in a
different order. We also assume that once a process leaves the group, it behaves like a failed
process or it explicitly rejects messages coming from the group. Finally, a process that fails
or leaves the group may re-join the group at a later point in time, using a fresh unique
process identifier.
Protocol state and messages
The state that is maintained locally by each process in order to run the protocol is summa-
rized in Table 5.3, and the initialization procedure is given in Algorithm 1. The message
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Table 5.3: Per-process protocol state.
state Membership state (JOIN,NORMAL,LEFT )
myid Identifier of the local process
coordid Identifier of the coordinator process
grp Group view including ticket information
seqno Sequence number of last request sent/received
rmask Reply bitmask for the current request
replies Replies received from (ordinary) processes
reply Reply of local (ordinary) process
Table 5.4: Protocol messages.
REQ[pid, k, rmask, data]: Request from pid (coord) with sequence number k for processes in
rmask
RPL[pid, k, data]: Reply from pid for the request with sequence number k
JPOLL[pid]: Join poll from pid (coord)
JOIN[[pid]: Join request from pid, after a join poll
LREQ[pid, rmask]: Leave request from pid (coord) for processes in rmask
LACK[pid]: Leave request acknowledgment from pid
VPUSH[pid, grpc]: View-push request from pid (coord) for the new/updated group view grpc
VACK[pid]: View-push acknowledgment from pid
Algorithm 1 Protocol intialization
1: function Init(id, pids)
2: myid← id
3: seqno← 0
4: grp← initGroupMembers&Tickets(pids)
5: if pids = ∅ then
6: state← LEFT
7: coordid← 0
8: else
9: state← NORMAL
10: coordid← minTicket(grp)
11: if myid = coordid then
12: BecameCoord(procs(grp))
13: end if
14: end if
15: end function
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types used for the different protocol components of GCBRR are shown in Table 5.4.
The membership status of the local process is kept in variable state, and can the the
following values: NORMAL if the process is a member of the group; JOIN if the process is
attempting to join the group (but is not yet a member of the group); LEFT if the process
has left the group (it is not a member of the group, and it is not trying to join the group).
The local group view, which contains the identifiers of the processes that are considered
to be members of the group, is kept in the grp data structure. Importantly, grp also includes
per-process ticket number information. The process with the smallest ticket number is the
coordinator; its identifier is stored in coordid. At initialization, ticket numbers are assigned
to the processes that are members of the group in increasing order of their identifiers. From
that point onwards, the coordinator assigns the next ticket number to each new process that
joins the group. The group view also contains information in order to differentiate between
old and newly added members.
The sequence number of the last request sent/received (depending on whether the process
is the coordinator or an ordinary process) is stored in seqno. The reply bitmask rmask
encodes the (ordinary) processes addressed in the current request, which should send back a
reply: if pi should handle the request then the ith bit of rmask is 1 (else 0). The reply bitmap
also defines the order in which these processes should reply: if the ith bit is the kth non-zero
bit of rmask then pi must send its reply in the kth transmission slot (after overhearing k
replies). Ordinary processes store in reply their reply to the last request received; this may
have to be re-transmitted, if requested by the coordinator. The replies structure is used by
the coordinator to keep the replies that arrive from the ordinary processes.
Basic request/reply protocol
Algorithm 2 shows the basic request/reply protocol. When a new request-reply interaction
starts, the sender/coordinator increases seqno, initializes rmask to address the target pro-
cesses, broadcasts a request message, and waits for the replies to arrive or a timer to expire.
The timeout is set as a function of MsgT , the number of processes that are expected to
reply, and the application request handling delay. Each reply that is received is added to
the replies structure, and rmask is adjusted accordingly. When the timer fires and some
processes have not replied, the request is re-transmitted. This is repeated until all target
processes either reply or fail. The coordinator proceeds with the next application request
once the previous one has been handled to completion.
When a process receives a request, it checks rmask to determine whether it is among
the addressed processes. If so, it compares the sequence number k with that of the last
locally handled request seqno. If the request is new, it is handed over to the application,
and the produce reply is stored in reply; else, the reply is already stored in reply. Replies
are broadcasted, and as a result are received by other processes. The local process sends
its reply following the order specified via rmask: if it is first in order, it does so as soon as
the application produces the reply, else, right after it overhears the reply of the preceding
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Algorithm 2 Basic request-reply protocol
1: function RequestReply(dsts, data, procT )
2: replies← ∅
3: seqno← seqno+ 1
4: rmask ← setBits(dsts	myid)
5: while rmask 6= 0 do
6: broadcast(REQ[myid, seqno, rmask, data])
7: wt←MsgT + procT+ bitsSet(rmask)∗MsgT
8: await(rmask = 0, wt)
9: end while
10: return (replies)
11: end function
12: function OnRecv(REQ[pid, k, rmask, data])
13: if isBitSet(rmask,myid) then
14: if k 6= seqno then
15: seqno← k
16: reply ← ProcessRequest(data)
17: end if
18: myturn← false
19: wt← posBit(rmask,myid)∗MsgT
20: await(myturn = true, wt)
21: broadcast(RPL[myid, seqno, reply])
22: end if
23: end function
24: function OnRecv(RPL[pid, k, data])
25: if k = seqno then
26: if myid = coordid then
27: replies← replies⊕ (pid, data)
28: rmask ← clearBit(rmask, pid)
29: else
30: myturn← nxtBit(rmask, pid,myid)
31: end if
32: end if
33: end function
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process. To deal with message loss, a timer is set to expire in order to send the reply at the
corresponding transmission slot.
Join protocol
The join protocol is shown in Algorithm 3. The coordinator invites non-member processes to
join the group, by broadcasting a join poll message. It then waits a certain amount of time
for corresponding requests to arrive. Each time a response is received, the corresponding
process is added to the local group view and it is assigned the next ticket number.
When the waiting time is over, the coordinator propagates the updated view to the
group, via the view-push protocol (described in the sequel). In a first phase, the new view
is disseminated to the old members (without the processes that are currently joining the
group). In a second phase, the view is sent to each new member, in increasing ticket order.
A process wishing to join the group enters the JOIN state and waits for the coordinator
to start a join poll. It then sends a join request with its identifier (this is a unicast message).
The process remains in the JOIN state until it receives a group view from the coordinator.
In the meantime, it might receive additional join poll requests, to which it responds as above.
Processes that are already members of the group ignore join polls.
Leave protocol
The leave protocol is shown in Algorithm 4. The coordinator unilaterally decides which
ordinary processes should leave the group and issues a leave request addressing only these
processes. The leave request works along the lines of the basic protocol. The ordinary
processes that are addressed by the leave request immediately enter the LEFT state, and
stop handling (or explicitly reject) requests after sending back an acknowledgement. Once
the leave request completes, the coordinator follows for each process that left the group the
same procedure as for process failures.
View-push protocol
The goal of the view-push protocol is to commit a group view to a set of processes. It works
along the lines of the request-reply protocol. In this particular case, the request carries the
(updated) group view, and the target processes integrate it with their own local views, and
send back an acknowledgment.
Fault handling & coordinator election
When a process is notified about the failure (or departure) of p, it removes p from its local
group view. If p is an ordinary process, the coordinator stops waiting for replies from it.
If p is the coordinator, the group member with the next smallest ticket number is elected
as the new coordinator — without any further communication among the remaining group
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Algorithm 3 Join protocol
1: function Join
2: state← JOIN
3: await(state = NORMAL)
4: end function
5: function CheckJoin(joinT )
6: broadcast(JPOLL[myid])
7: wt← 2 ∗MsgT + joinT
8: sleep(tw)
9: if new(grp) 6= ∅ then
10: ViewPush(old(grp))
11: for each p ∈ sort(new(grp)) do
12: ViewPush({p})
13: end for
14: end if
15: end function
16: function OnRecv(JPOLL[pid])
17: if state = JOIN then
18: unicast(pid, JOIN [myid])
19: end if
20: end function
21: function OnRecv(JOIN [pid])
22: t← nxtTicket(grp)
23: grp← grp⊕ (pid, t)
24: GroupUpdated(grp)
25: end function
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Algorithm 4 Leave protocol
1: function ForceLeave(pids)
2: rmask ← setBits(pids	mypid)
3: while rmask 6= 0 do
4: broadcast(LREQ[mypid, rmask])
5: wt←MsgT+ bitsSet(rmask)∗MsgT
6: await(rmask = 0, wt)
7: end while
8: for each p ∈ pids do
9: OnProcessFailure(p)
10: end for
11: end function
12: function OnRecv(LREQ[pid, rmask])
13: if isBitSet(rmask,myid) then
14: myturn← false
15: wt← posBit(rmask,myid)∗MsgT
16: await(myturn = true, wt)
17: broadcast(LACK[mypid])
18: state← LEFT
19: end if
20: end function
21: function OnRecv(LACK[pid])
22: if myid = coordid then
23: rmask ← clearBit(rmask, pid)
24: else
25: myturn← nxtBit(rmask, pid,myid)
26: end if
27: end function
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Algorithm 5 View-push protocol
1: function ViewPush(pids)
2: rmask ← setBits(pids	mypid)
3: while rmask 6= 0 do
4: broadcast(V PUSH[mypid, rmask, grp])
5: wt←MsgT+ bitsSet(rmask)∗MsgT
6: await(rmask = 0, wt)
7: end while
8: end function
9: function OnRecv(V PUSH[pid, grpc])
10: if isBitSet(rmask,myid) then
11: if pid 6= coordid then
12: coordid← pid
13: seqno← 0
14: state← NORMAL
15: end if
16: for each (p, t) ∈ grpc do
17: grp← grp⊕ (p, t)
18: end for
19: myturn← false
20: wt← posBit(rmask,myid)∗MsgT
21: await(myturn = true, wt)
22: broadcast(V ACK[mypid])
23: end if
24: end function
25: function OnRecv(V ACK[pid])
26: if myid = coordid then
27: rmask ← clearBit(rmask, pid)
28: else
29: myturn← nxtBit(rmask, pid,myid)
30: end if
31: end function
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Algorithm 6 Fault handling and coordinator election
1: function OnProcessFailure(pid)
2: grp← grp	 (pid, ∗)
3: if myid = coordid then
4: rmask ← clearBit(rmask, pid)
5: GroupUpdated(grp)
6: else if pid = coordid then
7: coordid← minTicket(grp)
8: if myid = coordid then
9: BecameCoord(grp)
10: if new(grp) 6= ∅ then
11: ViewPush(old(grp))
12: for each p ∈ sort(new(grp)) do
13: ViewPush({p})
14: end for
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end function
members. Before resuming normal operation, the new coordinator performs a view-push, if
its view contains new members.
5.4 Request/reply semantics
The 1-N request/reply interaction supported by GCBRR is synchronous. This allows the
coordinator to drive the group in a tightly-coupled way, enforcing progress at all (addressed)
processes at the same pace while also keeping track of their aliveness.
From a fault-handling perspective, the request/reply is “exactly once” for processes that
do not fail, and “at most once” for processes that fail. The coordinator is notified about
the failures of ordinary processes via the GroupChanged() primitive. Alternatively, the
coordinator can infer a process failure by inspecting the returned replies (recall that the
RequestReply() does not return unless each of the addressed processes replies or fails).
Note that the request/reply is “non-atomic”. This is because a newly elected coordinator
does not attempt to complete the last request-reply interaction that was initiated by the old
coordinator. Atomicity does not seem to make sense here, because it is unclear how the new
coordinator could handle, in a meaningful way, the replies for a request that was not issued
by it. Nevertheless, when an ordinary processes becomes the new coordinator, the higher
layer is notified via the BecameCoord() primitive, and can perform any corrective actions as
needed —in case of TeCoLa, a backup replica of the mission controller runtime evironment
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is activated, becomes the new primary, and resumes application execution as discussed in
Chapter 4.
5.5 Group management properties
The GCBRR protocol is designed for a group that has at least one correct process as a
member at all times. If at some point all group members fail or leave, the group is destroyed
and no longer exists. Also, a process cannot join a group that does not exist.
The protocol ensures the following properties related to the group management function-
ality:
• Consistent ticket assignment (GM1): The assignment of ticket numbers to group
members is the same at all processes that are members of the group.
• Uniqueness of the coordinator (GM2): At any point in time, at most one and the
same correct process can be the coordinator at all correct processes that are members
of the group.
• No election deadlock (GM3): As long as the group has at least one correct process
as a member, a valid coordinator will be elected.
• Join commitment (GM4): The confirmation to a joining process that it became a
member of the group is binding.
Below we provide an informal argumentation for each property. We note that the leave
protocol does not affect the essence of the group management functionality. Therefore, in
the following we only consider process departures due to failures.
Consistent ticket assignment (GM1)
Let a group view consist of entries (p, t) where p is a process identifier and t the ticket
assigned to that process. For any two group members p1 and p2 with local group views
grp1 and grp2, it holds that: (p, t1) ∈ grp1 ∧ (p, t2) ∈ grp2 =⇒ t1 = t2. In other words,
all members adopt the same ticket assignment for the processes that they consider to be
members of the group.
This is easy to show based on how the protocol works. Assuming correct initialization,
at the beginning, all the members of the group will have the same view and the same ticket
assignment for all members. Once a process is assigned a ticket number, this never changes.
When new members join the group, the coordinator assings different ticket numbers to them,
and pushes the new view to all other group members which adopt the updated view (and
new ticket numbers) without any modifications. As a result, even though during transition
periods two processes may have different group views, if they both have the same process p
in their views then p will have the same ticket number in both views.
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Uniqueness of the coordinator (GM2)
From GM1, it follows that for any two correct (not failed) group members p1 and p2 it is
guaranteed that grp1 = grp2 =⇒ minTicket(grp1) = minTicket(grp2). Thus, GM2 trivially
holds for any two correct processes that have the same local group view.
However, during the transition periods caused by group dynamics, some group members
might have different views. More generally, let (p, t) ∈ grp1 ∧ (p, t) /∈ grp2. We dicuss the
different cases below.
Let us assume that the reason why p is in the view of p1 but is not in the view of p2, is
because p failed and p2 has detected the failure but p1 has not yet detected this failure. If p
does have the smallest ticket number in grp1 and is not considered by p1 to be the coordinator,
this difference does not affect GM2. Else, if p1 considers p to be the coordinator, again this
does not affect the validity of GM2 as coordinator uniqueness only refers to the case where
the coordinator is a correct process (that has not failed). Note that in any case p1 will
eventually detect the failure of p and will remove (p, t) from its view as well.
We now focus on views that differ only due to new processes that join the group. Starting
from a state where all group members have the same local view, assume that one or more
processes p join the group, and that the coordinator starts pushing the new view that includes
the respective entries (p, t). Let the view push occur partially, reaching p1 but not p2, so
that (p, t) ∈ grp1 and (p, t) /∈ grp2. Since the view is first pushed to the old group members,
p1 cannot be a new member if p2 is an old member. If both p1 and p2 are old members,
due to the ticket assignment scheme it holds that t1, t2 < t, so any newly joined process p
(even if this is included in grp1 but is not included in grp2) does not affect the choice of
the coordinator at p1 and p2 which remains the same as before the join. Finally, if p2 is
a new member (one of the processes p that just joined the group), then the only way for
(p, t) /∈ grp2 to hold is if p2 has not yet received the view push from the coordinator. But in
this case p2 is not yet a member of the group (it is still in the JOIN state) and thus irrelevant
for GM2 which concerns only processes that are members of the group.
No deadlock (GM3)
Given that GM2 holds, GM3 holds too, provided that if some correct process p2 elects as
the coordinator another correct process p1 then p1 will also consider itself as a member of
the group. This is trivially so if p1 is already a member when p2 joins the group. It is
somewhat less obvious if p1 and p2 join at the same time (respond to the same join poll). In
this particular case, GM3 holds because the coordinator pushes the updated group view to
each new member in increasing ticket order.
To see why, let us assume that the coordinator pushes the view grpc that includes entries
for the joining processes (p1, t1) and (p1, t2), with t1 < t2. Assume that the coordinator
starts pushing the view in random order, but fails before completion. Also assume that all
other old group members (which may have received grpc) fail too. Finally, assume that p2
has received grpc and considers itself a valid group member, but p1 has not received grpc.
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Then, p2 will elect p1 as the coordinator. However, p1 remains in the JOIN state, waiting
for the next coordinator to initiate the next join poll, leading to a deadlock.
Join commitment (GM4)
In order for GM4 to hold, it must be shown that once a joining process p receives grpc
with an entry (p, t) for it, p can irreversibly enter the NORMAL state and never has to
fall-back to the JOIN state. Equivalently, it must be shown that if p receives grpc, every
other process pi with (pi, ti) ∈ grpc ∧ ti < t, which could take over as a coordinator while
p is still alive, has already received grpc. Indeed this holds due to the order in which the
coordinator performs a view-push.
Also, p will not be addressed in the basic request-reply protocol, unless it considers it-
self as a member of the group (its state is NORMAL). This is guaranteed because the
coordinator can proceed with the next request-reply interaction only after having success-
fully completed the corresponding view-push. It is also for this reason that a view-push is
performed when a new coordinator takes over: to ensure that new members are aware of
their membership status. In principle, a view push is not strictly required (and could be
performed in a lazy fashion) in case processes fail or leave the group, and the new group
view does not include any new members.
5.6 Key performance properties
The critical path of GCBRR in terms of performance is the basic request-reply protocol.
This is designed to achieve several important properties:
(1) It is contention-free, avoiding concurrent transmissions from different processes.
(2) It incurs the minimum number of transmissions needed for a 1-to-N request-reply inter-
action: the request and each reply are transmitted just once (assuming no loss).
(3) It achieves minimal latency since ordinary processes send their replies as fast as possible,
according to the schedule specified by the coordinator.
(4) It is offers very predictable performance, and allows the system to operate close to the
channel capacity.
(5) It enables robust message recovery in case of loss, by addressing only the processes that
have not responded.
(6) The values for the message transmission delay and application-level request processing
delay can be chosen generously, and affect performance only in case of message loss.
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(7) Last but not least, no assumptions are made about the underlying medium-access-control
(MAC) mechanism. Therefore GCBRR can work very well even on top of simple radios
that do not have an intelligent MAC.
Note that, in principle, the join protocol is subject to contention. This can happen if a
large number of processes wish to join the group at the same time. We consider this to be an
exception rather than the rule. Even then, a simple back-off mechanism can greatly reduce
the probability of collisions. But it is important to stress that the join protocol does not
interfere with the basic request/reply protocol, because processes that wish to join remain
fully silent until they receive a join poll. It is up to the coordinator to activate it when
desired, via the respective primitives.
5.7 Evaluation
We have implemented GCBRR for a Linux-based platform, as a user-space library that
resides on top of the operating system. Our implementation uses RAW sockets (bypassing
the IP stack). This section presents a performance evaluation over WiFi, and discusses the
most important results.
Experimental setup
We test our prototype implementation using two different setups, a simulated 802.11 net-
work and a 802.11 testbed. Note that this evaluation was conducted before the design of the
TeCoLa programming model, so the protocol was developed as a proof-of-concept without
implementation optimizations such as zero-copy message passing and efficient lock-free tech-
niques as in the version that actually supports the TeCoLa software stack. For this reason
the absolute numbers regarding the critical path of GCBRR may appear larger compared to
the ones in TeCoLa however this does not affect the validity and the focus of this evaluation.
We performed a number of indicative experiments with the newer version of GCBRR to
confirm that the trends and the results of the comparisons bellow are the same with the
previous version and we conclude that the repetition of the entire experiment set would not
produce any additional value to this evaluation.
Simulated setup: For the simulated setup we use the OpenNet simulator [37]. This
is an open-source simulation environment, which is build on top of Mininet [74] and ns-3,
combining their features to provide a realistic virtual wireless testbed infrastructure on a
single PC. OpenNet uses Mininet to create a network of virtual Linux hosts, which can run
conventional applications without any modification. Each virtual host features a virtual
network interface which is internally connected via a TAP device to an ns-3 node. In turn,
ns-3 provides the modeling of the 802.11 wireless channel between virtual hosts. To reflect
the testbed setup, we configure ns-3 for the 802.11g protocol with a transmission rate of
1 Mbps for both unicasts and broadcasts.
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Testbed setup: For the real measurements we use the NITOS testbed [3] featuring
ICARUS [5] wireless nodes. These are PC-class machines with an Intel Core i7-2600 Proces-
sor with 4 GB RAM and wireless Atheros 802.11a/b/g/n cards, running Linux. The testbed
environment is protected from external traffic/interference. The nodes are placed in a grid,
and can communicate with each other in 1 hop. The WiFi interface is accessed through the
standard socket interface via ath9k network driver, and is configured to operate with the
802.11g protocol in ad-hoc mode. To make a fair comparison among broadcast-based and
unicast-based approaches, we fix the transmission rate to 1 Mbps for both. It would also be
possible to transmit broadcast packets at the highest rate of the wireless interface by using
the pseudo-broadcast transmission approach presented in [65], but this would not contribute
to the essence of our evaluation (the main point is for broadcasts and unicasts to be equally
fast). The average round-trip time between two nodes is about 26 milliseconds for packets
with a payload of 1500 bytes.
The simulated setup is used to perform experiments across a wide range of parameters,
without requiring physical nodes. We then use the testbed for testing selected scenarios in
order to verify the trends we observed via simulations. In both cases, each process (group
member) is placed on a different virtual/physical node.
Basic 1-N request-reply
To evaluate the raw performance of the basic request-reply interaction of GCBRR, we use an
application that issues dummy requests and produces dummy replies, without performing any
processing. Request and reply messages are filled with dummy data so that all transmitted
packets have the maximum payload size (1500 bytes).
We compare GCBRR with four reliable point-to-point transports: TCP-SEQ, TCP-PAR,
RUP-SEQ and RUP-PAR (RUP stands for reliable unicast protocol). In the TCP variants,
the coordinator keeps a separate connection with each ordinary process, which is reused as
a transport channel for all 1-N reuest/reply interactions. RUP variants use plain datagrams
over RAW sockets, with a simple acknowledgment scheme for the re-transmission of requests.
SEQ variants perform the request-reply interaction sequentially, addressing one ordinary
process at a time; this avoids contention but comes at increased latency. In the PAR variants,
the coordinator first sends the request to all ordinary processes, and then waits for their
replies; this can reduce the total latency but introduces some contention.
We perform experiments for groups of different sizes: 3, 6 and 12 processes (coordi-
nator and ordinary processes). To stress the network, we let the coordinator issue 1000
request-reply interactions at full speed. We record the total throughput and latency of each
interaction, measured at the coordinator. The results are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5,
respectively.
As can be seen, GCBRR performs significantly better than all other variants, and the
difference increases with the group size. For 3 processes, GCBRR achieves 1.62x and 1.35x
the throughput of TCP and RUP variants, going up to 2.22x and respectively 1.76x for 12
processes. This is because GCBRR transmits fewer packets and scales better for a larger
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Figure 5.4: 1-to-N request-reply throughput for different group sizes.
Figure 5.5: 1-to-N request-reply latency for different group sizes.
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number of processes. Note that for each unicast WiFi sends a MAC-level acknowledgement,
which further increases the overhead of point-to-point variants. TCP achieves lower through-
put than RUP due to the extra (TCP-level) acknowledgments, yet this difference becomes
less pronounced for larger group sizes. Message loss is negligible in all cases, as the WiFi
flow-control mechanism kicks in when the network is stressed.
The difference in the number of packet transmissions also reflects on the latency of the
request-reply interaction. Again, GCBRR outperforms all other variants, especially in larger
groups. For 12 processes, its latency is only about 1/2 and 2/3 that of TCP and RUP,
respectively. RUP variants are generally better than TCP. Note that RUP-PAR has a slightly
lower latency than RUP-SEQ because of the concurrent transmission of replies back to the
coordinator. This advantage does not show in the TCP variants, due to the higher protocol
overhead of TCP. In fact, TCP-PAR has a much larger variance than TCP-SEQ. This is
an effect of the increased contention: the message transmissions are slowed-down due the
lower-level signalling and flow control mechanisms of WiFi.
One-way N-1 message flow
We also evaluate GCBRR regarding its ability to support a reverse, one-way message flow,
from ordinary processes to the coordinator. In this case, the coordinator polls ordinary
processes via an empty request, and receives their messages as replies. For comparison,
we use TCP-PAR and RUP-PAR, where each ordinary process sends its messages to the
coordinator over a TCP connection and a RAW socket, respectively. In RUP-PAR, messages
are acknowledged using an alternating bit scheme. As an additional reference, we use the
simplest possible best-effort approach where messages are sent via unreliable unicasts over
a RAW socket, referred to as unreliable unicast protocol (UUP-PAR).
We measure the maximum message throughput that can be achieved in a group of 3, 6
and 12 processes, at full speed. In GCBRR, the coordinator polls the ordinary processes
1000 times, while in TCP-PAR, RUP-PAR and UUP-PAR we let each process send 1000
messages to the coordinator. The aggregate throughput is measured at the coordinator, by
recording the time between the arrival of the first and the last message. At each ordinary
process, we record the time that elapses between two consecutive message transmissions,
which essentially reflects the messaging latency. Figure 5.6 shows the results obtained for
the aggregated throughput. Figure 5.7 shows the latency recorded at each process in an
indicative run with a group size of 12 processes.
Despite the polling overhead, GCBRR achieves higher message throughput than TCP-
PAR and RUP-PAR, even for smaller groups. The difference increases for larger groups,
where TCP-PAR and RUP-PAR lead to increased contention, and the relative cost of polling
decreases. At 12 processes, the throughput of GCBRR is 1.28x and 1.13x that of TCP-PAR
and RUP-PAR, respectively. In this case, GCBRR even outperforms UUP-PAR which even
has a very significant message loss of about 7%. Furthermore, unlike the RUP and TCP
variants, GCBRR has a stable and predictable messaging delay. In fact, with TCP-PAR all
nodes occasionally experience huge delays. Due to contention, TCP-PAR has some message
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Figure 5.6: Aggregate N-to-1 message throughput for different group sizes.
Figure 5.7: Per-node messaging delay for an indicative run with 12 processes. Note that the
scale of the y-axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 5.8: Node join delay when starting from initial group size N and adding 12 − N
processes in one shot.
loss, which leads to retransmissions and the activation of the TCP flow-control mechanism.
In contrast, GCBRR and RUP-PAR did not need to perform any retransmissions. Also note
that in TCP-PAR message sending sometimes appears to be instantaneous due to internal
buffering.
We wish to note that, in general, polling is not ideal for supporting sporadic messaging
from multiple sources (ordinary processes) to a destination (coordinator). In this case, it is
better to use a conventional uncoordinated approach. However, polling via GCBRR can be a
valid option if the rate at which ordinary processes wish to send messages to the coordinator
is not very low. In Chapter 6, we investigate this problem a bit further, and propose an
approach that can be used to infer the application messaging rate and dynamically adjust
the polling rate of the coordinator accordingly.
Group management
Finally, we evaluate GCBRR in terms of the group management overhead. As a reference,
we use a TCP-based approach where the coordinator keeps an open connection with each
ordinary process. A joining process opens a TCP connection to the coordinator when it
receives a join poll (without sending a join request). It considers itself as a member once it
successfully receives the group view over the TCP connection. The coordinator asks a process
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Figure 5.9: Group update delay, when starting from initial group size N and adding 12−N
processes in one shot.
to leave by sending a request over the corresponding TCP connection. A process failure is
detected when the TCP connections breaks. Like in GCBRR, the coordinator performs a
view-push but in this case the group view is sent to each member over the respective TCP
connection. When an ordinry process detects the failure of the coordinator, it elects the new
coordinator and opens a connection to it; if it elects itself, it waits for all other ordinary
processes to connect to it. As an implementation detail, we note that the coordinator uses
a single thread for accepting new connections via a network event loop based on the poll
Linux system call, similar to the technique described in [38].
We conduct a series of experiments to chart the cost of the join operation as a function
of the group size and number joining processes. In each experiment, the group starts with a
different initial size, and then more processes join so that the group ends up with a total of
12 processes. The new processes join the group at once, via a single join poll. At each joining
process, we record the join latency as the time that elapses between the reception of the poll
message and the reception of the group view from the coordinator. At the coordinator, we
measure the group update delay, which is the time it takes to receive all join/connection
requests and push the updated view to all ordinary group members. Figure 5.8 shows the
results for the join latency, Figure 5.9 reports the group update delay.
With both approaches the average join latency and deviation naturally decreases as fewer
processes join the group. However, the join latency and group update delay for GCBRR is
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only 1/3 that of the TCP-based approach. This is because the TCP variant has an extra
connection setup overhead, which becomes significant when the number of joining processes
becomes large. Also, it sends the group view to each member separately, whereas GCBRR
does this with a single transmission for old group members, using the basic 1-N request/reply
support.
We have not performed any experiments for the leave operation. In GCBRR this is very
fast. It it boils down to a single 1-N request/reply interaction whose performance follows
the same trend as shown in the previous experiments (actually, it is faster because in this
case the request and reply messages are practically empty). Also, the cost for a coordinator
switch/election, once its failure has been detected, is negligible: it is the time it takes for a
process to pick the smalest ticket number from its local view.
5.8 Related work
The reliability of multicast communication over a shared medium have been studied mainly
in the lower level of the network stack.
In [73] authors propose two multicast protocols which are relying on the IEEE 802.11
CSMA/DA and RTS-CTS mechanism in order to increase the reliability of broadcast trans-
missions. Both protocols support a single sender and assume a microcell-based wireless
network where each cell is managed from a base station located in the center of the cell.
The first protocol (LBP), is a leader based protocol while the other (PBP) is a probabilistic
feedback-based protocol. In LBP, a sender claims the channel and sends a broadcast mes-
sage to the receivers in the group. Among the members of the reception group, an elected
leader sends a single positive acknowledgment to the sender. The rest of the receivers only
send a negative acknowledgment in case of erroneous reception; this is sent immediately
to destroy the positiveacknowledgment of the leader. The sender re-transmits a message
if it does not receive a positive acknowledgment within a specified period. PBP employs
a CTS/RTS scheme where a sender transmits a multicast-RTS and waits to receive CTSs
from the participant receivers in order to transmit the data. In order to avoid collisions, the
receivers back-off with a certain probability which is based on the number of group members
before the CTS transmission. Results show that both protocols increase broadcast reliability
while LBP achieves higher throughput compared to PBP. However both protocols do not
guarantee collision avoidance as in our case and require strict clock synchronization.
A similar approach is followed in LM-ARF [43]. This assumes an elected leader which is
responsible to acknowledge mulitcast transmissions like in LBP, and makes use of CTS/RTS
frames in order to increase the fairness between unicast and broadcast flows. Moreover, LM-
ARF performs adaptation of the transmission rate based on the ARF [64] scheme of 802.11
to avoid inefficient broadcast transmissions when network saturates to its capacity. LM-ARF
protocol inherits the time synchronization requirements from LBP and is even more closely
coupled to the underlying MAC protocol. In contrast, our protocol is MAC-neutral and
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takes advantage of the request-reply communication pattern without involving additional
control frames.
The Broadcast Medium Window method (BMW) [98] provides a reliable broadcast solu-
tion. Briefly, BMW maintains three lists, the neighbor list, the send buffer and the receiver
buffer. The neighbor list contains the addresses of the neighbor nodes. The send buffer holds
the transmitted multicast frames for potential retransmissions, and the receiver buffer has
the sequence numbers of the received messages. In BMW, the sender performs a collision
avoidance phase and sends an RTS which contains the current and the last sequence message
number to one of its neighbors. The receiver inspects the sequence numbers of the RTS and
requests any missing messages via its CTS reply. When the sender receives the CTS, it sends
the data and waits for an acknowledgment. Other nodes that receive the CTS yield until the
reception of the data acknowledgement. This continues for all neighbor nodes. Note that
when network saturates to its capacity and severe loss occurs the protocol reverts to the
usual unreliable broadcast transmissions mode of 802.11. BMW provides a reliable solution
for broadcast, but requires a large number of messages and creates contention phases equal
to the number of neighbors.
Complementary to the BMW method is the Batch Mode Multicast MAC (BMMM) [94].
BMMM also uses of the RTS/CTS mechanism but eliminates the multiple contention phases
of BMW to a single one. More specifically, BMMM introduces a new frame type called RAK
(Request for ACK) which is similar to ordinary MAC-level ACKs. The sender of a multicast
competes for the channel only at the start of the multicast transmission with its RTS. The
RAK frame follows directly after the RTS, instructing the receivers to send their CTS and
ACKs in order. BMMM follows an approach similar to our protocol with respect to the
coordinated return of the replies, but involves more messages and abandons reliability when
the network is stressed. Also, in case of a message loss, the sender competes for the channel
again.
Another approach that improves broadcast reliability is BSMA approach [97]. BSMA
assumes that the radio hardware integrates DS (direct sequence) capture ability in order to
lock-on a strong signal in the presence of interference. To this end, a collided packet with
stronger signal strength will be correctly received while others will be silently dropped. The
protocol utilizes the 802.11 RTS/CTS frames and negative acknowledgments. Briefly, the
sender executes a collision avoidance phase, broadcasts its RTS frame and waits to receive
CTSs from the group. The receivers respond to RTS with their CTSs then wait to receive
the data. Once the sender receives a CTS, it transmits the data. During the wait phase none
of the receivers is allowed to compete for the channel. In case of message loss receivers reply
with NAK prompting a re-transmission. The results show that throughput and reliability
increases over the traditional unreliable broadcast but the protocol relies strictly on 802.11
collision avoidance and requires specific radio capabilities. Our protocol is MAC-neutral
while it is not based on any specific radio functionality.
An approach independent of the underlying MAC is presented in [34]. The proposed
scheme is based on the reliability that is provided from the upper layers of the network
stack and particularly from IP. The scheme assumes an infrastructure-based wireless network
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consisting of an access point (AP), at least one assistive station (AS) and other ordinary
stations. Each station is equipped with a passive dongle that monitors the wireless traffic
by capturing the exchanged network frames. The AS has a well known IP address and each
multicast transmission is performed from the AP towards the AS through plain IP datagrams.
Other participants receive the multicast message by overhearing these transmissions.
The use of physical broadcast in order to increase throughput has been also studied in
mesh network architectures. COPE [65] makes use of physical broadcast on par with network
coding for effective network utilization. Besides the coding techniques, COPE takes advan-
tage of the wireless broadcast nature by employing a low level pseudo-broadcast. Specifically,
a sender broadcasts a packet by sending a unicast to a particular node. The broadcast is
received by other participants through the unicast transmission overhearing. The increased
reliability of unicasts provides increased reliability for broadcast as well.
The works above improve the physical broadcast reliability, however they do not have
predicable performance which is a useful property for many latency sensitive applications.
They also target general one-way multicast communication where the receiver merely sends a
low-level acknowledgement, as opposed to GCBRR which works in an end-to-end fashion [91]
and where replies may carry application-level information. As shown in previous Chapters,
GCBRR can serve as a foundation for higher-level schemes that require reliable and fast 1-
N request/reply communication, such as primary-backup replication [35], remote procedure
calls [75], and team programming over a wireless network as in TeCoLa or [79].
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Chapter 6
Adaptive polling method for N-1 data
flows
As discussed in Chapter 5, besides the 1-N request/reply interaction, GCBRR can also be
used as a transport for an information flow in the reverse N-1 direction, from the ordinary
processes to the coordinator, via polling. This chapter presents a method for the dynamic
adaptation of the polling rate based on an application-agnostic estimation of the process
data rates. We begin by motivating the approach in a more general context. Then we
discuss the proposed approach and how this is implemented on top of GCBRR. Finaly, we
provide a performance evaluation of our method for indicative system configurations using
real wireless sesor nodes and we dicuss the related work.
6.1 Motivation
GCBRR is designed primarily to support a coordinated 1-N request/reply interaction pattern
in an efficient way that does not rely on MAC-level mechanisms to avoid, detect and deal with
contention among the communicating processes. However, it can also be used to support a
reverse N-1 information flow, again with zero contention. While TeCoLa does not implement
such purely unidirectional data flows from the nodes that are part of the mission group to
the mission controller, this usage scenario GCBRR can be attractive in a different system
context, in particular when data has to be collected from multiple sensor nodes over a low-
bandwidth wireless channel.
Indeed, a wide range of modern monitoring applications, spanning from personal activity
tracking to smart homes, employ wireless sensor nodes to obtain the required measurements.
In most cases, the sensors are sampled at a given rate, and the data, possibly after some
local processing, is sent over the air to a collector, which, in turn, stores and processes this
data to support some monitoring or decision/control process. Several applications require
this data transmission to be reliable. Also, in some occasions, data may need to be sent to
the collector at a relatively high rate, close to the capacity of the (typically low-bandwidth)
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wireless channel.
There are two fundamentally different ways to achieve this. One approach is for each
sensor node to send data to the collector as soon as this is produced. When the collector
receives the data, it replies with an acknowledgement. We refer to this as notification. The
other approach is for the collector to explicitly request the sensor nodes to send their data.
In this case, each node stores the data in a local buffer, and transmits it only at the request
of the collector. If the node receives a request but has no data, it replies with an empty
acknowledgement. We refer to this method as polling.
Notification is attractive when there are a few sensor nodes and the data generation rate
is relatively low compared to the capacity of the wireless communication channel. Else, it
can result in bad performance and poor effective channel utilization. This is particularly so
when nodes transmit in an uncoordinated way and the wireless communication technology
does not feature any advanced medium access control mechanism.
In this case, polling can provide very good performance, especially when the data rate
approaches the channel capacity, without requiring nodes to feature advanced radios or to be
synchronized with each other. However, a key issue with polling is that the data generation
rate may be unknown, and as a result the coordinator may poll too frequently or too slowly.
Both situations are undesirable as they can waste system resources or reduce data freshness
and lead to data buffer overflows, respectively. To address this issue, we propose a method
for adapting the rate at which the collector polls the sensor nodes. As a basic transport
service, we use GCBRR, with minor extensions that are discussed in the sequel.
6.2 Basic polling protocol
We formulate the polling protocol along the lines of GCBRR, where the coordinator process
takes the role of the data collector and the ordinary processes are the sensors that produce
the data of interest.
Let processes pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , represent the sensors, and let a special process p0 be the
collector. All processes are in the same broadcast domain, with maximum packet transmis-
sion delay MsgT . When the collector p0 wishes to retrieve data from the sensors, it starts
a poll by broadcasting a poll request. The payload of the poll request consists merely of a
bitmask rmask[1..N ] that plays the same role as in the GCBRR protocol. More specifically,
if rmask[i] = 1 then pi is expected to reply with a data packet, else if rmask[i] = 0 then pi
should remain silent during the poll. This bitmask also indicates the order in which sensors
should respond: if both pi and pj are included in the poll (rmask[i] = 1 and rmask[j] = 1)
and i < j, then pj must wait for pi to send data, before it performs its own transmission.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the message exchanges that take place between the collector and sensors
during a poll.
Every sensor process keeps the data it generates in a local buffer, and sends it when
polled (several data items can be piggybacked in the same packet). The data packet also
carries information about additional data items (beyond the ones included in the reply) that
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Figure 6.1: Basic polling protocol. When polled, nodes send data in sequence, in ascending
order of their identifiers.
are in the sensor’s buffer. If a sensor is polled and its buffer is empty, it replies with an
empty data packet.
Note that the collector may need to perform several consecutive polls in order to retrieve
all the data that is available in the buffers of the sensors. These polls are performed at full
speed, adjusting the address mask as needed, until the collector receives a reply from every
sensor and all sensors indicate that their data buffer is empty. We refer to such a batch of
consecutive polls as a poll cycle.
To get a feeling about the performance of this approach, Figure 6.2 shows the maximum
sustainable aggregate and per-node reliable data transfer rate over IEE 802.15.4 radio, as
a function of the number of sensor nodes that generate/send data. As a reference we use
an optimal transport protocol where the sensor nodes send their data to the collector with
prefect medium access synchronization. We also show the maximum data rate that can be
sustained with acceptable data loss (less than 1%) for a notification protocol where each
sensor node unicasts its data to the collector and waits for an acknowledgement.
It can be seen that the polling protocol approaches optimal performance as the number
of sensor nodes increases, because the overhead of the poll request is amortized over a
larger number of data packet transmissions. In contrast, the performance of the notification
protocol is bad and degrades to the number of sensor nodes, due to the increasing contention
and number of collisions.
6.3 Rate Estimation
If the collector knows the rates at which sensors generate data, it can adjust its polling
strategy accordingly. However, in the general case, the data rate ri of pi may be unknown,
even to the sensor process itself. For instance, the application may not inform the protocol
layer about the rate at which data will be generated, because it may be not be able or not
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Figure 6.2: Maximum aggregate (full bar) and per-node (sub-bar) rate for reliable data
transfer.
willing to compute it. The challenge is for the protocol layer to estimate ri without any
input from the application.
We assume that data generation is independent for each sensor, and let each pi estimate
ri locally. This estimate is then piggy-backed to the response pi sends to the collector when
it is polled.
In the general case, the average data rate ri may vary in time. We assume that changes
in the average data rate are rather abrupt, corresponding to internal state changes of the
application (which are hidden from the protocol layer). We also assume that once such a
state change takes place, the application remains in that state for a relatively long time.
These assumptions are realistic for a wide range of applications. Figure 6.3 illustrates two
indicative scenarios for the data generation models we consider in our work. The top part
shows a process that performs a transition between different but constant data rates, while
the bottom part illustrates a transition between two different average rates for a stochastic
data generation process.
Our goal is to design a unified method that can estimate the average rate in both cases,
without prior knowing which case actually applies to the current system operation. To
describe our approach we introduce additional notations that capture the time-dependency
of the average data rate. We denote with ri[n] the actual average data rate of the application
process when the n-th data packet is generated.
Process pi can estimate ri[n] in different ways depending on the assumptions about the
model that governs traffic arrivals. For our purposes, we assume a first-order dynamical
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Figure 6.3: Transitions between different data rates, for periodic (top) and stochastic data
generation (bottom).
model for the the evolution of the average data rate:
ri[n] = a× ri[n− 1] + u[n], n ≥ 0 (6.1)
The value of parameter a corresponds to the weight of the last average rate of the application:
if a is close to 0 then the previous value hardly affects the next value, whereas if a has a value
close to 1 then the average rate changes slowly over time. In this model u[n] is a random
variable that follows a Gaussian distribution, and models potentially abrupt changes in the
average rate over successive time instants. Since our assumption is that most of the time
the application generates data at a stable average rate, the best choice is to set a close to 1.
We want to compute an estimate of ri[n]. However, this estimate will unavoidably suffer
from measurement noise: xi[k] = ri[k] + w[k]. The question is how to estimate ri[n] accu-
rately. The metric we use is the mean square error (MSE) from the Bayesian estimation
theory.
Since u[k] is Gaussian for the linear model in (6.1), we adopt the scalar Kalman filter,
which has been shown to be optimal for the linear data model [66]. The scalar Kalman
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algorithm is an adaptive filter defined from a set of recursive equations:
Prediction : rˆ[n|n− 1] = arˆ[n− 1|n− 1]
Min. Pred. MSE: ce[n|n− 1] = a2ce[n− 1|n− 1] + σ2u
Kalman Gain: K[n] =
ce[n|n− 1]
ce[n|n− 1] + σ2u
Correction: rˆ[k] = rˆ[n|n− 1] +K[n](x[n]− rˆ[n|n− 1])
Minimum MSE: ce[n|n] = (1−K[n])ce[n|n− 1]
The algorithm initializes ce[n − 1|n − 1] to an arbitrarily low value close to 0. Then it
calculates recursively K[n], rˆ[n], ce[n|n].
The above model will work well, regardless of whether data generation is periodic or
stochastic (Poisson), provided that the average data rate remains constant, and a is set close
to 1 (which is true in our case). However, as already noted, we are interested in supporting
scenarios where abrupt changes in the average data rate can occur. One way to do this is
to employ a more intelligent filter that can detect and respond to such transitions. Here, we
follow a different approach, namely we keep the same simple filter, but control its operation
based on information that is available at the layer of the polling protocol. The heuristic
is rather intuitive: since the above filter is not designed to track significant changes in the
average data rate, it is reset whenever there is an indication of inefficient polling. More
concretely, each sensor process resets its local Kalman filter (i) when the collector performs
several consecutive (void) poll cycles that do not return any data, or (ii) in a given poll cycle
the collector performs several consecutive polls in order to empty the buffers of the data
processes. As will be shown in the next section, it suffices to adapt the operation of the
filter, and to let the collector adjust the polling rate according to the data rate estimates
received from the sensor nodes.
6.4 Experimental Evaluation
We have evaluated the proposed polling method using real wireless nodes that communicate
over 802.15.4 radios. In the following, we describe the test setup, and then present results
from indicative experiments.
Experimental setup and metrics
For our experiments we use TelosB-class devices from AdvanticSys [6], equipped with 802.15.4
radios. To enable detailed logging during the experiments, the protocol logic runs on powerful
PCs, which are connected over serial to the TelosB devices that essentially act as wireless
modems. We have confirmed that the serial interface is fast enough to support the packet
rate of 802.15.4. We refer to a PC-TelosB pair as a node.
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The nodes are arranged in a 1-hop topology so that they can communicate with each
other directly. A distinguished node is the collector, all others play the role of sensor nodes
that produce/send data. Sensor nodes run a data generator application, which produces
data items according to a predefined scenario. The scenario is stored in a file as a sequence
of time intervals. When the experiment starts, the application waits for a short random
back-off interval and then, in a loop, reads the next entry from the scenario file, sleeps for
the specified amount of time, and produces the next data item that should be eventually sent
to the collector. We investigate both periodic/deterministic and stochastic data generation
scenarios. In the latter case, the scenario file is generated automatically using Matlab,
according to the behavior of a Poisson process (separate scenario files are genenerated for
each sensor node). The data produced by the application are passed to the protocol layer
for transmission. In our experiments we let each data item occupy a full packet. As a
consequence, it is not possible to piggy-back several data items in a single packet, and if a
sensor node has more than one items buffered locally then the collector has to retrieve them
via a corresponding number of consecutive polls.
The protocol layer of the sensor nodes runs the heuristic for estimating the local applica-
tion data rate, as discussed in Section 6.3. This information is included in the data packets
sent to the collector when the sensor node is polled. Based on this information, the collector
adjusts the rate at which it performs polling cycles, also referred to as polling rate (but recall
that each cycle may include several consecutive polls to empty the buffers of sensor nodes).
The strategy of the collector is intentionally kept simple, namely to set the polling rate equal
to the highest data rate reported by a sensor node. We note that this strategy is suboptimal
from a latency perspective, as a data item will remain in the buffer of a sensor node for half
the polling period on average, and for an entire polling period in the worst case. Since the
objective of our experiments is to evaluate the ability of the protocol to adapt the polling
rate according to the average application data rate, we do not try to optimize latency.
Unknown but stable data rates
In a first set of experiments, we evaluate the ability of the polling protocol to track a stable
but unknown data rate of the sensor nodes. We run the rate estimation heuristic with the
filter reset logic disabled (no-reset version). We have experimented with different application
data rates and numbers of sensor nodes, for periodic as well as stochastic (Poisson) data
generation scenarios. We present indicative results obtained for 0.5 data packets/sec and 3
nodes (other configurations result in similar behavior). The results for periodic and stochastic
data generation are shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, respectively The top plot in these
figures shows the actual application data rate of each sensor node and the polling rate of the
collector. The bottom plot shows the total number of polls and void polls that are performed
by the collector To better illustrate the system dynamics, we plot the mean of the recorded
values, calculated over a window of 10 seconds, over the entire duration of the experiment.
In the periodic data generation experiment, after a short warm-up phase, the sensor
nodes accurately estimate their local application rate. As a consequence, the collector per-
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Figure 6.4: Periodic data generation with an average rate of 0.5 data packets/second and 3
sensor nodes.
Figure 6.5: Stochastic data generation with an average rate of 0.5 data packets/second and
3 sensor nodes.
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Figure 6.6: Periodic data generation with dynamic rate transitions, filter reset disabled.
forms polling cycles at exactly the right rate, avoiding any void polls. The same observation
regarding the accuracy of the estimated data rate also applies to the stochastic data gener-
ation scenario. However, in this case, due to the inherent variance of the application data
generation process, some sensor nodes end-up having several data items in their buffer, and
the collector often has to perform several polls per cycle to retrieve this data. The variance
in data generation also results in the opposite effect, namely it can be that no sensor node
generates any data within the next polling interval, in which case the collector will perform
a void poll. But, this happens quite rarely.
Unknown and dynamically changing data rates
In a second set of experiments, we evaluate the ability of the polling protocol to track dynamic
transitions between significantly different unknown data rates of the application. Here, we
test the rate estimation heuristic with the filter reset logic disabled and enabled (no-reset vs.
reset version). We investigate a scenario where the sensor nodes initially have a data rate of
0.5 data packets/sec, then switch to a data rate of 1.5 data packets/sec, and after some time
switch back to the initial data rate. As an indicative configuration, we present the results
for 3 nodes, for periodic as well as for stochastic data generation (the results are similar for
other configurations).
The results for the periodic data generation scenario are shown in Figure 6.6 and Fig-
ure 6.7. The no-reset version performs well in the first phase of the experiment, where the
data rate does not change. However, when the application switches to a different rate, the
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Figure 6.7: Periodic data generation with dynamic rate transitions, filter reset enabled.
estimation filter reacts slowly and is unable to find the actual data rate. The inability to
track the first rate switch results in infrequent polling cycles, which leads to an increased
number of polls. Conversely, after the second switch, inaccurate data rate estimation results
in overly frequent polling, and to a significant number of void polls.
In contrast, the reset version tracks the rate transitions of the application smoothly and
accurately. Thus the collector always polls the sensor nodes at the right rate. There are just
a few void polls when the application makes the transition from the higher to the lower data
rate, at which point the filter is reset and can immediately track the new data rate.
The results for stochastic data generation are shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. Again,
the no-reset version fails to track the rate changes of the application. The reset version is
better in this respect, but in this particular case this does not always translate in better
behaviour. Namely, due to the variance of data generation, the reset version adjusts the
polling rate in a jerky way, even when the average rate is stable, and performs more void
polls than the no-reset version in the first and second phase of the experiment. In the
third phase, when the application switches from a high to a low rate, the more accurate
estimation of the average data rate pays-off, leading to a reduced number of polls and void
polls compared to the no-reset version.
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Figure 6.8: Stochastic data generation with dynamic rate transitions, filter reset disabled..
Figure 6.9: Stochastic data generation with dynamic rate transitions, filter reset enabled.
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6.5 Related work
The efficient data transfer in networks where the channel capacity is limited has been studied
at different layers of the network stack.
S-MAC [104] uses CSMA to eliminate packet collisions, and on top of that implements
a relaxed time synchronization among nodes using a fixed sleep-wakeup schedule for nodes
to transmit their data. T-MAC [100] follows a similar approach, but it employs an adaptive
logic for the sleep-wakeup schedules based on a timer which is adjusted based on the network
load. Both approaches are designed to be energy efficient, however they do not perform well
for high network loads.
Z-MAC [89] is adaptive to the network load. It uses CSMA for low network loads, and
switches dynamically to a version of TDMA when high network load is sensed. In the TDMA
mode, nodes can use empty slots based on a priority scheme where the owners of the slots
have higher priority than others. Z-MAC achieves high throughput, but it requires clock
synchronization among the senders, and needs extra carrier sensing for the utilization of
empty slots.
Another protocol that tolerates variations in periodic network load of a sensor network
is SCP-MAC [105]. In this case, the nodes are sleeping and periodically wakeup to perform
channel polling. When a node has data to transmit to a destination, it first sends a short
preamble to the respective receiver, which in turn is activated to receive the data. The
nodes are strictly synchronized in a fixed schedule in order to wakeup for the preambles.
Prior to the transmission of the preamble, the medium is sensed to avoid collisions between
multiple senders. A more adaptive approach is adopted in WiseMAC [49], where each node
learns the sampling period of its neighbours, and creates a local wakeup schedule. The local
schedule of a node is transmitted to the receiver in every data transmission. The receiver
combines its own schedule to the one received, to minimize void wakeups (being ready for
packet reception even though no node will transmit).
In terms of reliability, a number of protocols have been proposed above the MAC layer.
In RCRT [82] several reliable unicast flows are directed from the nodes to a sink, which is
responsible for controlling their data rate. The protocol guarantees reliability as the missing
packets are recovered through a negative acknowledgement scheme. However, as the network
size increases the supported transmission rates drop significantly due to high contention.
RBC [106] also uses negative acknowledgements, but takes a different approach to decrease
channel contention by giving priority to the nodes that have more data to transmit. The
protocol employs an implicit blocking mechanism where each data transmission piggybacks
the buffer size of the node. Senders overhear the transmissions of other nodes and block for
a period of time if the overheared buffer size exceeds a certain threshold. This technique
avoids contention, but nodes with a higher data rate might lead to the starvation of nodes
with lower rates.
Unlike the above protocols, the polling approach based on GCBRR can support high data
rates close to channel capacity with high reliability and thus practically zero retransmissions,
without relying on a specific wireless technology. Also note that our approach is fair for all
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nodes, and can be easily extended to support priorities without starvation by adjusting the
mask used to specify which processes should reply; note that this is already done when
performing consecutive polls in order to target nodes that have a non-empty data buffer.
It can also be applied on top of very simple radios, and does not require clocks or some
elaborate synchronization between the transmitting nodes. Finally, thanks to the ability of
the protocol to dynamically adapt the polling rate to the actual data rate of the nodes, the
number of unnecessary/void poll rounds can be significantly reduced when the application
switches to low data rates.
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Chapter 7
Simulation environment
This chapter presents the simulation environment which we have developed to support the
testing of TeCoLa software stack and to allow easy experimentation with different mission
programs and execution scenarios. We begin by providing some motivation for the simulation
environment. Then, we present its architecture and proceed to discuss the implementation in
more detail. Finally, we evaluate and verify the functionality of the implementation through
indiactive mission scenarios.
7.1 Motivation
Performing experiments with unmanned aerial drones is challenging, even in the controlled
setting of a testbed. First of all, extensive physical involvement is required at the testbed
site, namely: (i) before the mission starts, the drone has to be prepped and brought to
the default starting position or take-off point; (ii) during the mission, the drone has to be
watched-over closely for safety reasons; (iii) after the mission, the drone has to be collected,
maintained and stowed away until the next experiment takes place. Further, in part due to
the above overheads, a drone testbed may not be available at all times, and the user may have
to wait for a long time before acquiring a slot for conducting his/her experiment. This in
turn significantly increases the development cycle of missions. Also, it is practically hard or
impossible for the user to perform experiments for a wide range of missions, different weather
conditions and different sensor inputs let alone in a reproducible way. Things become harder
still, when considering collaborative missions that involve multi-drone scenarios. Last but
not least, a drone experimentation testbed has a non-negligible running cost in terms of
equipment maintenance and personnel effort.
From a functionality perspective modern drones can be considered as mobile wireless
sensor/actuator platforms like those that have been described in the rich literature of wire-
less sensor networks (WSNs). Consequently, the development and testing procedures of
missions that target drone-based systems have many similarities with the ones used for the
applications in WSNs.
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For traditional WSNs, the development cycle of an application typically involves the
use of a simulator that mimics the execution of the application by simulating the nodes
hardware, the wireless medium for a given network topology, and the on-board sensors used
by the application. But usually the nodes are assumed to be static or follow rather simple
mobility patterns, without considering any dynamic side-effects of the physical environment.
In addition, the different elements of the system, such as the nodes and the network, are
tightly integrated within a single simulation engine with focus on specific hardware platforms
and network technologies, which are hard to extend in order to meet the needs of complicated
and heterogeneous system elements such as drones.
Simulation technologies have already been developed separately for different aspects of
a drone-based mission scenarios. For instance, simulators like [102] can faithfully reproduce
the dynamics of an aerial vehicle using a suitable model that captures the physical behaviour
of the vehicle when various forces are being applied to it. The model is then tightly-coupled
with the autopilot subsystem, which runs on a real or simulated hardware platform. Such a
setup can be used to test the effectiveness of low-level control algorithms/loops for driving
the vehicles motors and steering elements, as well as for higher-level navigation logic. Also,
mature network simulation engines like NS3 are capable of accurately simulating the be-
haviour of popular wireless protocols, such as WiFi and WiMax, which are used by modern
drones to communicate with each other but also with external systems. Finally, virtual sen-
sor mechanisms such as [68] can provide the application with real or synthetic data, allowing
to explore a wide variety of scenarios.
In our work, we combine such state of the art simulation technologies into a unified and
modular simulation environment, called AeroLoop. AeroLoop can be used to experiment
with multi-drone mission scenarios in a flexile, efficient, cheap and safe way, without the
bureaucratic burden, the very significant cost and the real risks of physical experimenta-
tion. In particular, it is possible to test middleware such as TeCoLa as well as mission-level
software, before conducting trials in the field. This can be done without performing any
simulator-specific adjustments in the software thereby allowing the software that has been
tested in the simulator environment to be transferred to the real platforms without any mod-
ifications. Importantly, AeroLoop can be extended by incorporating third-party simulation
components according to experiment needs.
7.2 System Architecture
Figure 7.1 shows the high-level system architecture of AeroLoop. The main entities are:
(1) The virtual unmanned aerial vehicles (vUAVs) that represent simulated autonomous
aerial vehicles capable of performing a flight in the context of a mission.
(2) The virtual ground control station (vGCS) that runs the mission controller through
which vUAVs can receive mission-related commands.
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of the AeroLoop simulation environment.
(3) The wireless network simulator that is responsible for simulating the wireless communi-
cation among the vUAVs and between the vUAVs and the vGCS.
(4) The virtual camera service (VCS) that is responsible for serving aerial images of the
mission area to the vUAVs.
(5) The AeroLoop manager that is used to perform the necessary initialization, configuration
and control of all the previous system entities, through suitable interaction with the
management components/agents within each such entity.
For better modularity and flexibility, each of these system entities is packaged as a sepa-
rate Linux-based Virtual Machine (VM) that runs on top of the KVM hypervisor [7]. Each
VM integrates all the software components that are required for the implementation of the
respective functionality as well as for the interconnection and management of these entities.
The system-internal data exchange and management interactions between the AeroLoop
manager and the management agents of the vUAV, WiFi and VCS entities, are performed
via the dedicated management channel of the AeroLoop system. This is implemented using
the native virtual networking facility of KVM, and is accessed within each system entity via
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the wired network interface eth0. The desired control and information exchange is achieved
using two different mechanisms. On the one hand, the AeroLoop manager issues control
commands to the vUAV, WiFi and VCS agents via RPCs using the zerorpc framework [8].
On the other hand, the position updates of the vUAVs are propagated within the AeroLoop
system via a pub/sub scheme using the zeromq framework [9]. More specifically, each vUAV
agent periodically publishes the vehicle’s position, and the WiFi agent and the AeroLoop
manager both subscribe for such position messages in order to update their internal state
accordingly.
vUAVs can communicate with each other and with the Ground Control Station using the
WiFi and Ethernet channels. The WiFi channel is implemented using the NS3 [10] simulation
environment, and is accessed within the VMs via the wireless network interface wlan0. This
is intended to be used for the ad-hoc wireless communication among the vUAVs. Optionally,
it can also be used for the communication between the vUAVs and the vGCS. The Ethernet
channel is primarily intended for the communication between the vUAVs and the vGCS. Like
the management channel, it is implemented using the native virtual networking facility of
KVM, and is accessed within the VMs via the wired network interface eth1. Compared to the
WiFi channel, the Ethernet channel allows for a more reliable communication between the
vUAVs and the vGCS, and can be used to mimic more robust telecommunication/telemetry
links that do not suffer any interference or collisions from the ad-hoc WiFi communication
that takes place among the vUAVs.
7.3 Implementation
Virtual unmanned aerial vehicle (vUAV)
The vUAVs currently simulate quadcopters in a software-in-the-loop (SITL) configuration.
Each vUAV is implemented using a Linux VM that runs the flight software stack, the on-
board application logic, and the vUAV agent.
The flight software stack includes the flight-dynamics simulation engine for the quad-
copter and the APM autopilot [2]. The flight-dynamics engine implements the physics model
of the vehicle and defines the three-dimensional movement of the quadcopter under the forces
and moments applied to it from various control mechanisms and the environment. It pro-
duces artificial data for all flight-related sensors including GPS, which are fed to the autopilot
in the same way as if this data were sensed on board during a real flight. Based on this
data, the autopilot decides the actions that need to be performed in order to implement the
navigation operations according to the experimentation scenario, and the respective control
outputs are fed back to the flight simulation engine, closing the loop.
This setup makes it possible to test and verify the functional properties of the autopilot
and its ability to stabilize the vehicle for a wide range of operation modes, including takeoff,
cruise and landing. Following the trend of the APM community, we employ a recent version of
the APM autopilot that implements control operations via a hardware-independent software
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layer in order to support portability across different platforms. The flight simulation engine
appears as a special platform, for which we use the publicly released APM port [11]. The
execution of the autopilot drives the execution of the flight simulation engine in a lock-step
fashion, eliminating the need for a more complex time synchronization between them.
In terms of connectivity, as already mentioned, the vUAV features three virtual network
interfaces, one for each communication channel of the AeroLoop system, as illustrated in
Figure 7.1. More specifically: (i) a wired interface (eth0 ) for the internal system management
channel, (ii) a wireless interface (wlan0 ) for the ad-hoc communication between vUAVs via
the simulated ad-hoc WiFi channel, and (iii) a wired interface (eth1 ) for the communication
with the vGCS via the Ethernet channel.
In terms of mission-level sensors, besides the GPS provided by the flight simulation
engine, vUAVs feature a virtual camera sensor device. For convenience, this is accessed
through a high-level API, which, in turn, communicates behind the scenes with a system-
wide virtual camera sensor service in order to retrieve real aerial photos based on the current
position of the vUAV.
The vUAvs can also run one or more applications on-board. These can be used to enhance
the autopilot functionality by adding more intelligence to the flight behavior of the vehicle
or can be used to instruct the autopilot to perform a mission. They can also be used to
perform sensor data processing tasks, or to implement more advanced functions, such as
object recognition/tracking, path planning and 3D modelling, directly on board.
Finally, the vUAV agent is an AeroLoop-specific service that accepts commands from
the AeroLoop manager and performs the corresponding initialization/start/stop operations
of the flight stack. Furthermore, during simulation, the agent retrieves the GPS position
of the vUAV from the autopilot, and forwards it (through the management channel) to the
AeroLoop components that have an interest for this information.
Vehicle control/management
The flight of a vUAV is driven by control commands sent to the autopilot. This can be
done in two ways/modes: (i) locally, based on a pre-programmed mission scenario or an
application that runs on the vUAV and issues navigation commands to the on-board flight
controller; (ii) remotely, based on commands sent through the vGCS.
The local mode utilizes the DroneKit-Python framework [12] that provides an API for
communicating with the vehicles autopilot over MAVLink [13]. This allows to access the
vehicles telemetry, state and parameter information, and enables both mission management
and direct control over vehicle movement and operations. The remote mode utilizes the
widely used MAVProxy ground control station [14], which is a consolebased application and
provides a command-line interface for sending MAVLink commands to the remote vehicle.
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Figure 7.2: Organization of the simulated wireless network.
Simulated wireless network
The wireless network simulator is a Linux VM that implements the virtual WiFi network
used for the communication between the vUAVs and the Ground Control Station. It consists
of the NS3 network simulator, and the WiFi agent.
NS3 creates a network of communicating virtual nodes (so-called ghost nodes) and pro-
vides the modelling of IEEE 802.11 protocol standard at the physical and MAC level in-
cluding the node mobility models. Each ghost node is connected to a properly configured
system-level TUN/TAP interface, via the TapBridge mechanism of NS3 (which was suitably
modified for our purposes). In turn, each such interface connects to an external system en-
tity through a chain of virtual network devices and bridges via the KVM environment. As a
result, the application software running within the vUAV as well as the mission controller in
the vGCS can access the simulated wireless network via their local wireless LAN interfaces
(wlan0 ), in a transparent way.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the setup behind the scenes, for a wireless network configuration
with two vUAVs and the vGCS. In this case, the network simulator VM is configured to
create three ghost hosts, which are bridged via TapBridge to three TUN/TAP virtual net-
work devices (vuav0, vuav1 and gcs0 ) that correspond to the three external system entities.
In turn, each of these virtual network devices connects, through a bridge within KVM,
to another virtual device that corresponds to the wlan0 wireless network interface of the
corresponding system entity.
Similar to the vUAV agent, the WiFi agent is an AeroLoop-specific service, which per-
forms the initialization as well as the start and stop operation of the network simulation,
based on the control commands received from the AeroLoop manager. During simulation,
the WiFi agent receives from the vUAVs their current position, and updates the positions
of the corresponding ghost nodes in order to adapt the characteristics of the wireless com-
munication.
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Figure 7.3: Implementation of the virtual camera sensor service.
Virtual camera support
The virtual camera sensor provides the functionality of a still snapshot camera, allowing the
application running on the vUAV to take vertical aerial photos from its current position.
The implementation follows the approach described in [68], and is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
It consists of a Virtual Camera Service (VCS) that implements the key functionality, and
the Virtual Camera Proxy (VCP) through which the VCS is accessed from within a vUAV in
a transparent way. The VCS is a separate system entity running within its own VM on top
of KVM, whereas the VCP component resides within the VM of each vUAV. In the general
case, several vUAVs may access the VCS concurrently through the respective VCPs.
The VCS consists of a server program that handles the requests issued from the VCPs,
and a collection of aerial images for the area of interest. The images are stored as separate
files in the local file system. Upon instantiation, the VCS server creates an in-memory index
structure that holds the geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude and altitude) and the
file name for each image in the collection. During operation, the server handles requests
coming from the VCPs, and returns the corresponding replies. Similar to the vUAV and
WiFi entities, the VCS has a local management agent, which starts/stops and configures the
VCS based on the commands received from the AeroLoop manager.
The VCP is part of the vUAV software stack. It represents a camera module attached to
the vUAV, and provides a high-level interface to the application for retrieving the properties
of the camera sensor and capturing still images. As part of its initialization, the VCP re-
trieves the contact details of the (remote) VCS from the local vUAV agent, and continuously
retrieves position updates from the flight simulation engine at runtime. Upon invocation, it
sends a corresponding request to the VCS, and stores the received image to the directory
specified by the application.
When the VCS server receives a snapshot request, it searches the index to find and
return the image whose center is closest to the 3-D position of the UAV (latitude, longitude,
altitude). In other words, the image returned to the VCP is an original aerial image from the
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collection, which corresponds to the position of the vUAV snapped to the closest data point
of the 3-D index. This is illustrated in Figure 3, for the simple case of a 2-D index, where
the image collection covers a rectangular area with images taken at a certain altitude in a
grid-like manner with no overlap between them. In the general case, the image collection will
cover multiple such horizontal planes at different altitudes, and each plane will be covered
through numerous images with some overlap between them.
The VCS and VCP are programmed in Python. The remote interaction between them
is achieved using the Python Remote Objects framework Pyro4 [15], with the respective
communication taking place over the management channel of the AeroLoop system. On
each side, the initialization/configuration of the Pyro framework, including the selection of
the serialization method and the registration/binding process, is performed by the respective
management agents. The VCP API is a simplified version of the picamera interface [16] of
the Raspberry Pi application development framework.
System management
The notion of system management in the AeroLoop system has some analogy to the prepa-
rations that have to be done in a real UAV testbed, before an experiment can take place. As
already discussed, system management is performed through the AeroLoop manager, which
in turn interacts with the management agents of all other system entities.
The AeroLoop manager provides a structured API through which it is possible to perform
the basic management operations and receive information about the state of the system. The
API is implemented using the zerorpc technology [8] so that it can be conveniently invoked
in a platform-neutral way from any external/remote system.
The API supports the setup/configuration of the different entities of the AeroLoop system
in order to perform an experiment. Note that one may also inspect the state of the vUAVs,
the WiFi simulator, the VCS and the vGCS without going through the AeroLoop manager,
by logging into the corresponding VM via ssh to issue control commands and/or inspect the
log files of different programs in a direct way.
7.4 Evaluation
To verify the functionality of our implementation we use an indicative configuration that
consist of two vUAVs, the VCS, the WiFi simulator and the vGCS. Before an experiment,
the simulator environment needs to be initialized and the various system entities need to
be properly configured and started. The initialization is performed through a startup script
that uses the API of the AeroLoop manager. Once the simulation environment is properly
configured, the mission experiment. In ordert to test each simulation entity individually we
use mission scripts that run locally on the vUAVs and instruct the autopilot directly.
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Setting up an experiment
Before running an experiment, the simulator environment needs to be initialized, and the
various system entities need to be properly configured and started. Listing 7.1 shows the
relevant code excerpt of a startup script that uses the API of the AeroLoop manager to setup
an indicative configuration with two vUAVs, the VCS, the WiFi simulator and the vGCS.
Listing 7.1: Experiment configuration/startup procedure.
1 # Create AeroLoop manager proxy ob j e c t
2 aero loop = zerorpc . C l i en t ( )
3 aero loop . connect (CONNECTION STRING)
4 # Reg i s t e r s imu la tor e n t i t i e s
5 aero loop . r e g i s t e r vm (VUAV A, ”vuav” )
6 aero loop . r e g i s t e r vm (VUAV B, ”vuav” )
7 aero loop . r e g i s t e r vm (WNS VM, ” w i f i n e t ” )
8 aero loop . r e g i s t e r vm (VCS VM, ”camsrvc” )
9 aero loop . r e g i s t e r vm (GCS VM, ” gcs ” )
10 # Star t s imu la tor e n t i t i e s
11 aero loop . start vm (VUAV A)
12 aero loop . start vm (VUAV B)
13 aero loop . start vm (WNS VM)
14 aero loop . start vm (VCS VM)
15 aero loop . start vm (GCS VM)
16 # Conf igure w i r e l e s s network
17 aero loop . c r e a t e w i f i s e g m e n t ( )
18 aero loop . c r ea t e gho s t node (VUAV A)
19 aero loop . c r ea t e gho s t node (VUAV B)
20 aero loop . c r ea t e gho s t node (GCS VM)
21 # Set home p o s i t i o n s
22 aero loop . set vuav home pos (VUAV A, HOME POS)
23 aero loop . set vuav home pos (VUAV B, HOME POS)
24 aero loop . set vuav home pos (GCS VM, HOME POS)
25
26 aero loop . s e t g h o s t n o d e p o s (VUAV A, HOME POS)
27 aero loop . s e t g h o s t n o d e p o s (VUAV B, HOME POS)
28 aero loop . s e t g h o s t n o d e p o s (GCS VM, HOME POS)
29 # Star t s imu la t i on eng ine s / s e r v i c e s
30 aero loop . s ta r t vuav (VUAV A)
31 aero loop . s ta r t vuav (VUAV B)
32 aero loop . s t a r t w i f i n s 3 s i m ( )
33 aero loop . s t a r t v c s (URBAN IMAGES COLLECTION)
In a nutshell the steps followed are: create an AeroLoop manager proxy object (lines
2-3); register the simulator entities with the manager (lines 5-9); start the simulator entities
(lines 11-15); create a wireless broadcast domain (line 17), and a ghost node for each vUAV
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Figure 7.4: Mission area, waypoints and positions of the images in the collection used for the
VCS (the filled markers represent the images that are actually retrieved during the mission).
and the vGCS (lines 18-20); set the home positions for the vUAVs/vGCS (lines 22-24) and
the corresponding ghost nodes (lines 26-28); start the vUAV and WiFi simulation engines
(lines 30-31 and 32, respectively); and finally start the VCS with the image collection for
the mission area (line 33).
At this point the simulation environment is properly configured, and one can start a
mission experiment, either by running a suitable application program directly on the vUAV,
or by issuing commands from the vGCS.
Camera sensor
We test the virtual camera via a simple local mission script where a vUAV starts from a
home position H, visits a sequence of waypoints (WP1, WP2, WP3) and returns to home.
For this mission, the image collection of the VCS is populated with images taken from the
urban mapping dataset that is publicly available from senseFly [17]. Figure 7.4 shows the
mission area and waypoints, as well as the (center) position of the original aerial images in
the collection used for the VCS.
After take-off, we ssh into the vUAV and start an application that takes pictures period-
ically, every 5 seconds. The vUAV hovers at position H for 5 seconds, then starts its trip in
order to visit the waypoints, and when it returns to H it hovers there for another 5 seconds.
The trip time is about 70 seconds, so the total mission is about 80 seconds in total.
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Figure 7.5: Sequence of the images captured by the vUAV during the mission. The label at
the top left corner of each image is the unique identifier of that image in the collection.
The photo sequence taken during the mission is shown in Figure 7.5 (since the mission is
about 80 seconds and the application program invokes the virtual camera every 5 seconds,
the vUAV takes 16 photos). We confirm that the images captured by the virtual camera
sensor, denoted by the filled markers in Figure 7.4, are the closest ones to the flight path (a
straight line between the respective waypoints). Also, some images appear more than once in
the photo sequence (see the label of each image in Figure 7.5). This is due to the sparsity of
the image collection for the mission area, which, in turn, leads to a relatively large snapping
distance within the VCS. To minimize the snapping distance and let the application receive
images that closely correspond to the actual vUAV position, the image collection should
cover the area in question at a sufficient spatial density.
WiFi communication
In a second experiment, we test the WiFi simulation functionality. For this purpose, we use
two mission scripts in two vUAVs, and employ the iperf utility to measure the throughput
between them. The one vUAV performs the same trip as above, while the other simply
hovers at position H. Before the experiment starts, we ssh into the vUAVs, and manually
start an iperf server and an iperf client, respectively, which run in the background during
the mission.
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Figure 7.6: Throughput between the two vUAVs during the mission. The red vertical lines
mark the points in time when the moving vUAV reaches the different waypoints.
Figure 7.6 shows the results. As expected, the maximum throughput (12.8 Mbits/sec)
is achieved when both vUAVs are at position H, at the start and at the end of the mission.
As the moving vUAV flies away from H on its way to WP1, throughput decreases as the
distance between the two vUAVs increases. This trend continues as the vUAV flies towards
WP2, at which point throughput reaches the minimum value reported for the entire mission
(2.31 Mbits/sec). This is reasonable given that WP2 is indeed the most distant point from
H where the other vUAV is located. Conversely, once the moving vUAV gets past WP2 and
the distance with H decreases, throughput gradually increases again.
Wind conditions
In a thrid experiment, we test the effect of wind on the flight behaviour of the vUAV. We use
a single vUAV that runs the same mission script as in the first experiment. When the vUAV
starts moving from WP2 to WP3, we introduce, through the AeroLoop manager, a gust with
a speed of 30 m/s coming from the south (180 degress from North) as shown in Listing 7.2.
We keep the gust for 10 seconds, and then reset the wind conditions to default/normal.
Listing 7.2: Simulated wind configuration.
1
2 # Set s imulated wind
3 aero loop . s e t vuav w ind d i r (VUAV A, 180)
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Figure 7.7: Flight traces of the vUAV, without and with the wind gust.
4 aero loop . set vuav wind spd (VUAV A, 30)
5 . . .
6 # Reset s imulated wind s e t t i n g s
7 aero loop . re se t vuav wind (VUAV A)
Figure 7.7 shows the flight trace compared to the one for the same mission without the
gust. It can be seen that initially the gust pushes the vUAV away from its original course.
The vUAV then tries to stabilize and adapt its path, and once the gust stops, it starts
making progress and reaches the next waypoint WP3. This also has an impact on the flight
time: it takes the vUAV 25 seconds to fly from WP2 to WP3, whereas without the gust this
trip takes just 15 seconds.
Flight behaviour
In a final experiment, we compare the flight behaviour of the vUAV with a real UAV.
Figure 7.8 shows the UAV which is a hexacopter of 60cm diameter with a payload lifting
capability of up to 1200g. The UAV runs the APM autopilot software stack on top of the
PX4 hardware platform and is also equipped with a RaspberryPI companion computer.
We performed our experiment with a simple mission script where the UAV starts for the
home position H, visits waypoints WP1 and WP2 and returns to home position H. During
the mission the UAV changes its altitude in various ways. In particular it performs a vertical
take-off 20m above the home position H and maintains such altitude while it flies towards
the waypoint WP1. Once the waypoint WP1 is reached the UAV increases its altitude to
30m and then returns to an altitude of 20m before starting its course to waypoint WP2. The
altitude is increased again from 20m to 30m progressively while the UAV flies from waypoint
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Figure 7.8: Hexacopter.
WP1 to waypoint WP2. Finally, the hexacopter returns to home position maintaining an
altitude of 30m and performs the landing operation. The mission script was created with
the mission planner [18] software. Figure 7.9 shows a snapshot of the mission planning.
We performed the mission above with a UAV in the field and with a vUAV in the
AeroLoop simulator. Note that the vUAV simulates a quadcopter so our comparison fo-
cus on the high-level behaviour of the autopilot during the automated flight mode without
comparing data from sensors and actuators.
Figure 7.10 shows the flight traces in 2-D and 3-D space of the vUAV and of the UAV
based on data from the GPS. We observe that in both cases the vehicles follow the same
path with an error of 2 meters on average. The most important differentiation occurs when
the vehicles start to fly from waypoint WP1 to waypoint WP2 where a small wind gust cause
the UAV to slightly divert from its lat/long track (6m) and from its altitude (3m). Such
diversion is also illustrated in the altitude traces of Figure 7.11 where the altitude changes
are shown in respect to time. In particular, we observe that the altitude of both vehicles
change in the same way at the same time until the completion of the altitude decrement
operation at waypoint WP1. When the UAV flies towards waypoint WP2 we observe that it
takes more time to increase its altitude and to achieve the waypoint WP2 due to diversion
in its course. Recall that the altitude is increased progressively while the vehicles approach
the waypoint WP2 whilst the ascendant rate is calculated based on the distance between
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Figure 7.9: Mission planner snapshot of the mission planning.
the poisition of the vehicle and the the target waypoint. The presence of wind also cause
the small altitude differentiation of 3m between the UAV and the vUAV when the vehicles
return to their home position. Both missions have been completed in about 110 seconds
however as it can be observed that the UAV completed the mission 3 seconds earlier than
the vUAV despite the diversion in its course. This is because the UAV has a higher altitude
descent rate during the landing operation than vUAV. During our experiment we didn’t
record the wind characteristics due to lack of instrumentation so it was not possible to
perform a flight comparison with the presence of wind however our results show that vUAV
simulation provides an accurate tool for experimentation.
7.5 Deploying and testing missions with TeCoLa
As already discussed, the AeroLoop simulation environment was used to test the TeCoLa
software stack and the indicative mission scenarios described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
In the following, we briefly describe how TeCoLa is deployed on AeroLoop in order to enable
such tests.
AeroLoop configuration
To support the testing of the forest fire detection and response mission program discussed in
Section 3.4, we use one vGCS for the mission controller and four vUAVs. Two of the vUAVs
represent the scanner drones and the other two the fire extinguishers. The vGCS and the
vUAVs are configured to communicate through the virtual WiFi network.
For the crop spraying application in Section 4.7, we use two vGCSs for the replicas of
the mission controllers, and three vUAVs for the sprayer drones. One vGCS serves as the
primary, the other serves as the backup mission controller replica, which takes over when the
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Figure 7.10: Flight traces in 2-D (top) and 3-D space (bottom) of the vUAV and the UAV.
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Figure 7.11: Altitude traces of the vUAV and the UAV.
primary fails (recall that these tests are performed to evaluate the tolerance to failures of
the mission controller). As in the previous tests, the vGCSs and the vUAVs are configured
to communicate through the virtual WiFi network.
TeCoLa deployment
We deploy the TeCoLa software stack in AeroLoop by installing the node runtime in the
vUAVs and the mission controller runtime in the vGCSs. The transport layer of both run-
time environments, which is implemented using the GCBRR protocol, performs the message
exchanges through the wireless interfaces of the corresponding VMs.
Node services
In all experiments, the node runtime instantiates a real implementation of the mobility
service. This uses the DroneKit-Python framework [12] over the MAVLink [13] protocol in
order instruct the vehicle to perform the requested movements and to retrieve its current
position. Note that this service implementation will also work on real UAVs that support
the MAVLink protocol.
The rest of services used in the above experiments (photo service, fire detection service,
fire extinguisher service, and field spray service) have dummy implementations that are
pre-programmed to suit the respective test scenarios.
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Faults
During out tests we can induce fail-stop crashes of the mission controller and/or vUAV
nodes at any point in time, as needed to observe the system’s behavior for different failure
scenarios. To incude a fail-stop, we ssh into the corresponding VM and stop the respective
process (mission control runtime or node runtime). As another option, it is possible to do
this from within a program that runs on the VM. For instance, it is easy to write a program
that retrieves state information from the logs, and stops the TeCoLa runtime process when
certain conditions are met.
7.6 Related Work
In the field of unmanned/autonomous vehicles there are many works focused in the simulation
development using different techniques and from different perspectives.
FVMS [92] is a a software-in-the-loop platform for the evaluation of control algorithms
for a single quadrotor UAV. It uses the Microsoft Flight Simulator [19] for the modelling
of the flight dynamics as well as the simulation visualization, and provides the emulation
of embedded sensors and cameras. On the other hand, hardware-in-the-loop based sim-
ulation setups are focused on the testing for specific hardware platforms. For instance,
MAV3DSim [78] targets the validation and verification of UAV controllers for the Pixhawk
autopilot. Its simulation engine is based on the CRRCSim Simulator [20] for modelling the
flight dynamics and visualizing the simulation, and provides a GUI for accessing the system
variables/parameters similar to the Ground Control Station applications.
While the above examples target single-UAV simulations, computer-based simulators like
UAVSim [63] and MultiUAV [88] support collaborative multi-vehicle missions based on soft-
ware models of UAVs. UAVSim, which is built on top of the OMNeT++ simulator [101], is
focused on security providing an accurate network simulation and a set of libraries for simu-
lating various network attacks, whereas MultiUAV [88], which is built on Matlab/Simulink,
targets the evaluation of cooperative control algorithms for multiple UAVs.
In terms of communication simulation, UAVSim [63] provides a network simulator for
collaborative UAVs with focus on security. UAVSim is built on top of the OMNeT++ net-
work simulator and provides a set of libraries for the simulation of various network attacks.
Moreover, it incorporates software models of existing autopilots and support for swarm
simulation scenarios. UAVsim provides an accurate network simulation that features wire-
less propagation models for multiple radio channels and MAC-level protocols, including the
802.11 MAC. It also provides detailed configuration and analysis for various types of network
attacks however it does not provide support for mission-specific sesnors.
In [26] a software framework for simulation benchmarking of scenarios including mul-
tiple vehicles of different types is described. It is constructed over LabVIEW and each
autonomous vehicle consists of three modules for modelling the dynamics, the navigation
control and the communication disturbance. Each one of these modules can be defined by a
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DEVS/non-DEVS model, a continuous model, or an interface that interacts with hardware
or MATLAB/Simulink, therefore allowing modular hybrid HIL/SIL simulations.
Thetis [84] is another multi-vehicle simulator specialized for unmanned underwater vehi-
cles (UUVs). It consists of four separate simulation engines for simulating the environment,
the communications, the vehicle and the embedded sensors. Each UUV interacts with the
vehicle simulator, the communication simulator and the sensor simulator. In turn, these
simulators are hooked to the environment simulator which is in charge of providing the
operation field.
From the above mentioned simulators AeroLoop has similarities mainly with Thetis which
follows the same holistic simulation approach. However, Thetis is designed to support only
UUVs as it is tightly coupled with the environment simulator. On the contrary, the mod-
ular architecture of AeroLoop allows the integration of various types of simulated vehicles,
of simulated networking technonolgies and of virtual sensors. Note that the absence of a
centralized simulation environment as the one used in Thetis impose some limitations to
AeroLoop for experiments where the vehicles require a syncronization based on a common
reference other than GPS.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
We envision UVs to become an integral part of next-generation computer-based applications.
Thanks to the already impressive and ever increasing autonomy in terms of movement,
navigation and obstacle avoidance, there is little need for external low-level control and
micro-management. However, UVs still need to be coordinated at a higher level in order to
become part of a greater system as well as to perform missions that involve multiple UVs.
This is the focus of the work presented in this thesis. In the following, we summarize our
achievements and point to some directions for future work.
Summary
Writing mission programs that can exploit several and different types of UVs is a daunting
task. To address this issue we adopt a centralized coordination model in order to give the
developer the convenient illusion of programming a single platform. We employ a master-
slave approach where the UVs are abstracted as nodes (slaves) capable to gather information
via sensors and to perform actions via actuators. The nodes are controlled by a distinguished
entity the mission controller (master) that runs the mission logic.
Based on this coordination model we have proposed TeCoLa, a programming framework
that simplifies the mission program development by offering suitable primitives and explicitly
target UV heterogeneity. In TeCoLa, the nodes provide a number of services based of their
hardware and software resources. Each service consists of one or more service calls which
are used to issue commands to the nodes and to retrieve state information from them.
Services can be remotely accessed from the mission controller via remote service calls in
the spirit of remote procedure calls (RPCs). The mission controller maintains the mission
group which contains information regarding the nodes that participate in the mission. The
mission controller provides to the mission program primitives for the creation of teams of
nodes according to the mission objectives. TeCoLa also allows the promotion of the services
that are common to all members to the team level enabling a unified control both at the
node level and at the team level. The complexity of team formation and team dynamics,
due to the addition and removal of individual nodes at runtime, remains hidden behind the
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scenes, while providing suitable hooks to the programmer for adapting the mission program
behaviour as needed.
To tolerate failures of the mission controller in a transparent way, we have proposed the
technique of selective replay. We use a novel combination of checkpointing, passive replication
and logging, which is able to resume mission program execution in a consistent way taking
into account system/environmental dynamics, with practically zero effort from the mission
program developer. We also discussed a concrete implementation of the proposed approach
as part of the TeCoLa programming framework and identified the key overhead components
of the fault-handling mechanism, both in an analytic way and through an indicative mission
scenarios. Our results show that the proposed approach can achieve fast mission recovery,
even when going through a replay phase before resuming normal execution.
To support the TeCoLa programming model, we have introduced the GCBRR protocol
that supports the coordinated 1-N request/reply interaction pattern and group management
in broadcast-based wireless systems. The protocol eliminates contention and exploits the
broadcast nature of the shared medium to minimize the number of message transmissions
and latency. GCBRR does not rely on any advanced MAC features, and can work on top of
different networking technologies. We presented an evaluation over 802.11 WiFi for scenarios
where the system operates close to the network capacity. Our result show that the proposed
protocol achieves significantly higher throughput, lower latency and better predictability
than unicast-based point-to-point approaches. These results are particularly encouraging
given that WiFi comes with a very effective flow-control mechanism and MAC-level support
for unicasts.
We have also investigated how GCBRR can be used to support N-1 information flows
via polling, for the more general scenario where multiple sensor processes wish to send data
to a single collector process over a low-bandwidth wireless channel. A core component of
our approach is an application-agnostic mechanism for estimating the actual data rate of
each process, so that the collector can adjust the polling rate accordingly. This is based
on a Kalman filter that tuned for stable data generation rates, and which is controlled via
simple signals generated at runtime by the polling protocol. We experimentally evaluate
an implementation of our protocol for different data traffic scenarios using real nodes that
communicate with the collector over IEEE 802.15.4 radio, showing that the collector can
successfully track the actual data rate for both periodic and stochastic data generation.
Finally, to make it possible to experiment with multi-drone applications in a cheap, safe
and flexible way, as well as to test TeCoLa software stack for different mission programs and
execution scenarios, we have developed the AeroLoop simulation environment. AeroLoop
provides a unified and modular simulation environment for easy and safe experimentation
with virtual UAVs. It combines state of the art simulation technologies for flight, sensing
and networking into a unified and modular simulation environment that can be used to
experiment with multi-drone mission scenarios without the risks and the costs of physical
experimentation. Our design takes advantage of mature virtualization technology which
makes possible to test middleware such as TeCoLa as well as mission-level software with-
out performing any simulator-specific adjustments. This allows the software that has been
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tested in the simulator environment to be transferred to the real platforms without any
modifications Moreover AeroLoop can be extended by incorporating third-party simulation
components according to experiment needs. The functionality of AeroLoop has been verified
extensively through the mission scenarios of Chapters 3 and 4 and also through individual
mission scripts.
Future work
While our work addresses several important problems of multi-drone applications, there are
more issues that are worth pursuing in the future.
In terms of the programming model, one could enrich the syntax of team membership
and wait/select expressions in order to allow for more advanced declarative functionality.
It would also be useful to support specific team formation patterns in a more institutional
manner, as a first-class aspect of TeCoLa, rather than through mission-level code templates
that have to be hand-crafted by the developer. Furher, one could provide support along the
lines of TeCoLa embedded within a programming language, via suitable extensions at the
syntax and runtime level. Another interesting direction could be the integration of TeCoLa
with stationary sensor/actuator infrastructures, so that these can be seamlessly exploited by
the mission.
An important issue regarding the fault-tolerant aspect, is to investigate optimizations
that can substantially reduce the size of the checkpoint images, taking into account specific
properties and features of the TeCoLa runtime environment. Furthermore, it would be very
interesting to investigate active replication techniques, which would eliminate the need for
expensive checkpointing and would also make it possible to tolerate Byzantine failures, while
studying the extra communication overhead due to the required synchronization between
replicas of the mission controller.
In terms of transport protocols, it would be interesting to extent GCBRR to support
the 1-N request/reply interaction over a multi-hop network topology, actively exploiting
the opportunities for parallel transmissions while preserving its key properties regarding the
network contention and group management. This would allow to support missions where the
UVs can be far apart from each other. It is also important to investigate protocol extensions
to tolerate network partitioning, and to see how to deal with this aspect at the level of
application programming.
Regarding the simulation environment, we plan to exploit the modular nature of the
AeroLoop in order to add different types of virtual vehicles, such as aircrafts and ground
rovers. Moreover, we wish to support a larger number of virtual sensors that are popular in
the robotics community, such as LIDAR and IR. We also plan to investigate more lightweight
forms of virtualization and network simulation using containers and Mininet [74].
Last but not least, we wish to test TeCoLa with real UVs, in a suitably controlled/con-
tained physical testbed. Such type of experimentation would allow us to observe the be-
haviour of drones in real flight formations where there is interference between them. These
observation would help us to design abstractions to support team formation patterns and
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also to implement better failsafe operations. Until now we didn’t have the necessary hard-
ware, the required space and the training to conduct experiments with real drones however,
soon drone-testbed infrastructures like RAWFIE [21] will allow us to perform such type of
experimentation.
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